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Downtown Helena Master Plan Survey 
 

Project Description 

The Downtown Helena Master Plan will be a visioning and guiding document for the management and 
future growth of Downtown Helena by the Helena Business Improvement District (HBID), the City of 
Helena, and other agencies. The plan will: 

 Provide a tool for guiding downtown economic growth 
 Reaffirm the downtown’s role in the community 
 Guide decision making for public improvements, private investments, and changes to existing 

zoning codes and regulatory mechanisms 

The Master Plan will be a community-
based planning effort with numerous 
opportunities to participate and 
provide input. The Plan will address 
specific elements related to 
streetscape improvements, open space 
and parks, historic preservation, land-
use and development opportunities, 
transportation and parking, utility 
infrastructure, and governmental and 
cultural facilities. The Plan will be 
approved and adopted by the HBID, 
Helena/Lewis and Clark County 
Consolidated Planning Board, and City 
Commission as an amendment to the 
Helena Growth Policy. 

Study Area 

The image on the right shows the 
boundaries of the Helena Business 
Improvements District.  For the 
purpose of this project, this boundary 
represents the general area referred to 
as “downtown”.  

Survey 

The purpose of this survey is to identify and prioritize critical needs, issues, and opportunities in 
Downtown Helena. This survey is also available online at www.downtownhelena.com/about-us/bid/ 
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The first series of questions will ask about how you use downtown: 

1. How often do you go downtown? 

 Everyday 

 1-3 times a week 

 1-3 times a month 

 1-3 times a year 

 Never 
 

2. What days of the week do you go downtown? 

 Weekdays 

 Weekends 

 Weekdays & Weekends 
 

3. What time of the day are you most frequently downtown (choose all that apply)? 

 In the mornings (before 8 am) 

 During business hours (8:00 am – 5:00 pm) 

 In the evenings (6:00 pm – 9:00 pm) 

 At night (after 9:00 pm) 

 Other: ___________ 
 

4. How do you get downtown (choose all that apply)? 

 Walk 

 Bike 

 Car 

 Bus 

 Other: ___________ 
 

5. Please select what best describes your relationship to downtown (choose all that apply)?  

 I own property downtown 

 I own property and a business downtown 

 I own a business downtown 

 I work downtown 

 I live downtown 

 I just visit downtown 

 I have no relationship to downtown 

 Other: ___________ 
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The next series of questions will ask you about your perceptions of downtown: 

6. What is important to you about downtown (choose all that apply)?  

 Location 

 Historic Buildings 

 Aesthetic Character 

 Events/Activities 

 Retail/Shopping 

 Parks/Plazas (i.e. Women’s park, walking mall) 

 Entertainment (i.e. restaurants, breweries, theaters) 

 Services (i.e. city/county, courts, banking) 

 Jobs/Employment 

 Housing 

 Library 

 Proximity to trails / open space 

 Other: ________________ 
 

7. Please rate the convenience of the following downtown features (circle): 

 Very 
Inconvenient 

Somewhat 
Inconvenient 

Neither 
convenient or 
inconvenient 

Somewhat 
convenient 

Very 
convenient 

Parking  
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Traffic circulation in 
and out of downtown 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Signage for parks, 
museums and other 
amenities 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Trash cans and 
recycling 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Bike parking 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

 
8. Is downtown safe? 

 Very safe 

 Somewhat safe  

 Somewhat unsafe 

 Not at all safe 

 Comments: ______________________________________________________________ 
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9. Please rate the following statements about downtown’s sense of place (circle): 

 Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither 
agree or 
disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

Downtown Helena is a 
very special place 

1 2 3 4 5 

Downtown represents 
Helena’s unique culture 
and heritage 

1 2 3 4 5 

Downtown offers many 
different reasons to 
visit 

1 2 3 4 5 

Downtown offers 
interesting and 
attractive amenities 
such as building 
facades, window 
displays, parks, 
landscaping, public art 
and public gather 
places 

1 2 3 4 5 

Downtown streets, 
sidewalks, and parking 
lots are safe, attractive, 
and well maintained 

1 2 3 4 5 

Downtown is vibrant, 
with many people out 
and about, and 
activities and amenities 
that encourage people 
to spend time 
downtown 

1 2 3 4 5 

 
10. Please rate the following statements about the general direction downtown is heading (circle): 

 Strongly 
disagree 

Somewhat 
disagree 

Neither 
agree or 
disagree 

Somewhat 
agree 

Strongly 
agree 

I think downtown is 
“better off” than it was 
five years ago 

1 2 3 4 5 

I think downtown is 
headed in the right 
direction 

1 2 3 4 5 

I think downtown has 
potential to be more 
than it currently is 

1 2 3 4 5 
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The next series of questions will ask you to identify what you think needs to be addressed in 
downtown: 

11. In your opinion, what issues need to be addressed or improved upon (choose all that apply)? 

 Infrastructure 
o storm drainage 
o street lighting 
o overhead power lines 
o broadband/high speed internet 
o capacity to support new development 

 Transportation 
o one-way streets 
o mini-malfunction junction 
o traffic congestion 
o traffic speeds 
o bicycle/pedestrian connectivity 
o accessibility (ADA) 
o parking 

 Economic Conditions 
o business health 
o retail/office mix 
o walking mall 
o competition from other areas 
o safety/security 

 Land Use 
o zoning regulations 
o views/hillside development 
o downtown housing 
o transitions to residential neighborhoods 
o parks/open space 
o historic preservation 
o new development 

 Streetscape 
o General landscaping 
o Public art 
o Trees 
o Flowers 
o Banners 

Other:       
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12. What are impediments to downtown growth and redevelopment? 
______________________________________________________ 

 

The final series of questions will ask your opinion on locating downtown: 

13. Would you work at a business downtown? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Comments:______________________________________________________________ 

 
14. Would you locate a business downtown? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Comments:______________________________________________________________ 
 

15. Would you live downtown? 

 Yes 
 No 
 Comments:______________________________________________________________ 

 
 

If you have additional comments on any topic, feel free to include them here: 
 

16. Additional Comments: ______________________________   _____   

____________________________________________________     

            

            

           _____   

 

 
 
Would you like to receive project updates and meeting announcements (please provide your 
preferred method of contact)? 

 
Name:             

Address or Email:            
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Please return completed survey to: 
WGM Group 
Attn: Cindy Kuns 
1111 E. Broadway 
Missoula, MT 59802 
ckuns@wgmgroup.com 

 
For additional information or questions contact: 

Jeremy Keene 
Project Manager 
jkeene@wgmgroup.com 
(406) 728-4611 

 
For more information visit:  

www.downtownhelena.com/about-us/bid/  
 
Connect with us on Facebook:  

www.facebook.com/DowntownHelenaMasterPlan 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Downtown Plan 
o Issues/concerns/pitfalls? 
o Developers forum 
o Investment Trust 

 Issues/Concerns 
o Model cities movement of 1960s – divisive, historic buildings torn down 
o City hasn’t committed to Downtown, doesn’t see itself as a partner 
o Chamber wants to move out to I-15 
o GNTC – City didn’t want to honor agreement to build garage 
o Stagnant tax base 
o Parking doesn’t pay for itself – maintenance is being deferred 
o Central School is important 
o GNTC needs housing – only 2 built, 135 entitled 
o SW corner 14th/Front – possible residential development 
o Former state liquor (end of Front Street) 
o Front Street Learning Center – school may want to sell 
o What is the market – housing preference & demand? 
o Can’t afford to build 

 Cost to build exceeds rents 
 Can’t build at $250/sf in this market 
 Banks want personal guarantees 

MEETING DATE:  August 12, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Stakeholder Meeting 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Alan Nicholson 
Nancy Nicholson 
Brent Campbell 
Jeremy Keene 
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 Building codes – concrete/wood framing techniques used in other 
places are not allowed here 

 Hillside development 
o Need to educate on good urban development 

 Consequences of sprawl 
 Economic impact 
 50s style highway 

o Lack of leadership at City/Commission 
o County growth policy update 

 County doesn’t want to add development standards 
 Eric Griffin – County Administrator 

o TIF District Downtown still has debt – what is debt term? 
o New market tax credits – refinanced original theater at GNTC 
o Brewery hot spot 
o Federal Building (Jim Burns, owner) – probably not interested in developing 

but might sell 
o Constitution Park 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Housing Authority is evaluating property in Downtown and greater Helena for 
possible sale or redevelopment 

o Edwards 6-plex – possible redevelopment 
o 12 single-family homes 
o 7-story, 76-unit elderly/disabled by Bluestone House 
o “Chicken Coops” Cutler Street – redevelopment 
o CTI (FIC) Building – job training near Bert & Ernies 

 Need to identify Housing Authority properties in Downtown 

 Housing Study was last updated in 2010 
o Needs have changed 
o Mixed housing/income – what incentives can the City provide? 
o Waiting list has grown 
o Tax credits are very competitive 
o Lack of accessible units 

 Specific Projects 
o Just completed Strategic Plan 
o Next steps 

 ID properties/evaluation 
 Physical needs assessment 
 Market assessment 

 

MEETING DATE:  August 20, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Helena Housing Authority Stakeholder Meeting 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Leslie Torgerson, Executive Director 
Jeremy Keene 
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 Helena Housing Development Corp. (HHDC) is development arm of Housing 
Authority 

o Road Runner 
o Wilder 

 Political climate is a challenge 
o Perception of affordable 
o Problem with gaming the system 

 Downtown anchors 
o Need JCPenney Downtown 
o Mount Helena 
o Cathedral 
o Atlas Building – modern/rehabilitated affordable housing (30 units) 
o Placer Condos 
o B&B Market provides limited grocery in Downtown 

 Services 
o CTI (Career Training Institute) is Downtown 
o Food Share/Friendship Center in 6th ward 
o Childcare is spread out – big need, affordability 
o God’s Love – Downtown men’s shelter and transitional housing 
o After school care – YMCA near Centennial Park 
o Social Security office is Downtown 

 Transportation 
o Affordability 
o Winter conditions 
o Senior/disabled 
o Transit is poor; on-call service and fixed routes 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Parking Commission is 100% City, self-funded 

 Other Studies – 2007 study of GNTC area 

 Garages 
o Lease and pay by hour garages – no reserved spaces 
o Jackson Street 

 Won award for street façade 
 Lot is full 

o 15th is lease only (State Fund guaranteed 300-350 spaces); essentially acts like 
a private lot 

o 6th is fully leased – actually oversold 
o Getchell 

 ~60% full 
 GNTC has contract for theater for 4-hour free parking 

 Set fee increases every 10 years 

 Doesn’t cover 100% of fees 

 On-street Permit Program 
o Mirror hangers 
o Priced by proximity 
o Group discounts/annual discounts 

MEETING DATE:  August 20, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Parking Commission Stakeholder Meeting 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Dave Hewitt, Director 
Tim Nickerson, Field Coordinator 
Mary, Administration 
Jeremy Keene 
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 City has relaxed zoning parking requirements for businesses with close proximity to 
parking structures on a case-by-case basis 

 Issues/Concerns 
o Last Chance: 300-500 blocks are posted 1-hour free 

 $25 fine 
 Prevent “rollers” – employee parking 
 Employees versus shoppers – everybody wants to park right in front 
 2-hour parking to 1-hour created more turnover, reduced rollers, but 

now customers are pressured to hurry 
o Metered parking is priced higher as you get closer in 
o Ample parking, just not right outside the front door 
o Late 70’s urban renewal established free parking in core; meters are on 

external streets 
o Requested City Engineering to look at additional angle parking on Cruse 
o Parking confusion 

 Different time limits 
 Recent sign additions 
 Management is effectively enforced 

o Office uses create more rollers 
o Neighborhood parking 

 Residential areas have yearly permits ($20/yr) 
 Some residential districts recently went away, as residents were not 

participating in buying permits 
o Shared Parking 
o Misperception of walking distance from parking 
o Parking map – informational 
o Directions to get to walking mall; wayfinding signs 
o Pay-to-Park App – coming soon 

 Maps 
 Retailers can pay for customers 
 Real time parking 

o Credit card payment is expensive because of security requirements 
o Surface lots are not gated 

 Customers have to find kiosk 
 Queuing 
 Grades 

o “Goldie Coin Program” - $10 roll for $8; Downtown members for $6 
o Pre-printed vouchers – 10% off 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Aizada Imports: 406-855-1444 

 70-80% of customers are visitors from outside of town 
o Much more dependent on tourism than envisioned 
o Most tourists like the walking mall and Downtown 
o Tour train comes down mall, but doesn’t stop; many people come back after 

the tour 

 Marketing 
o A good thing here (Downtown), but it’s not being marketed or promoted like 

it should be 
o Downtown needs a brand/image 
o Promote Helena 
o Downtown Helena, Inc. is understaffed/underfunded (Hailey & Tracy) 
o Birds & Beasleys – Sandy Shull 
o Base Camp – Tim Lynch 
o Shalon Hastings – needs to reach out to other businesses as SC rep 
o Better leadership/communication among businesses 

 Location Factors 
o Space was affordable – Carroll owns building 
o Has parking, basement 
o Also considered GNTC 
o Still too many empty businesses 

 Other retail needs: 

MEETING DATE:  August 25, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Stakeholder Meeting – Aizada Imports 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Paula Halverson 
Jeremy Keene 
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o Cheap rent 
o More communication/collaboration w/Carroll 

 Project Management – property managers, GNTC, others 

 Other issues: 
o Safety/security issues are minimal 
o Feel very safe Downtown 
o No problems w/crime, vandalism, shoplifting 
o Parking is not a major issue 
o Internet competition 
o Tourist info – no map or guide 
o First Friday, Christmas events 
o Big Dipper, Hawthorne, Taco del Sol – have extended hours of mall 
o Bicycles on walking mall; Segway tours not allowed 
o Mall activity – food carts, music, arts 

 Neighborhood schools – McKinley School in Billings as similar issues with central 
school 

 Who does promotion of tourism? 
o Helena Tourism Alliance 
o Resort Tax 
o Bed Tax 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Treasure State Internet: 406-204-4777; sales@TreasureStateInternet.com 

 Building a new “last mile” fiber network that will be capable of 500 MBPS to 1 GBPS 
speeds 

 Just received funding for first 100 customers 
o Focusing on SoFi company located near MF Junction on Montana 
o Eventually will extend to downtown 

 Other providers: 
o Charter (60 MBPS cable) 
o CenturyLink (10 MBPS DSL) 
o 3 Rivers Com (?? Speed Fiber) 

 High speed internet is not readily available 
o Old US West fiber exists but is not connected or in the right locations, nor is 

old technology likely to be useful 
o Federal Reserve has dedicated line thru Zuma 

 City was difficult to work with for permitting fiber build 
o Company had to register as a “telegraph” service to quality as a utility under 

city ordinances 
o Company will locate office outside City limits due to building permit 

difficulties 

MEETING DATE:  August 25, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Stakeholder Meeting – Treasure State Internet 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Eric 
Matt 
Jeremy Keene 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 School Bond Issue Failed 
o Helped understanding that something needs to be done 
o Retooling for new bond issue next year 
o Build community support through better process 

 Hired survey firm 
 Listening sessions 

o Confusion over what bond would be used for – District needs to do a better 
job of explaining 

o Working together w/other groups & agencies – everyone on the same page 
 Chamber supported Bond 
 BID did not support Bond 

 Central School/Downtown Schools 
o Bond included complete renovation/modernization to keep Central School 
o Why was there confusion that Central could be closed? 
o Demographics 

 Have been done by Cropper – Kent to provide 
 Many kids live in Valley and will need new schools there 
 Downtown demographic tends to have less children 

 How to bring people together 
o Facilitated discussion groups 
o Process before decisions 

 Properties 

MEETING DATE:  September 17, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Stakeholder Meeting – Helena Public Schools 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Kent Kultgen, Superintendent 
Jeremy Keene 
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o Alternative School 
 Good location for students 
 Site/facility is small 
 Likely school district will eventually sell property 
 Other similar programs: 

 Access to Success Program (Helena College) 

 PAL 
o Bryant School 

 Declining enrollment 
 Considered for closure, but not currently on the block 

o Central School 
 Current plan is to keep school open, but needs significant investment 

 Coordination between DHMP and school bond effort 
o Integrate Downtown info into school bond process 
o Downtown Plan will be complete prior to decisions about school bond 
o Downtown support could be valuable to school process/success 
o Cross promotion of meetings/events/info 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 
What are the barriers to development in Downtown Helena? 

o Parking – Perception that there isn’t any available parking for new projects 
o Historic building ‐ The perception that conversion of historic buildings or the 

preservation of historic buildings impedes new development   
o In Lewis and Clark County, there appear to be a large number of one acre tracts 

that provide the lots for entry‐level housing.  This type of lot typically does not 
have up‐front sewer and water costs, curbs, or sidewalks and out competes 
urban lots in the marketplace. 

o High vacancy rates in the downtown 

 Office 21% 2013 up 30% 
o Difficulty in recruiting quality tenants 
o City politics 
o City commissioner uncertainty of zoning and subdivision codes 
o There is the perception of a lack of predictability 
o Can’t force businesses to locate in downtown if it is not market driven  

 
Are there specific codes and policies that make development in Downtown Helena 
difficult? 

o Historic preservation 
o Retrofit cost and functional use of historic buildings 
o More consistent interpretation of policies 

 
What would you change to make development easier? 

o Process of working with planners and developers 

MEETING DATE:   11‐4‐2015  

PROJECT NAME:    Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:    Meetings with Developers 

BY:   Nick Kaufman 
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o Streamline the permitting process ‐ provide a single source point  for inquiries 
and permitting BID – Could plan an ombudsman role for permitting downtown 
projects 

o Provide a tool to identify developable space in the downtown  
o Lower code requirements 
o Recognize the need for an affordable bus downtown 
o Conduce a market feasibility assessment 

 
What incentives would you recommend to encourage development? 

o Link to economic site 
o City help/parking/proactive 
o Cost constraints of apartments on commercial  
o Spirit of cooperation with city staff 
o Provide a vision 
o Rising cost of infrastructure and schools 
o Control sprawl in the county 
o Lack of city/private partnership 

 Provide financial assistance to level the playing field 
o Aesthetics of community 

 Improve how the area looks and feels 
 Better signage control 
 Corridors to downtown need to be appealing 

o Costs to residents are lower in the county than costs in the city. Consider 
leveling the playing field  

o Get people involved in making real change 
o More people downtown 
o Apartments need to be added 
o Put apartments on top of buildings 
o Parking – compare to Seattle 

 Need close parking 
o Provide more parking  with a revenue bond or GOB 
o Put more residential above 

 Residential condos  

 Placer Hotel as an example 

 Atlas building 

 County residents want to live in the city, cost is a factor 
o Historic aspect 

 Some buildings need to be torn down 
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 Limited opportunities to build new buildings 

 Functional retrofit has cost 

 City biggest areas is parks 

 Lease – option 
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Downtown Helena planning process moving forward
MAY 26, 2015 6:37 PM  •  AL KNAUBER INDEPENDENT
RECORD

A trio of grants and $8,000 in matching funds
provided by the Helena Business Improvement
District will pay for a master plan to be created
for Helena’s downtown.

The Missoulabased WGM Group, which has
an office in Helena, was selected from the four
teams of consultants considered, said Tracy
Reich, the Business Improvement District’s
executive director.

A fifth team of consultants failed to submit a proposal by the deadline, she added.

Those who sought the contract had to base their work on the $68,000 that's available to
fund the plan's creation, according to the request for proposals.

The timetable in the request for proposals noted that Helena is the only midsized or larger
Montana city that doesn’t have a master plan. The plan is to be completed by December of
this year and could be adopted by the city commission in March 2016.

In addition to $10,000 the Montana Main Street Program provided to the downtown master
plan funding, the city of Helena received $25,000 from a state Department of Commerce
Community Development Block Grant.

The Montana Business Assistance Connection applied to the Department of Commerce for
a Big Sky Economic Development Trust Fund for $25,000. It will retain $1,250 for its
administrative costs.

Being the low bidder was not a high factor in the selection process, Reich said and
explained that the approach proposed by the teams of consultants, their professionalism
and experience were the toprated considerations.

Also submitting bids for the project were teams assembled by Inside Edge Design, KLJ
Engineering and SMA Architects, according to an announcement on the selection of the
WGM Group.

WGM’s approach was welldisciplined, which appealed to the selection committee that
consisted of Sharon Haugen, the city’s community development director; Brian Obert,
executive director of the Montana Business Assistance Connection; Randy Riley, chairman
of the Business Improvement District’s board of directors and Reich.

“We had great, really qualified teams,” Reich said.
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Helping WGM to receive the contract was that it proposed to bring in a national retail
marketing planner, Reich said.

Joining the WGM team will be Robert J. Gibbs of the Gibbs Planning Group, she said.

According to the company’s website, the Gibbs Planning Group has been providing
expertise in commercial development and sustainable town planning for more than two
decades.

“Since its inception, GPG has been active in developing innovative yet practical methods for
applying modern trends in commercial development to more than 500 town centers and
historic districts here and abroad,” the website said of the company's qualifications.

Jeremy Keene, the principal engineer with the WGM Group, said the primary goal of the
master plan will be to help identify what’s important to the downtown.

While he sees WGM’s role as providing questions and gathering information, “ultimately it
will be Helena’s plan, Helena’s downtown plan.”

The way that downtown areas fit into cities is changing, Keene said and explained that
nationally more people are choosing to locate in their downtowns and to live there.

City officials and those with the Business Improvement District plan to meet with members
of the WGM Group to refine the scope of work, Reich said.

Plans for the public participation portion of the planning process are anticipated to be
announced in a week or two, she added.

While interviews are planned with focus groups, individuals and others, three public
charrettes will be held that will shape the vision and strategies for the downtown.

One or two more charrettes could be held to address implementation of those plans, Reich
said.

While Reich anticipates a clear vision for the downtown will emerge from the process, she
said she expects there will be different ways and options to achieve that vision.

A master plan will help guide the downtown in the next five, 10 and 20 years, she said.

The plan will also help the Business Improvement District, whose boundaries include
Helena’s historic downtown, recruit and retain businesses there, Reich added.

“This plan will really highlight how important the downtown is to the city of Helena," Reich
said. 

Downtowns are changing and “this document and plan will help us shape that change rather
than react to it all the time,” she continued.

“This is really a longterm plan. Downtown revitalization is really a longterm plan,” she said.
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Process to plan for downtown's future begins on
Saturday
JULY 16, 2015 6:00 AM  •  AL KNAUBER INDEPENDENT RECORD

Those who attend Saturday’s Farmers Market or the Symphony Under the Stars that night
will be the first to help shape plans for the future of Helena’s downtown.

The Helena Business Improvement District in conjunction with the City of Helena is about to
begin gathering comments and impressions of Helena as preparation shifts into action on
creating a downtown master plan.

Booths will be set up at those events to ask people for their views of the downtown and how
they use the downtown, said Tracy Reich, the Business Improvement District’s executive
director.

While a survey will be offered, people will also have the opportunity to comment, she added.

This will be among the preliminary information gathered in anticipation of more formal
sessions where a consultant will ask people for more observations and thoughts about the
downtown, she said.

A master plan for Helena’s downtown will result from people’s comments and not from what
the consultant, Missoulabased WGM Group, which also has an office in Helena, thinks is
needed, Reich said.

“All ideas are welcome,” she added.

The public observations, in addition to comments collected online and from meetings with
select groups, will help construct a foundation for a Sept. 2 charrette planned for the Best
Western Premier Great Northern Hotel that will be held from 5:307 p.m.

Trends in comments are anticipated to come from the first charrette, Reich said, explaining
these would help lead to draft strategies for the downtown that are anticipated to result after
the second of what could be three charrettes.

More information on the master planning process is available on the Business Improvement
District’s website at http://bit.ly/1gALo6O.

The planning process has been said to last no more than 12 months and would tap existing
data on the downtown as well as seek to fill in gap about what’s known.

Reich has said that the master plan would look at what the downtown is today and what it
might be in five to 20 years from now. That look into the future will come from hearing what
those who live here have to say about their city.

While Reich anticipates a clear vision for the downtown will emerge from the process, she
said she also expects there will be different ways and options to achieve that vision.
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Process to plan for downtown's future begins on
Saturday
JULY 16, 2015 6:00 AM  •  AL KNAUBER INDEPENDENT RECORD

Those who attend Saturday’s Farmers Market or the Symphony Under the Stars that night
will be the first to help shape plans for the future of Helena’s downtown.

The Helena Business Improvement District in conjunction with the City of Helena is about to
begin gathering comments and impressions of Helena as preparation shifts into action on
creating a downtown master plan.

Booths will be set up at those events to ask people for their views of the downtown and how
they use the downtown, said Tracy Reich, the Business Improvement District’s executive
director.

While a survey will be offered, people will also have the opportunity to comment, she added.

This will be among the preliminary information gathered in anticipation of more formal
sessions where a consultant will ask people for more observations and thoughts about the
downtown, she said.

A master plan for Helena’s downtown will result from people’s comments and not from what
the consultant, Missoulabased WGM Group, which also has an office in Helena, thinks is
needed, Reich said.

“All ideas are welcome,” she added.

The public observations, in addition to comments collected online and from meetings with
select groups, will help construct a foundation for a Sept. 2 charrette planned for the Best
Western Premier Great Northern Hotel that will be held from 5:307 p.m.

Trends in comments are anticipated to come from the first charrette, Reich said, explaining
these would help lead to draft strategies for the downtown that are anticipated to result after
the second of what could be three charrettes.

More information on the master planning process is available on the Business Improvement
District’s website at http://bit.ly/1gALo6O.

The planning process has been said to last no more than 12 months and would tap existing
data on the downtown as well as seek to fill in gap about what’s known.

Reich has said that the master plan would look at what the downtown is today and what it
might be in five to 20 years from now. That look into the future will come from hearing what
those who live here have to say about their city.

While Reich anticipates a clear vision for the downtown will emerge from the process, she
said she also expects there will be different ways and options to achieve that vision.
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WGM Group was selected from four teams of consultants that sought to lead the master
planning process.

Those who bid for the project had to submit proposals within the roughly $68,000 that was
available for the work, Reich said previously.

In addition to $10,000 that the Montana Main Street Program provided toward the downtown
master plan, the city of Helena received $25,000 from a Community Development Block
Grant – Economic Development.

The Montana Business Assistance Connection applied to the state Department of
Commerce for a Big Sky Economic Development Trust Fund for $25,000. It will retain
$1,250 for its administrative costs.

Being the low bidder was not a high factor in the selection process, Reich said and
explained that the approach proposed by the teams of consultants, their professionalism
and experience were the top rated considerations.

The request for proposals noted that Helena is the only midsized or larger Montana city
without a master plan. 
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Planning for future of downtown Helena resumes
Tuesday

OCTOBER 18, 2015 2:30 PM  •  AL KNAUBER
INDEPENDENT RECORD

Helena’s downtown means many things to
many people, and on Tuesday those who care
about it will have another opportunity to shape
the master plan that will guide its future.

The second charrette in ongoing plans to
create a master plan for Helena’s downtown
will be Tuesday from 5:307 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn, 22 N. Last Chance Gulch.

The master plan is being assembled by the
Helena Business Improvement District and the
city of Helena at a cost of $68,000.

“The community loves their downtown and
there are a lot of people that really have a
genuine interest in its future,” said Tracy Reich,
the Business Improvement District’s executive
director.

“We’re building from what we have today, so
we’re not going to lose what we have but we’re
building from what we have now,” she added.

Reich said the first charrette was attended by
some 90 or so people, which was more than anticipated. 

That attendance, she continued, demonstrated an interest in the downtown, as did the more
than 700 responses that were received to an online survey on the downtown.

Among respondents, nearly 39 percent said they go downtown every day. Better than 83
percent said they were there during business hours and more than 62 percent said they
were there in the evening.

While driving to the downtown was the primary mode of transportation for more than nine
out of 10 people, the convenience of parking was faulted by better than 55 of the
respondents while nearly 30 percent said it was either somewhat convenient or convenient.

“People are invested and engaged,” Reich said of interest in the downtown. “They think we
have a really great downtown. They just want to see it be vibrant and get better.”

While every downtown has something to work with, Helena has significant history and
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awesome architecture, Reich said.

“We have a unique, authentic experience. We need to get our voice heard more.”

Part of the second charrette is building on the first one and considering a draft vision
statement that was created based on what people have already expressed.

Reich said she expects the draft will be revised during the upcoming charrette, although she
declined to discuss the draft language.

“It’s a traditional vision statement that you would see in a business plan or for an
organization, but it will be for Downtown Helena,” she said.

Robert Gibbs, a nationally known retail marketing consultant who is doing a portion of the
market analysis of the plan, will give an overview of what he’s seen and some of his
recommendations.

His presentation will be one of the key pieces of the second charrette that will see the plan
continue to advance, Reich said, noting, “It’s a true public planning process.”

A third charrette is being planned for Dec. 8 where a draft master plan may be
presented, although the unveiling could be delayed for a while if need be.

“If we need additional time to get everything right, I want to be able to do that versus getting
it done on our time frame. I’m pushing quality over quickness,” Reich said.

“Downtown isn’t just about the property owners and the business owners that are in
downtown. It is the community’s downtown. It’s the heart and economic driver of a
community and we are the capital city as well. We should be very proud of our downtown,”
she said.

“And I think putting in a few hours of time to help shape that vision and help shape that long
term plan for how we’re going to grow and change is something that people should be
interested in doing.”

“It is everybody’s downtown and they should have a say and be able to have that say,”
Reich added.

If you go ...

What: Second charrette of the downtown planning process

When: 5:307 p.m. Tuesday

Where: Holiday Inn, 22 N. Last Chance Gulch
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Retail guru offers predictions, advice for Helena's
downtown

OCTOBER 20, 2015 9:25 PM  •  AL KNAUBER
INDEPENDENT RECORD

Nationally acclaimed urban retail consultant
Robert Gibbs told a standing room only
audience Tuesday night that Helena is well
poised for its downtown retail future.

However, he also cautioned the audience that
exceeded the roughly 100 seats set up at the
Holiday Inn Conference Center Downtown that
there are issues that need to be addressed too.

Mike Dowling, principal of DSA Architects of
Helena, who is also a past president of the

Helena Business Improvement District, was impressed by the attendance.

“I think people are just passionate about the downtown and its value to the community,” he
said.

The Business Improvement District and the city of Helena are working on a master plan for
the downtown through an effort led by the WGM Group of Missoula, which also has an office
in Helena.

The master plan could be ready for presentation to the city commission by year’s end or
early 2016, although Tracy Reich, executive director of the Business Improvement District,
said she doesn’t want to rush the process.

While a third charrette is anticipated on Dec. 8 where a draft master plan may be presented,
the unveiling could be delayed for a while if need be.

“If we need additional time to get everything right, I want to be able to do that versus getting
it done on our time frame. I’m pushing quality over quickness,” Reich said previously.

Those in the audience had an opportunity to consider the issues defined for them by the
previous charrette and Gibbs’ presentation before working in small groups to formulate
ideas.

The information presented by the groups will be used as a vision statement for the
downtown if further refined, said Jeremy Keene, the principal engineer with the WGM
Group.

After Gibbs’ roughly 45minute presentation that covered trends, timetables and how to plan
for the downtown’s evolution in the coming decade or so, Gibbs said the top priority problem
facing Helena was its graffiti.
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“The very first thing would be to clean up the graffiti you have. It’s not bad, but you have a
couple of graffiti spots; and I would clean those up right away and fix your broken
sidewalks,” he said.

“The second thing is look at your parking policy,” he continued and noted that statistically
there are enough parking spaces although he faulted how they’re managed.

“It costs the same amount of money to use the parking garage as it does to park at a prime
location,” Gibbs said. “In fact, your prime locations are free. It should be the other way
around. The prime locations should cost more than the parking garage because it’s so hard
to use the parking garage. It’s so inconvenient.”

Graffiti, he explained, says that a downtown is neglected and not loved.

“It lowers the expectations,” he said of shoppers who, he added, don’t see graffiti in
shopping centers, their neighborhoods or homes.

“So you should be up to the standards that they’re used to spending their time in.

“It creates a perception (and this includes sidewalks, he noted) that it’s not cared for, that
retailers offer lower quality goods and services … that shoppers aren’t getting good value
merchandise, that they’re buying outdated merchandise. So it’s a very subtle message.
That’s why the shopping centers are so well taken care of. That’s why Jimmy John’s,
Subway washes their allglass surfaces five times a day. … Shiny clean is important.”

Helena’s growth in the next five to 10 years will see millennials, people born between the
early 1980s and early 2000, but more so will be other groups.

“In your case really there will be a tidal wave of empty nesters and baby boomers coming
downtown. I think they’re going to want to live downtown. I think they’re going to be bored of
living in the suburbs in their three and fourbedrooms homes and their children have moved
out and they’re going to want to live in a walkable community. We see that all over the
place.”

Because the strong market demand, he predicted the downtown retail market would see
changes in five to 10 years, possibly 15 years.

Changing downtown’s retail to fit the new demand would mean a leasebylease shift as one
property after another changed, he said.

His prediction for Helena’s downtown of the future would be one with more restaurants,
hopefully a grocery store and more retailers selling apparel and home furnishings. Perhaps
a pharmacy too would be among the new retail environment.

“You have a lot of strong retailers now, and I think you’ll have even stronger ones,” he said.

Another of the challenges facing Helena Gibbs noted is business recruitment. Promoting the
city’s demographics  he noted the average household income was $80,000 and a fourth of
residents have a college bachelor’s degree  would aid in attracting new business.

Helena’s strong employment and tourism spending that last year countywide amounted to
$117 million are additional points in the city’s favor, Gibbs said.
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Helena could recruit from towns as far as 80 miles away to consider opening a second or
third store here, he added.

Accompanying his view of migration from suburbs and their larger homes to the city’s center
was a decline in the values of those outlying properties.

“It’s projected by 2030 that the large suburban lot home will decrease in value by 35
percent,” Gibbs said. “That’s the trend. There will be a surplus of about 40 million too many
homes in the country.

“The millennials don’t want to live in the large lot houses. Last year half the babies were
born to single mothers in this country and they’re not moving into fourbedroom homes.”
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Final downtown Helena planning meeting slated for
Tuesday

JANUARY 24, 2016 12:00 PM  •  AL KNAUBER
INDEPENDENT RECORD

A consultant’s look at Helena’s downtown sees
the need for dozens of additional stores and
restaurants, as part of an ongoing planning
process by the Helena Business Improvement
District and city of Helena.

And to that end, the final of three charrettes to
create a master plan for Helena’s downtown
will be held on Tuesday, Jan. 26, at the Holiday
Inn Downtown from 5:30–8 p.m.

The meeting will feature a presentation by
consultants and then seek comments from the
audience that will help shape the master plan.

Based on these comments, a draft version of
the master plan will be assembled, said Tracy
Reich, executive director of the Business
Improvement District.

While several strategies have already been
identified for the downtown's future, each
contains options for implementation, she said.

“This is a chance for the public to make sure the consultants got everything right,” and that
everything the public wants to see is contained in the master plan, Reich added.

A final draft of the master plan is projected to be ready for presentation to the Business
Improvement District board in February, but not likely for the board’s meeting earlier in the
month.

Once the Business Improvement District approves the document, it will go for planning
board review as an amendment to the growth policy that guides development in the city and
Lewis and Clark County, Reich said.

If approved as an amendment to the growth policy, she added, it would go to the city
commission for approval.

The Business Improvement District will be the leading force to push for the master plan’s
use, Reich said, and explained “We are going to be the champions to make sure it’s
implemented.”
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Reich sees partnerships with city agencies and others as a way to help ensure the master
plan doesn’t become another document left to sit on a shelf and gather dust.

The first two downtown master plan charrettes proved popular, as the second one in mid
October overfilled the roughly 100 seats.

“I think people are just passionate about the downtown and its value to the community,”
Mike Dowling, principal of DSA Architects of Helena and a past president of the Business
Improvement District, said as the second charrette was held.

Nationally acclaimed urban retail consultant Robert Gibbs told the standingroomonly
audience in October that Helena is well poised for its downtown retail future.

According to Gibbs’ retail market study of Helena, the downtown has existing demand for up
to 142,900 square feet of new retail development that would produce up to $41.4 million in
sales.

By the year 2020, his analysis noted, that will grow to up to $46 million in gross sales.

“This new retail demand could be absorbed by existing businesses and/or with the opening
of 45 to 60 new stores and restaurants,” the report stated.

The boundary of the primary shopping area for the city would equate to a 15squaremile
radius around Helena and represent a 30minute drive time. The total trade area for Helena
extends to just north of Great Falls, Toston, Butte and Lincoln.

An ongoing growth policy update for the Helena Valley area being undertaken by Lewis and
Clark County uses a conservative projection, based on two different outlooks, to anticipate
10,000 new residents will move into the Helena Valley in the next 20 years, resulting in
4,000 new residences.

Gibbs’ projection for an increase of 500 homes by the year 2020 pushes the total within the
primary trade area to 14,000.

According to a news release from the Business Improvement District, Gibbs believes that, in
the near future, the quality of downtown will attract people and businesses and further
increase demand for goods and services.

"In your case, really, there will be a tidal wave of emptynesters and baby boomers coming
downtown. I think they're going to want to live downtown. I think they're going to be bored of
living in the suburbs in their three and fourbedrooms homes and their children have moved
out and they're going to want to live in a walkable community," he said.

If you go ...

What: The last of three charrettes on downtown Helena planning

When: Tuesday, Jan. 26, 5:308 p.m.

Where: Holiday Inn Downtown
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TWOWAY TRAFFIC ON THE GULCH?

Designing downtown: Master plan for the heart of Helena
nearing completion

JANUARY 28, 2016 6:00 PM  •  AL KNAUBER
INDEPENDENT RECORD

Helena’s downtown would see dramatic,
although perhaps slow, changes through the
master plan that’s being prepared.

The downtown’s most infamous intersection,
known locally as mini malfunction junction,
could receive a makeover, and the oneway
portion of Last Chance Gulch would return to
twoway traffic if these ideas are included in the
draft version of the document that’s anticipated
to be ready later in February.

Allowing bicycles on the walking mall is another
change that was suggested during Tuesday night’s third and final downtown master plan
charrette.

Helena’s Business Improvement District and the city of Helena have been holding public
meetings that looked at issues and ideas and then visions and opportunities.

The Tuesday night session asked people what among the array of proposals was most
supported and least favored. Recommendations included those for parking and regulatory
changes aimed at helping the master plan’s vision for the downtown to become a reality.

Jeremy Keene, the principal engineer with the WGM Group, said the consultants were
poised to recommend Last Chance Gulch, the main street through the city’s downtown, be
returned to twoway traffic. Currently, a portion of the street as it enters the city’s historic
downtown accommodates only oneway traffic.

Theirs isn’t the first call for twoway traffic on Last Chance Gulch that was evaluated during
an Environmental Protection Agency project, Greening of America’s Capitals. Completed in
2013, it suggested a pilot project on the street from Neill to Sixth avenues.

The community vision was assembled from more than 800 survey responses and comments
at two previous charrettes.

Reshaping the fivepoint intersection where the oneway traffic on Last Chance Gulch
begins was also suggested as an outcome of the Greening of America’s Capitals  a project
estimated at between $4 million and $5 million.

That same intersection was also proposed for modification by the downtown master
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planning process that envisioned closing off the intersection to Helena Avenue traffic while
continuing to allow traffic passing through the intersection to turn onto Helena Avenue.

“This is really the key to getting twoway traffic back on the gulch,” Keene said.

Their view of the downtown sees three distinct areas.

Housing, a public market, nonmotorized transportation and a historic walking tour are
envisioned for the Fire Tower District, which spans along Cruse Avenue from Sixth Avenue
to the Cruse Avenue intersection with Park Avenue. 

In the Last Chance Retail District, which would embrace the historic downtown, the five
point intersection would be reshaped, and new housing and space for startup businesses
would be included. 

The third district is roughly from Neill Avenue to Lyndale and would see changes
including the reconstruction of Front Street, reconfiguring in traffic and gateways to the
downtown.

These gateways, said Mike Dowling of Dowling Studio Architects, would give people a
sense of having arrived in the downtown.

Treelined streets, bike lanes and street lighting would be included.

Extending curbing midstreet to reduce the distance people have to walk to cross the street
would also be included, he said.

Linking the three districts together is a key point in the master plan, Dowling added.

Another change consultants offered was to see empty spaces developed to have
continuous storefronts to encourage walking.

Adding wayfinder tourist information points was recommended, and the importance of
having retail shops on the first floor of buildings was noted.

Residential space and offices were recommended for a building’s upper floors.

Based on a study of Helena’s downtown by nationally acclaimed urban retail consultant
Robert Gibbs, each parking space is worth $150,000 annually in sales, Keene said before
saying each of the downtown parking spaces needs to be used by 20 vehicles per day.

“Our recommendation is all of your onstreet parking should be metered,” he said but added
that free 20minute parking would be included for quick stops.

Having meters will allow the city to price the parking to create the turnover that it wants to
see with these spaces, he explained.

Allowing this parking to be paid for with credit cards and cellphones was also proposed, and
Keene noted that cellphones would allow payment for additional time to be added without
returning to the meter.

Gibbs said in October during his presentation that parking in front of stores should be the
city’s most expensive parking.
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“It costs the same amount of money to use the parking garage as it does to park at a prime
location,” Gibbs said at that time. “In fact, your prime locations are free. It should be the
other way around. The prime locations should cost more than the parking garage because
it’s so hard to use the parking garage. It’s so inconvenient.”

The consultants suggested having the first hour or two of parking in city garages at no
charge.

New housing in the Fire Tower and Last Chance Gulch districts was proposed. 

During the second charrette, Gibbs noted that aging baby boomers and those who no longer
have children living at home will be leaving their sprawling suburban homes to live
downtown where they can walk to obtain goods and services.

Helena’s growth in the next five to 10 years will involve millennials, people born between the
early 1980s and early 2000s, moving downtown, but more people from other groups will do
more of that, Gibbs had predicted.

Along with housing envisioned along Cruse Avenue was a market of between 20,000 and
30,000 square feet that could be a single store or space for 15 to 20 tenants who have
booths.

Helena could have one of the best downtowns in not just the state but the region, said
Andrew Hagemeier, a planner with Land Solutions.

The city’s regulations for development play a significant role in the master plan’s vision for
the city, he said and noted that regulatory constraints can prevent the master plan from
achieving its guiding principles.

The amount of parking required for a project was noted, and Hagemeier said developers
must either have ample property or negotiate a project’s fate with city officials.

Topping the list of five principles is to have the downtown a place where walking to shops
and the library, for example, is convenient.

Gibbs noted the importance of having a downtown with goods and services within a
walkable distance and said Helena ranks high for walkability, 90 out of a top score of 100,
which would make it appealing to millennials, large corporations and emptynesters, among
others.

“Given your high demographics, given your historic character, that you’re a state capital, all
the things that you have going for you, I’m very confident that you have the potential to
attract not only really top retailers and restaurants, but you have the opportunity to attract
major employment centers and I think housing, although there may be a gap between the
cost of building housing and the market rate. But I think you have an opportunity to be a
very sustainable downtown,” Gibbs had said.

While comments from Tuesday night’s meeting will help shape the draft master plan that’s
presented to the Business Improvement District, once approved by the organization’s board
it will be sent to the planning board for review as an amendment to the growth policy that
guides city and county development.

If approved as an amendment for that document, she added, it would go to the city
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commission for approval.
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Erica Laferriere

From: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 10:05 AM

To: Jeremy Keene

Cc: Cindy Kuns; 'Mike Dowling'; 'Andrew Hagemeier'; Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore

Subject: RE: Hometown

The Upside of Downtown is the Great Northern Town Center's tag line for marketing. They also have banners with that 
on it which will be replaced with the new banner designs we just installed. I don't think they realize that people interpret 
it differently than they do - for GNTC, its about geographic location not a reflection of quality. I have mentioned this 
once before but will mention it again in our marketing committee meeting. 
 
I think Ron's other comment is interesting - I don't quite get it but I'm rather new to the community.  I guess I would say 
the master plan will address the role of downtown in the greater community and how it integrates with the rest of the 
community and vice versa. 
 
Tracy 
 
Tracy L. Reich 
Executive Director 
Helena Business Improvement District 
 
treich@helenabid.com                                                        
225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B 
**Summer Office Hours** 
Helena, MT  59601 
Mon-Thurs 8 am – 5 pm; Fri 8 am – 3 pm 
(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
(Fax) 406.447.1533 
        
www.downtownhelena.com 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Jeremy Keene [mailto:JKeene@wgmgroup.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 21, 2015 9:56 AM 
To: Tracy L. Reich (treich@helenabid.com) 
Cc: Cindy Kuns; 'Mike Dowling'; 'Andrew Hagemeier'; Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore 
Subject: FW: Hometown 
 
FYI, see Ron's comment below. Can someone fill me in on Upside of Downtown? 
Is this an organization or campaign? 
 
Cindy, please add Ron to our stakeholder mailing list. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
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-----Original Message----- 
From: rsmercer@mt.net [mailto:rsmercer@mt.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2015 8:12 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene 
Subject: Re: Hometown 
 
We meet on the 6th floor of the Montana Club at 7am.  The meeting is covered by Helena Civic TV and is rebroadcast 2 
or three times so it gets pretty good coverage.  We typically have about 75 people in attendance representing a lot of 
businesses as well as a good selection of Helena community leaders. 
 
The only AV item we have is a screen so you would have to bring a computer/projector. 
 
The Great Northern sent me a link to the survey and suggested passing it along - I copied it to the HTH message that will 
go out tomorrow unless that is something you would prefer to wait on until you present. 
 
Two things that bother me:)  What the heck is the Upside of Downtown - does not seem friendly to the rest of the 
Downtown.  Also my beef has always been the narrow vision of downtown related to the rest of the Helena business 
area.  Seems to me they cut themselves off from the rest of the city without thinking how many people from "the 
outside" use one or more of the restaurants, shops, etc.  Downtown is very cool but many people have concerns related 
to how they separte themselves from the greater city of Helena and the surrounding county areas. 
 
Ron Mercer  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 4:48 PM

To: delee@mt.gov

Cc: Cindy Kuns; Loran Frazier

Subject: FW: Front Street project

Attachments: PI Handout.pdf

Hi Dennis, 
 
The date for the public meeting is September 2nd, 5:30 - 7:00 pm, at the Best Western Great Northern Hotel. This will be 
the first meeting for the Downtown Master Plan, which will include a discussion of Front Street. See attached for more 
information.  
 
Thanks, 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 

From: Loran Frazier  
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2015 3:08 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: FW: Front Street project 
 
 
 

From: Lee, Dennis [mailto:delee@mt.gov]  
Sent: Monday, August 10, 2015 1:49 PM 
To: Loran Frazier 
Subject: RE: Front Street project 
 
Hi Loran, just wondering if you have a date set as yet for the meeting in September? We will definitely have 
representation at the meeting from Montana State Fund. It has been brought up as a concern whether we would lose a 
portion of the corner curb/landscape area on the corner of 14th and Front outside our main entrance. It is probably way 
too early to know what that may look like but just wanted to register the concern. Also, please add Mark Barry, VP of 
Corporate Support, to your distribution list for this project at: mbarry@mt.gov. 
 
Thanks, 
Dennis 
 

From: Loran Frazier [mailto:lfrazier@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2015 11:25 AM 
To: Lee, Dennis 
Subject: RE: Front Street project 

 
Thanks Dennis,  so far I have received around 8-10 written comments about the project.  It is a little early to summarize 
all the comments, ut so far no one has supported the creek option, most would prefer the two-way bike option, a couple 
would like expanded parking, and one commenter did not support any type of bike lane. 
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We will be holding a public meeting in September,  the exact date will be determined. 
 
Loran Frazier, P.E.    
Transportation Manager 

   
  2905 N Montana Ave, Suite 101 
   Helena • MT • 59601 
   E-mail:Lfrazier@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 111 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 

 

From: Lee, Dennis [mailto:delee@mt.gov]  
Sent: Monday, July 06, 2015 3:22 PM 
To: Loran Frazier 
Subject: RE: Front Street project 

 
Loran, just checking in with you to check on the latest status update with the project… 
 
Thanks, 
Dennis 
 

From: Loran Frazier [mailto:lfrazier@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2015 2:25 PM 
To: Lee, Dennis 
Subject: RE: Front Street project 

 
Thanks Dennis, 
We were looking at 2 to 3 weeks to get comments back.   There will be some public meeting opportunities coming up in 
late summer also.   Our goal is to have a decision approved by the City by December. 
 
The project will upgrade the water and storm sewer through Front Street, this work will tear up a good portion of the 
street.  So we are asking what you all would like the street to look like when we re-build it after the utility work.  
 
As for type of feedback, we have shown four options for the street configuration and were wondering which one you all 
would prefer.  Or maybe one we haven’t drawn up yet. 
 
Loran Frazier, P.E.    
Transportation Manager 

   
  2905 N Montana Ave, Suite 101 
   Helena • MT • 59601 
   E-mail:Lfrazier@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 111 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
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From: Lee, Dennis [mailto:delee@mt.gov]  
Sent: Friday, June 05, 2015 1:51 PM 
To: Loran Frazier 
Subject: Front Street project 
 
Hi Loran, I just received a drawing of several proposals for the Front Street upgrade project and just wanted to know 
what your expectations are for Montana State Fund as far as type of feedback, time frame expected, etc. Also, of the 
four options shown, which direction would be north or south?  
 
Thanks, 
Dennis Lee 
Support Services Team Leader 
Montana State Fund 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Friday, August 21, 2015 12:00 PM

To: Mike Dowling

Cc: Paul Cartwright; Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore; EMAIL FILE BASKET; Tracy L. Reich

Subject: Re: some comments on yesterday's meeting

Attachments: image003.jpg

Great comments, Paul. Thank you.  
 
150326 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
On Aug 21, 2015, at 11:53 AM, Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> wrote: 

Thanks for your thoughts Paul. I’m sure we’ll have a chance to vet them out.  
  
<image003.jpg>  DSArchitects 

Michael W. Dowling, AIA, NCARB 
55 West 14th Street, Suite 103 
Helena, MT 59601 
mdowling@dsa-mt.com 
406 457-5470 
406 495-0063 fax 
  

From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Friday, August 21, 2015 11:40 AM 
To: Mike Dowling; Jeremy Keene 
Subject: some comments on yesterday's meeting 
  
I know these processes can generate more emails than anybody is interested in, but I thought I 
should at least give you guys some reactions to yesterday's discussion. They are in no particular 
order. 
  
Paul 
  
  
  

I’m a little hesitant to embrace the claim that people move for quality of life not wages.  (This is 
even without trying to explain why people move to Texas.) The implication often is that these 
are knowledge workers who can work anywhere.  To test if this were true in Helena, I’d want to 
see if the percentage of people with college education has changed significantly over the past 
decade or two.  Of course, it’s also possible that too many people, especially younger ones, don’t 
have much career choice wherever they are, so you might as well be struggling to get by 
someplace where the public amenities are better.  I mean, a job at Wal-Mart or Starbucks or, to 
not pick just on them, almost any other national chain, is mostly not the way to fame and fortune 
wherever you live, so better you can at least mountain bike after work.  That said, one aspect that 
would make the knowledge worker group worth courting, no matter how many actually are 
moving to Helena, is if they serve as a catalyst, demanding and patronizing services that make a 
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town more lively and more livable, even if most other inhabitants only use those services 
occasionally. 

I think we should treat the assertion that most people would miss the downtown more than the 
Custer-N. Montana retail boxes as a hypothesis. Maybe a healthy downtown is key to the overall 
success of any urban area, both in terms of economics and quality of life, but there’s any number 
of people who live their lives as if they don’t agree.  With some it could be a matter of not 
knowing how the downtown supports the urban area.  For others, the “benefits” we're supposing 
may not be relevant to their lives or even desired. 

Downtown, because of local ownership, pedestrian scale, and a mix of uses beyond retail, feels 
like more of a community to me than, say, the Custer-N. Montana retail complex.  But 
downtowns are not the only way to get that sense of community, or at least a semblance of 
it.  For instance, on those times I’ve been to Costco, I’ve been struck by how many of the other 
customers are greeting and even chatting with friends they run into.  Maybe that’s enough to 
satisfy their need for community and public space. 

I wonder if some number of local people who support downtown do so for reasons similar to 
why tourists visit it: it’s exotic and fun to experience, even though it’s not the way you want to 
lead your regular life.  To take one example, I’m impressed at the number of people who use 
Farmers Market, but where do they do their real shopping?  (A somewhat similar example is the 
number of people who come in from the Valley at Halloween to Trick or Treat in our old 
neighborhood because it’s more fun to walk around our neighborhood than theirs. More doable, 
too.)  

While there is any number of things we could do to help downtown if we could just wave a 
wand, we probably should keep to a narrower focus. The process should concentrate on things 
that we can do, even though that may take laying out a larger vision to give coherence to that 
list.  I see three categories: 

1.     Things that can be accomplished with a) a plausible amount of public money (most likely 
from government and/or b) a change in government policy or regs (most likely of the city). 

2.     Things that can be done through the direction or the coordination of the BID or Downtown 
Helena. 

3.     Things that individual property owners must do on their own but will do, or do better, if the 
report shows how their individual effort can link with others to create a sum larger than its parts. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 5:43 PM

To: Cindy Kuns

Cc: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Downtown Living

Helena DMP Comments 
 
050603 

From: Tracy Reich [mailto:treich@helenabid.com]  
Sent: Monday, August 24, 2015 8:19 AM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Cc: 'Andrew Hagemeier' <landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>; Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> 
Subject: FW: Downtown Living 

 
Hi Jeremy, Andrew and Mike: 
 
Some perceptions from downtown residents that will not be able to attend the first charrette.  They have invested 
significantly in their condo – it could be featured on HGTV it is so well done, contemporary, and utilizes all the space very 
well. I digress – wanted to pass along their thoughts on downtown residential to be included in the public input. 
 
Tracy 
 
Tracy L. Reich 
Executive Director 
Helena Business Improvement District                                                                     
treich@helenabid.com                                                        
225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B                                                         **Summer Office Hours** 
Helena, MT  59601                                                                Mon-Thurs 8 am – 5 pm; Fri 8 am – 3 pm 
(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
(Fax) 406.447.1533 

        
www.downtownhelena.com 
 

From: Pamela Shubert [mailto:ps918@icloud.com]  
Sent: Saturday, August 22, 2015 3:41 PM 
To: treich@helenabid.com 
Cc: Lee Shubert <lee@sciarrinolaw.com> 
Subject: Downtown Living 

 
Tracy ~  
 
We were glad you were able to visit us in our Placer condo recently.  It was nice to see you again and to hear that you were interested 
in a first-hand look at downtown living in The Placer.  
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We love living in the “heart of Helena” and are strong supporters of improving the downtown district by offering more housing 
options to people who will help sustain the theaters, restaurants, and art galleries we enjoy, as well as the many retailers in and around 
the Gulch.  
 
As we mentioned during your visit, it took us over a year to find a condo that might be suitable for active older residents willing to 
make a substantial investment in a nice place to live.  We didn’t want to take on a huge renovation project, but really felt we had no 
choice if we wanted to live downtown!   
 
Although we will not be here for the first charrette, we hope others will speak to the need for housing that attracts young professionals 
and older people who have the means to support the nearby amenities.  If subsidized housing and low-income rentals are concentrated 
in the downtown area, with newer homes developed out in the valley, it’s logical that new amenities will be located outside the central 
area to provide for the needs of those new homeowners, and downtown Helena will eventually die.   
 
Retailers complain about parking and access to their storefronts because they depend on people driving into town to shop.  If more 
people lived within walking distance, some of these problems would be resolved.   
 
One additional note:  We have noticed an increase of skateboarders and of graffiti in the downtown area.  Both are signs of disregard 
for others, and both lead to the perception that downtown is a little unsafe…maybe not a great place to live.  Once downtown gets that 
perception, all the master plans you can muster will not make a difference.  You have the opportunity to keep downtown clean and 
safe while working on plans to move forward.  It’s worth the effort.  
 
Thanks ~  
 
Pam and Lee Shubert 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2015 8:54 AM

To: Cindy Kuns

Cc: Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: Fwd: Hometown

See Downtown Master Plan comments below 
150326 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: <rsmercer@mt.net> 
Date: August 25, 2015 at 9:49:49 PM MDT 
To: Ron Mercer <rsmercer@mt.net> 
Subject: Fw: Hometown 

Kent Kultgen, Superintendent of Schools, will be the guest speaker this week.  I see 
Terry Beaver is the only male on the school board these days - good to see the ladies 
getting involved in the school leadership as it sure is time to get something done with 
facility improvements.  Tough to see how quickly Billings is moving forward with facility 
development after recently passing a bond when we sit here still apparently somewhat 
divided as a community on what needs to be done.    
  
09/03- Bryan Mussard from Dillon.  He is certified Angus bull breeder; makes a vodka in 
Dillon called Gorgeous, and just started a cigar company.  Bryan is the vice president of 
Montana Stockgrowers and will be introduced by Joe Dooling.     
  
09/10- RMDC 50th Anniversary 
  
09/17- Jacob Kuntz, Ex. Director, Helena Area Habitat for Humanity 
  
09/24- Tom Evans, President of Carroll College, will also present (first part of meeting). 
  
10/01- Melinda Reed, Director of The Friendship Center, along with Detective Adam 
Shanks - Helena Police Department.    
  
10/08- Gina West- Humane Society 
  
10/15- City Commission Forum 
  
10/22- Leslie Torgerson, Helena Housing Authority 
  
10/29- Sheriff Dutton and County Commission - Jail bond. 
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11/05- Shoots Veis - Montana Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers 
recently completed an assessment of infrastructure in Montana 
  
11/12- Bruce Day, Executive Director Helena Food Share 
  
The clip I send out last week of a drone hitting a jet wingtip was a fake - sorry about 
that. 
  
Interesting article- http://www.kxlh.com/story/29827326/st-peters-hospital-paid-ex-ceo-
solheim-12m#.VdPqpBS7fV0.mailto 
  
The sight of a jumbo jet (DC-10) flying very close to mountain tops dropping fire 
retardant is impressive-
 https://m.youtube.com/watch?t=18&feature=youtu.be&v=7QJTZXl_5BE 
  
Chuck Butler has taken over the marketing for brick sales for the Old Glory Landmark 
Committee. Here is a note from Chuck- Commemorative Bricks are available for Old 
Glory Landmark in Centennial Park.  Check out: oldglorylandmark.weebky.com and 
help keep Helena's community Big Flag Flying! (you will have to copy the link to your 
browser). 
 

WGM consultants would like to invite you to participate in the first charrette for the Downtown 
Helena Master Plan process.  The meeting is  next Wednesday, September 2nd at the Best 
Western Premier Great Northern Hotel.  I think Downtown is fine - hard to feel like the Uptown 
of Downtown is really connected to the Downtown of Downtown and a good suggestion last 
week at HTH by Dennis Taylor (former city manager in Helena, Billings and think it was 
Eugene, Oregon) was to develop a so to speak yellow brick road to better connect them.  Both 
ends have great restaurants, shops, offices, etc. and the walking mall (one of four or five left in 
the country according to the consultant) is neat - would be nice to get the water running along the 
sidewalks as that was a nice feature).  Very hard to imagine a large retailer would chose a 
downtown site due to limited front of store parking, availability of land, etc. but who knows.  I 
would think that reviewing a number of previous Downtown planning reports that ranged from 
better signing, more residential development above existing store-fronts (that is easier to dream 
about that to do as it will be expensive to redo some of the buildings  - two many of the existing 
apartments have been put into Section 8 housing in my opinion), and many other ideas that have 
been outlined in several of these studies.  I hate the marks the parking folks put on my tires!!!  I 
doubt I could get away with chalking up their office building and tires are important to me and 
many others.  Anyway, look at some of the excellent apartment/living quarters that have already 
been completed and do more of that, but it will always be a struggle to keep the storefronts full, 
fix parking so everyone is happy with it (most shoppers do not want to park in a parking garage 
despite that been a good option) but I feel it is better to work to be part of the full town rather 
than to think only of the downtown district as that has always been an issue.  Well I am retired so 
it is up to someone else to help figure it out - attend the September 2nd workshop if you want to 
be part of the planning process.  I grew up in Helena when downtown was the place to be - it was 
a lot of fun!!!  

Sounds like complete streets requirements are going to be very spendy - maybe some portions 
of that program will have to be reconsidered. 
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The following information is related to expanded requirements that are triggered by 
street overlays-   
 
Matt Elsaesser sent this blog note related to the recent discussion of requirement to 
upgrade sidewalks, curbs, ADA access, etc. when a city street is overlaid.  There has 
been recent coverage of ADA requirements being triggered with street resurfacing by 
the city street department. While the commission began budgeting for the required ADA 
curbs several years ago, the discussion highlights the lack of curbs, gutters, trees, and 
sidewalks on many city streets in need of resurfacing. The cost of this additional 
infrastructure to either the public or individual homeowners will be substantial, especially 
in neighborhoods largely built without boulevard sidewalks. Such construction will 
sometimes require the removal of existing landscaping and trees, conflict with residents 
driveways, and require retaining walls in some areas.  Given limited resources in the 
community, the city should be looking at alternatives, especially where excess right-of-
way exists. In the case of Cruse between State and Park, the city could better utilize the 
excess pavement and park maintained median set aside for the South Helena Bypass. 
One of the lanes could be re-purposed as an alternative to sidewalks and allow the city 
to formally establish a safe, accessible park as part of a South Helena Gateway project.  
 
For streets such as Broadway and Winnie, high traffic roads through residential areas, 
alternatives should be considered. Allowing curbside sidewalks and exploring merging a 
limited parking lane with an alternative boulevard would be a more cost effective way to 
meet city code. It would provide community infrastructure and safety benefits without 
tearing out existing landscaping and conflicting with driveways. To the extent that the 
city is unlikely to ever need wider roads in some residential neighborhoods, reducing the 
public right of way would provide residents with more land they could develop while 
reducing city costs.  
 
A conceptual design provided by Helena's Non-motorized Transportation Engineer for 
the South Helena Gateway Project, an illustration of alternative boulevards for 
residential streets, and more details are provided in the following post: 

www.MatthewElsaesser.com/2015/08/south-helena-gateway-project-new-
trail.html 
  
See you Thursday. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2015 11:46 AM

To: Paul Cartwright; Mike Dowling

Cc: Kate Dinsmore; Cindy Kuns; Nick Kaufman; Tracy L. Reich (treich@helenabid.com); 

'Andrew Hagemeier'

Subject: RE: thoughts from the charrette

Great comments, Paul. We'll see that these get into the meeting summary. We think Cruse is a big opportunity (public-
owned right-of-way and parking lots) that we will be exploring in the next round. 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Thursday, September 03, 2015 10:45 AM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> 
Subject: thoughts from the charrette 
 
I was at the Walking Mall table last night.  Two ideas that were mentioned but maybe I missed on our board were 1) get 
Google to do a street view of the Walking Mall and 2) develop a downtown app to complement or substitute for more 
signage.  I especially like the Google idea, because these days it seems if you can't see it on your phone, it doesn't exist. 
 
Also, apropos of nothing mentioned last night, what's the chance you could plow Cruse under, making it housing and 
reconfiguring parking?  It's not like it's doing much now other than isolating downtown.  Plus, more land on the tax rolls, 
etc. 
 
Paul Cartwright 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:48 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Steps

 
150326 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2015 3:45 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Sumner Sharpe; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; epshmt@gmail.com; 
sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

 
Neat article, Melinda.  I lived in Evanston for a while way back when and have visited there in recent 
years.  Quite the change. 
 
In terms of planning for downtown, the article inspired two thoughts.  First, the case for transit in Helena isn’t 
immediately obvious.  Evanston has a population density of 9574 people per square mile and sits in a metro area 
of many millions.  Helena has a density of 1,736 people per square mile and sits in a metro of something over 
60,000 people.  I’ll defer to anybody who’s actually studied transit, but I don’t see how we can count on transit 
being too much more than a social service, essential for the community  but basically a niche transportation 
alternative.  Nonetheless, TOD design may have something to tell us about parking.  The city could consider 
further decreases in on-site parking requirements for multi-family housing that is within walking distance of 
commercial or employment nodes.  Even if Helena lacks the transit to allow many people to choose to be 
without any car, locations that allow a substantial number of trips to be made on foot don’t need the same 
parking requirements as neighborhoods that are impractical for households without a car.  Some percentage of 
households in those locations could get by with only one vehicle (and some with none). This would apply to the 
downtown, and to certain other areas of Helena as well.  
 
Paul 
 
 

On Nov 25, 2015, at 8:26 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
At the last meeting, we had a discussion on parking and how there needs to be ‘ample and sufficient 
parking’, whatever that may mean.  Well, here is a very interesting article about parking and how one 
town addressed this, which had a dramatic effect on revitalizing their downtown.    It’s a lengthy article 
and the real meat of it begins on page 3 – it’s really worth 
reading. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/10/evanston-illinois-what-works-
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213282?o=4  Also, I don’t think we have really discussed transit which should also be brought into the 
conversation as a way to make our downtown even more accessible to people. 
  
Also, at the last meeting, it seems like we were supposed to each come up with our top five priorities 
with this plan in order for us as a group to begin prioritizing the top recommendations.  Are we 
supposed to send this to someone previous to our next meeting or just think about it for our next 
meeting? 
  
Melinda 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:58 PM

To: Loran Frazier

Cc: EMAIL FILE BASKET; Cindy Kuns

Subject: RE: Front Street Comments 

Thanks for passing this along. 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
150326 

From: Loran Frazier  
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 2:25 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; rleland@helenamt.gov; 
phauck@helenamt.gov 
Subject: Front Street Comments  
 
Team, 
Please read the comments from Deb below.   They present a pretty good case for the need of parking. 
 
Loran Frazier, P.E.    
Transportation Manager 

   
  2905 N Montana Ave, Suite 101 
   Helena • MT • 59601 
   E-mail:Lfrazier@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 111 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 

 

From: Chouinard, Deb [mailto:Dchouinard@mt.gov]  
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 1:57 PM 
To: Loran Frazier 
Cc: Chouinard, Deb 
Subject: FW: Parking improvement project 
 
Hello-  Here is the information that I had put together for discussion points.  I’m not sure that everyone has an idea of 
how busy our little office is, and how the parking situation could be greatly impacted, depending on the decisions 
made.  Again, please give me a shout if you have any questions, or need clarification on anything.  I’ll look forward to the 
meeting on the 20th of October. I appreciate you getting back to me so quickly!   
 
Available Parking 
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         In our “Job Service” reserved lot, we have 2 handicap accessible spots, 18 regular parking spots, and 2  kind of 
half spots, suitable for motorcycles, etc. 

         There are 9 parking spots behind the building for staff, with 2 unofficial spots along the side of the building. 

         Out front , which is the area that would be mostly impacted, we have 1 handicap accessible spot, and 17 angle 
parking spots down until the metered parking in front of the building next door to us. 

 
Staff Working in our Building 

         We have 12 Job Service Staff 

         We have 7 staff in a unit that rents from us 

         We have 2 Federal staff that have space in our office 

         We have 2-3 Experience Works staff that rent space in our office 

         We have 2 Work Experience that work in our office 
 
In calculating an average of daily customers in our office, which does not include staff working in the building, as they 
use other entrances, year to date, we see approximately 335 people per day.   
 
We also have a wide variety of partners that use our office to meet with their customers on an itinerant basis.  These 
include, the TRIO program, which assists first generation college attendees; Blind and Low Vision Center; Vocational 
Rehabilitation; Job Corp, Volunteers of America, People’s Law, the Great Falls Vet Center, as well as the employers and 
other groups that utilize our conference rooms for career fairs, community group meetings, and training sessions.   
 
So, on a day when everyone is at the office, the lot reserved for staff is full, and the private lot for our office is full, which 
leaves the 17 +1  handicap parking spots for the public.  These parking spots out front are public, so folks going to 
Opportunity Bank, the Federal Reserve, the Vodka bar across the street, the home healthcare facility, Urgent Care, Alive 
at Five, etc, all utilize those spaces.  In addition, we have deliveries, the HATS transportation van that drops off and picks 
up customers out front, etc.  We do have folks, particularly those residing at the pre-release, that ride bicycles to and 
from our office, and we do have a bike rack out front for their use. 
 
Another concern in the design planning, is to keep in mind the parking needs of a busy office, frequented by 
predominantly the unemployed, so hopefully there is no plan for metered parking, because that would cause our 
customers great concern and problems.   
 
Deborah Chouinard, Manager 
Helena Job Service 
715 Front Street 
(406) 447-3202 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, October 12, 2015 5:18 PM

To: Jeremy Keene

Cc: Mike Dowling; jserstad@rmdc.net; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; 

shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; 

mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 

lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; Tracy Reich; 

SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; Andrew Hagemeier; Cindy Kuns; Loran Frazier; 

Nick Kaufman; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; Kate Dinsmore

Subject: Re: Downtown Master Plan - Steering Committee #3

I'm reviewing the draft Vision Statement and the "Greening Last Chance Gulch" report, and I'll probably have 
more comments before Friday, but right now I'll address what's on page 39 of the Greening report. 
 
It's certainly right to "improve the pedestrian network to support better use of on-street and off-street parking". 
We'll walk farther, after all, if the walking is good --or, put another way, we'll walk as far as we're invited to 
walk. Outlying long-term parking will be used, thereby taking pressure off the curb-side short-term stuff, to the 
extent that the walk out to it can be made inviting. 
 
But, the invitation must be extended a bit differently to folks for whom parking isn't the issue -- ones who walk 
from home. In their case the outlying parking is more of a barrier than a destination, and the trick is to cross it 
from the other side. 
 
We know the importance of having housing downtown, but I think we've tended to undervalue the pedestrian-
generating potential of the housing within walking distance to the east and west of downtown -- probably the 
most densely-populated districts in town. Any "improved pedestrian network" will have to improve linkage to 
those districts. 
 
For just one example; consider Courthouse Square, up on the edge of one of those populous residential districts 
(and a center of employment and other pedestrian activity in its own right). Before Urban Renewal, 
Breckenridge Street ran west from the Square across Warren to Jackson, and was closely paralleled, from 
Warren to Main, by Grand Street -- so both Breckenridge and Grand were a pedestrian link from the Square to 
Main. But then Urban Renewal sliced both streets off at Warren, leaving pedestrians a vestige of a link -- a 
narrow offset stairway and an equally narrow and offset ramp on either side of Cruse, with only a jay-walker's 
gap between -- to connect the remaining stubs of Breckenridge. The fact that foot traffic has continued to use 
the corridor, despite the cold shoulder, is shown by the steep eroding trails that have appeared alongside the 
stairway and the ramp. This corridor demands attention. 
 
Maybe we can gain inspiration from a particularly good bit of post Urban Renewal design up on the other side 
of the Square. When that stretch of Ewing Street between the Courthouse and the Myrna Loy building was 
converted from parallel to diagonal parking, the generous bulb-out pedestrian crossing at Breckenridge was 
placed in precisely the right place to not only connect the Myrna Loy with the Square, but also to better connect 
the Square to the residential and neighborhood commercial stuff east of the Myrna Loy -- by actually 
strengthening both the traditional role of Breckenridge as a pedestrian route, and the appeal of that little 
pedestrian plaza in front of the Courthouse. Additional parking was gained (the original objective), while 
actually improving upon a pedestrian amenity that dates to 1886. Not bad!  
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On Fri, Oct 9, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> wrote: 

Hello Steering Committee Members, 

  

A reminder that our next meeting will be October 20th at 2:00 pm, location TBD (please watch for an email 
next week to confirm – most likely the Placer or Holiday Inn). Charrette #2 will be held the same evening, 5:30 
– 7:30 pm, at the Holiday Inn. 

  

Robert Gibbs will be in town to present the market analysis and talk about opportunities for Downtown Helena. 
We are planning an optional walking tour immediately following the Steering Committee meeting.   

  

In preparation for the meeting, we have two homework assignments for you: 

  

1.       Please review the DRAFT Vision Document attached. This lays out the initial vision and strategies 
as a framework for the plan. It should reflect the things we’ve talked about and what we heard through 
the public outreach. Let us know if there’s something that we missed! We would appreciate any 
comments by Friday, 10/16 to allow time to incorporate before the charrette. 

2.       Please review the Greening Last Chance Gulch report. There are many common elements between 
this study and our Downtown Master Plan. In particular, we are interested to know your thoughts about 
the transportation and bike network concept on pages 38-39. You can download the report here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1y04wp7u0pn92p8/Helena%20Greening%20Last%20Chance%20Gulch%
20Report.pdf?dl=0 

  

We appreciate your time and input on the plan. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 5:00 PM

To: Jeremy Keene

Cc: Mike Dowling; jserstad@rmdc.net; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; 

shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; 

mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 

lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; Tracy Reich; 

SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; Andrew Hagemeier; Cindy Kuns; Loran Frazier; 

Nick Kaufman; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; Kate Dinsmore

Subject: Re: Downtown Master Plan - Steering Committee #3

While reviewing the draft Downtown Vision Statement, I like the references (page 1) to the area's "sense of 
place and historic identity" and the goal (Goal 4) to "Preserve and Enhance Downtown Character" -- that's 
essential -- and I like the specific treatment of Goal 4 on page 7. 
 
We certainly need a more sophisticated working consensus regarding the weave of downtown's "historic fabric" 
and whatever it is that evokes that "sense of place". 
 
Such a consensus might then be expressed as a set of "design standards" or "architectural standards" (and I'd 
love to help work on something like that), but the preparation of such standards can be very tricky. 
 
Often it seems, they miss the point. They get hung up on such things as fussy or old-timey stylistic references or 
lists of "appropriate" materials, which end up stifling, more than informing, imaginative new design. "Place" 
has to keep working in new ways if we're to actually keep it alive -- so, how does it work, anyway? 
 
One way to an answer might be to look for common (thereby unifying) elements in how we perceive place. If 
there's one thing, for example, that Helena's 19th and early 20th Century buildings all have in common it's that 
they were built when most people, most of the time, got around outdoors on foot. So, they're designed to be 
perceived (enjoyed) in the out-of-doors by people with a pedestrian's freedom to respond to their outdoor 
surroundings -- the freedom to be present, in other words. They share what might be called (for lack of a better 
term) "walking scale". This "scale" works in all sorts of ways -- as many ways as there are aspects of the 
walking experience, from the purely practical to the purely pleasurable.  
 
It also works independent of style or period (One thing, for example, common to buildings as stylistically 
different as the Iron Front Building and the Diamond Block is how they meet the sidewalk) and, most 
important, It can be made to play as well in any present-day style as in any historic one. There's nothing "dated" 
or "invalid" about walking scale. Pedestrians are the the same as they ever were. We've just tended to neglect 
them in recent decades. 
 
I think we might identify elements of walking scale well enough to work them into design guidelines -- with the 
objective of making sure that the invitation to keep walking, and thereby perceive "place", is sustained from one 
parcel to the next and from one sort of land-use to the next. The measure of success would be not how well 
downtown's fabric conforms to some particular historic or stylistic image, but how much fun it is to walk 
around using the place.      
 
On Mon, Oct 12, 2015 at 5:18 PM, Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com> wrote: 
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I'm reviewing the draft Vision Statement and the "Greening Last Chance Gulch" report, and I'll probably have 
more comments before Friday, but right now I'll address what's on page 39 of the Greening report. 
 
It's certainly right to "improve the pedestrian network to support better use of on-street and off-street parking". 
We'll walk farther, after all, if the walking is good --or, put another way, we'll walk as far as we're invited to 
walk. Outlying long-term parking will be used, thereby taking pressure off the curb-side short-term stuff, to the 
extent that the walk out to it can be made inviting. 
 
But, the invitation must be extended a bit differently to folks for whom parking isn't the issue -- ones who walk 
from home. In their case the outlying parking is more of a barrier than a destination, and the trick is to cross it 
from the other side. 
 
We know the importance of having housing downtown, but I think we've tended to undervalue the pedestrian-
generating potential of the housing within walking distance to the east and west of downtown -- probably the 
most densely-populated districts in town. Any "improved pedestrian network" will have to improve linkage to 
those districts. 
 
For just one example; consider Courthouse Square, up on the edge of one of those populous residential districts 
(and a center of employment and other pedestrian activity in its own right). Before Urban Renewal, 
Breckenridge Street ran west from the Square across Warren to Jackson, and was closely paralleled, from 
Warren to Main, by Grand Street -- so both Breckenridge and Grand were a pedestrian link from the Square to 
Main. But then Urban Renewal sliced both streets off at Warren, leaving pedestrians a vestige of a link -- a 
narrow offset stairway and an equally narrow and offset ramp on either side of Cruse, with only a jay-walker's 
gap between -- to connect the remaining stubs of Breckenridge. The fact that foot traffic has continued to use 
the corridor, despite the cold shoulder, is shown by the steep eroding trails that have appeared alongside the 
stairway and the ramp. This corridor demands attention. 
 
Maybe we can gain inspiration from a particularly good bit of post Urban Renewal design up on the other side 
of the Square. When that stretch of Ewing Street between the Courthouse and the Myrna Loy building was 
converted from parallel to diagonal parking, the generous bulb-out pedestrian crossing at Breckenridge was 
placed in precisely the right place to not only connect the Myrna Loy with the Square, but also to better connect 
the Square to the residential and neighborhood commercial stuff east of the Myrna Loy -- by actually 
strengthening both the traditional role of Breckenridge as a pedestrian route, and the appeal of that little 
pedestrian plaza in front of the Courthouse. Additional parking was gained (the original objective), while 
actually improving upon a pedestrian amenity that dates to 1886. Not bad!  
 
 
On Fri, Oct 9, 2015 at 3:26 PM, Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> wrote: 

Hello Steering Committee Members, 

  

A reminder that our next meeting will be October 20th at 2:00 pm, location TBD (please watch for an email 
next week to confirm – most likely the Placer or Holiday Inn). Charrette #2 will be held the same evening, 5:30 
– 7:30 pm, at the Holiday Inn. 

  

Robert Gibbs will be in town to present the market analysis and talk about opportunities for Downtown 
Helena. We are planning an optional walking tour immediately following the Steering Committee meeting.   
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In preparation for the meeting, we have two homework assignments for you: 

  

1.       Please review the DRAFT Vision Document attached. This lays out the initial vision and 
strategies as a framework for the plan. It should reflect the things we’ve talked about and what we 
heard through the public outreach. Let us know if there’s something that we missed! We would 
appreciate any comments by Friday, 10/16 to allow time to incorporate before the charrette. 

2.       Please review the Greening Last Chance Gulch report. There are many common elements 
between this study and our Downtown Master Plan. In particular, we are interested to know your 
thoughts about the transportation and bike network concept on pages 38-39. You can download the 
report here: 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1y04wp7u0pn92p8/Helena%20Greening%20Last%20Chance%20Gulch
%20Report.pdf?dl=0 

  

We appreciate your time and input on the plan. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 

150326 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Friday, October 16, 2015 4:10 PM

To: Sumner Sharpe

Cc: Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore; 'Mike Dowling'; Tracy L. Reich (treich@helenabid.com); EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: RE: Comments on draft vision, goals and strategies

Attachments: Vision Document 10-09-15 DRAFT Sumner Sharpe Comments.pdf

Thanks Sumner. Look forward to discussing these on Tuesday. 
 
I put this into a PDF format, so hopefully it is easier to see your edits. I would encourage you to “reply all” to the committee to share these with the full group. 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 

 
150326 
From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 14, 2015 2:35 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: Comments on draft vision, goals and strategies 

 
Hi Jeremy, 
Attached are my comments on the draft. 

If this plan is implemented fully, what will Helena's downtown look and feel  like in 20, 30 or even 50 years?  What is the vision? More  of the same 
but better? Different in places? Totally different? 
 
What strikes me is it is unclear what is meant by downtown. There are two "centers" - one new and one old in the BID area. but the vision and 
statements don't take clear advantage of everything around it - Myrna Loy, Civic Center, movie theaters,County courthouse, city-county building, 
cathedral, Reeder's alley, library, state office buildings, etc. This needs to be clear and the BID (client's) boundaries seem inadequate to me. 
 
Downtown is place where people meet/congregate like no other part of the city and region - civic building, state business offices, restaurants, coffee 
shops, events such as Live at Five, pays in the parks and open spaces, the Saturday market, taverns, wine shops. museums, Cathedral, local and 
nonprofit agency offices and meeting spaces etc.  All of this adds to the uniqueness of what downtown is about. 
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Downtown is also the historic center of the city as well as a unique regional center. It's different than other retail/office areas that are disconnected. 
And that's why it is worth supporting and enhancing. 

What is needed is to make the area more active, more connected to surrounding facilities and neighborhoods, more and denser housing in the core 
and nearby, better use of mall space.  When you look closely there are other centers outside the BID boundaries and these need to be connected to the 
core. 

Downtown is also a place where the less economically privileged live and get services and nearby are a number of local, county and regional medical 
and social services. And this is found indowntowns in many other cities. 

Finally, it might be helpful to clearly explain what the final plan, documents etc will include.  Is it  a design plan, transportation plan, land use plan, 
marketing plan, investment plan, land use plan, policy plan,some combo of these, etc. 
 
I apologize - some of my comments have misspellings and they do not show up in color though it was in color when I made my entries.  

I can be reached at 503-803-7676 if you have any questions or want to discuss. 
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DOWNTOWN HELENA MASTER PLAN 
 

Downtown Vision 
Downtown Helena is the economic, cultural, and social center of the community. The rich history of 
mining, railroad industry, and agriculture shape a spectacular 19th century downtown that continues 
to define the identity of Montana’s capital city. Residents and visitors enjoy active lifestyles, walkable 
neighborhoods, and a strong connection to Helena’s trails, parks, and outdoor activities. Mild summer 
evenings and crisp winter days make Downtown Helena a year-round destination for businesses, 
customers, and residents that are looking for quality of life, history, services, and entertainment in a 
safe and friendly environment.  
 
The Downtown Helena Master Plan builds on Downtown's past success, leveraging its unique sense of 
place and historic identity to create new opportunities in a changing marketplace. This includes: 
 

 creating a high-quality, desirable place to do business, work, and live;  
 connecting Downtown to the community and the outdoor environment;  
 creating strong connections to the capital and government workforce;  
 aligning the plan with foreseeable development opportunities; and, 
 creating a clear path for leadership to successfully implement the plan. NOT SURE WHERE TO 

FIND PATH IN THE GOALS AND STRATEGIES 
 

Downtown Goals 
Downtown goals were derived from the issues and ideas identified in the public outreach process. 
These goals represent the big picture guiding principles for the Master Plan and provide a framework 
for the specific objectives and strategies included.  
 

Goal 1:  Make Downtown a Premier Destination 
Goal 2: Connect Downtown to the Community 
Goal 3: Activate Downtown 
Goal 4: Preserve & Enhance Downtown Character 
Goal 5: Optimize Parking 
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Implementation Strategies 
 
Goal 1:  Make Downtown a Premier Destination 
 

Objective: Emphasize Downtown as the historic, cultural, and economic center of the 
Helena community.  
 

Strategies 
 Create a clear, consistent branding strategy A brending strategy was adopted several yaers ago 

– affirm was hired to come up with a brand.Are you suggesting we di this again? 
 Market Downtown outside of Helena What about marketing downtown to folks in the region.  

Do we know what % of residnets in the region have been downtown in recent years and/or 
shopped there or came for other reasons? 

 Articulate Downtown's competitive advantages Which are? 
 Seek "quality of life" businesses and employers Not sure what this means.  Downtown has 

small. unique retail and personal services shops 
 

Objective: Make Downtown easy to find and navigate 
 

Strategies 
 Create gateways and wayfinding at key locations 
 Extend downtown architecture to define edges and entries ? how far would you extend it and 

where? 
 Provide clear, identifiable routes to key destinations with consistent signs for trails, historically 

significant locations, historic buildings, street names, etc. ( not all of the important 
“downtown”attractions /locations/destinations are in the BID boundaries)  

 Create a single map for downtown wayfinding, parking, and attractions have you seen the 
parking map that has been developed already? Not sure how useful this has been 

 Incorporate technology (Google, GPS navigation, etc.) incorporate in what to do what? 
 

Objective: Make Downtown safe, attractive, and inviting 
 
Strategies 
 Update landscaping and public plazas the BID has worked on a landscaping plan already – does 

it need to be expanded?  The mal surface needs attention = looking worn out 
 Evaluate park space for appropriate use and function (this ongoing and there many events in 

differentparks in or near downtown.  But there needs to be more dome to use the mall, the 
entertainment site, etc 

 Identify, prioritize, and correct accessibility barriers 
 Improve lighting Where? Why? 
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 Provide security, foot patrols, bike patrols Is there a safety problem now or just expected in the 
future?  Is there data to show this neded? 

 Identify funding for improvements (i.e. to make downtown safe, attractive and inviting?) 
 

Objective: Address deferred maintenance and jurisdictional issues   
 
Strategies 
 Identify funding for maintenance (set funds aside – maintenance fund is not enough – need 

funds to rebuild and repair  beyond maintenance 
 Clarify/simplify agency responsibilities for managing/repairing the mall? 
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Goal 2: Connect Downtown to the Community 
 
Objective: Focus on Moving People 
       
      Strategies 

 Define primary pedestrian routes 
 Define primary auto/truck routes 
 Develop a comprehensive network of bike routes, bike lanes, and separated trails Greening 

study did a lot of this) 
o Link neighborhoods, employment centers, amenities, and destinations.  
o Connect trails and open space to downtown? 

 Strengthen transit service in Downtown (BID boundaries may be too limiting; or how well does 
the poposed new transit linesseve downtown?  Is downtown the center of the transit system? 
Should it be? 

o Special events better use of transit to support events? 
o Employee bus pass programs 
o Circulator trolley 

 

Objective: Strengthen connection between the Walking Mall and the Great Northern Town 
Center 
 

      Strategies 
 Create a continuous downtown streetscape along Last Chance Gulch How far would this go? 
 Address the pedestrian crossing barrier at Neill Greening study already adderessed this 
 Prepare a traffic feasibility study to convert Preparea traffif feasibiliyu stuuyd to convert Last 

Chance Gulch to two-way traffic and simplify the Last Chance/Neill/Cruse/Helena Intersection 
More than traffic feasibility study will be needed to address mini malfunction junction 

 Evaluate the cost/benefit of a circulator trolley 
 

Objective: Strengthen connection to historic residential neighborhoods  

 

      Strategies 
 Improve comfort, safety, and accessibility along primary pedestrian routes 
 Add buildings along key corridors to eliminate gaps in the urban form where street-level 

parking currently exists 
 Identify locations and design options for improved pedestrian crossings on major road 

corridors  
 Improve and add additional pedestrian walkways/stairs connecting adjacent neighborhood 

residents to Walking Mall/Last Chance Gulch 
 Create a functional/architectural connection between Downtown and the historic 6th 

Ward/Railroad District along Helena Avenue what do you mean by an architectural 
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connection?  This is way outside the downtown and its environs. Signage to connect the areas 
might be of value. 
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Objective: Strengthen connection to Carroll College 
 

      Strategies 
 Create a new trail connection from Lyndale underpass to campus/dorms  
 Improve attractiveness, visibility, and lighting of the Lyndale underpass 
 Emphasize pedestrian crossings at Benton, Getchell, and Last Chance intersections 

 

Objective: Strengthen Connections to Capital Area 
 
      Strategies 

 Establish workforce housing in/near Downtown What about boomers and retriees looking to 
downsize? 

 Establish transit service between Downtown and Capital  There already are three large state 
office buildings in downtown - - would it be worth finding out wehat workd for them and 
whether they “use” downtown servicesbetter to 

 Establish bike routes between Downtown and Capital (not clear why this would be utlzed for 
shopping or lunctime. 
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Goal 3: Activate Downtown 
 

Objective: Provide all amenities and services needed to keep people Downtown 
       

Strategies 
 Identify missing services some of these don’t make sense unless there are more people and 

large stores/big boxes would change the character of downtown. Just a wish list. 
o Household/Grocery/Hardware 
o Health/Pharmacy 
o Financial 
o Educational/Schools 
o Recreational/Exercise  
o Entertainment already the entertainment center if you make conections 

 Identify missing amenities  
 Locate services within easy walking distance of residents and major employers (zone changes 

to address location? 
 

Objective: Add new retail in strategic locations 
 

      Strategies 
 Recruit missing retail types who does this? Have you talked to property owners and realtors 

who have downtown experience? 
 Focus on "experience" not "commodity"explain – not sure what tis means 
 Identify retail clusters and corridors good – if you look at the BID boundaries and areas 

adjacent or nearby, you can I.d. custers and then the challenge is to connect them 
 Create land and parking incentives what do you mean by land incentives? What are parking 

incentives? 
 

Objective: Integrate housing 
 

      Strategies 
 Add housing options, such as townhomes, lofts, condos, and live/work units 
 Construct housing over publicly owned parking and r/w's Why not add commercial and resie 

ndtial at the ground floor so you don’t leave parking at street level – dead space! 
 Form housing cooperatives on City-owned land Why just hoisng cooperatives? Why not work 

with non-profits as well as private developers? 
 

Objective: Attract business incubators and start-ups 
 

      Strategies 
 Rent subsidies I assume this means public funds would be use for rent subsidies 
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 Reduced parking requirements Might work for downtown residential as well 
 Tax abatement 
 Expedited building permit review  
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Objective: Encourage ground floor retail 
 

      Strategies 
 Make Downtown the premier location for Helena retail business (see Goal 1) It will not nor 

should downtown try to copte withbig box retail.  Downtown is unique with its small local 
businesses 

 Provide incentives for redevelopment of inappropriate ground floor uses (i.e. parking garages) 
 Make City-owned properties available for retail development or housing 
 Create interim store front displays/art where ground floor office exists consider having the MT 

Historical society to set up a satellite location downtown. 
 Create temporary pop-up retail spaces (booths, kiosks, food carts/trucks) in public right-of-

way’s adjacent to inactive ground floor uses  
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Goal 4: Preserve & Enhance Downtown Character 
 

Objective: Identify eligible properties for listing on National Historic Register  
 
      Strategies 

 Update the Historic District inventory (last completed over 25 years ago) 
 Protect listed properties from intrusive signs or exterior remodeling – city role needs 

clarification 
 

 
Objective: Encourage adaptive use of historic buildings and integration of new buildings into 
the historic downtown fabric.  
 
      Strategies 

 Identify historic preservation funding sources 
 Establish special Downtown zoning district  

o Building height 
o Parking requirements 
o Setbacks/build-to lines 

 Establish Downtown design standards 
o Building form 
o Architectural standards 
o Ground floor use 

 Establish Downtown streetscape design standards that compliment historic character, 
pedestrian environment, and provide a common theme throughout Downtown  

o Street/sidewalk materials 
o Lighting 
o Street trees/landscaping 
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Goal 5: Optimize Parking 
 

Objective: Make parking convenient 
 
      Strategies some of this is going on aready – looking at smart phone payment, already 
have goldies for merchants to use,  

 Improve parking wayfinding & information recently labeled parking times on meters that can 
be read from cars 

 Combine pedestrian wayfinding & parking maps 
 Access parking from primary auto routes 
 Incorporate technology  

o Real-time parking monitoring/availability will this be economical na small city like 
Helena? 

o Google ?? 
o GPS Navigation ?? 
o Credit card/smart phone payment 
o Merchant vouchers 

 

 
Objective: Increase parking utilization 
 
      Strategies 

 Encourage shared= use parking 
 Lease parking for residential nighttime use 

 

 
Objectives: Simplify parking rules and regulations 
 
      Strategies 

 Conduct a comprehensive parking study to determine parking supply, demand, and financial 
performance 

 Eliminate on-street permit parking. Move permit parking to the parking structures Some long 
term permit parking at some distancefrom the core is available so wouldn’t get rid of all of this 

 Provide additional free short-term parking (1 hour max) not sure this belomgs under this 
objective 

 Allow permits to be used in any downtown parking structure  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2015 3:48 PM

To: Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore

Cc: Cindy Kuns; EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Downtown Master plan Steering Committee Meeting minutes

FYI, great question at the end. 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
150326 
From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2015 7:39 PM 
To: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com> 
Cc: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: Re: Downtown Master plan Steering Committee Meeting minutes 

 
Hi Tracy, 
IN my view a vision statement should tell a story of what a place will look and feel like at a future time.  It 
should be easily understood by the community - providing a portrait of what could be. For example, for Battle 
Ground WA the vision statement took the form of a letter from a grandson to a grandmother who had left town 
and  and had not returned to Battle Ground.  The letter describes the kind of City 20 years after she left and the 
grandson invited the grandmother to come visit him and --- here's what she would find and be surprised to find 
in the town. 

Also, a vision statements is about values - in the case of downtown Helena, what's important, what has been 
retained and how it is better, how valued attributes have been protected (such as historic buildings), how 
problems have been addressed and how it feels now, etc. 

With these concepts, I think a vision statement for downtown Helena and it environs (not just the BID 
boundary) might include ideas such as: The scale of development and services and shops are different here - 
unique, small scale, local; dowtown continues to be major employment center; a place where people in Helena, 
their guests, and tourists go to socialize at coffee shops, restaurants of all types and affordability, taverns and 
wine shops, coffee shops; where tourists come because the area is seen as unique capturing and building on the 
historical attributes of the Helena where accessible pedestrian, bicycle and transit, and auto connections are 
safe, easy, and enjoyable and provide connections to adjacent neighborhoods, Reeder Alley, the Myrna 
Loy/Courthouse area; where parking  structures and lots on the main streets do not dominate the landscape; 
where new buildings fit and are compatible with the historic nature of much of the area; where a diverse array 
of people of all ages live and there are enough  peole living in or near downtown to support small grocery and 
personal service retail activities; where the old and new downtown centers are connected; where people come to 
enjoy all forms of artistic activities at a variety of venues;  where downtown is where transit connections occur; 
where new buildings become part of the scale and historic fabric of the area and there is a commitment to 
preserve the historic structures and protect them from intrusive changes.  In other words, this is a unique place 
because the unique attributes have been preserved and added to, resulting in a vibrant, active area, with 
activities that cannot be found anywhere else in Helena.  
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Hope this helpful.  This my quick take of what a vision statement might include for Helena and I'm sure others 
may have other thoughts of what downtown Helena should be like in 20 years  or so.   
 
A question for workshop could be - If you left Helena and did not come back for twenty years, and you were 
surprised and delighted about what you found in the downtown and nearby areas and neighborhoods - what 
would you see and feel? 

Sumner 
 
Sumner 
 
On Sat, Oct 17, 2015 at 9:30 AM, Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com> wrote: 

Hi Sumner, 

  

Great comments, some ahead of where we are at in the process but we’ll get there. I wanted to ask you to weigh in on 
the vision statement at the top of the page as you mentioned “what is the vision”. I didn’t see any comments on either 
version. That is the question being answered at this next charrette so input on what that needs to be is very 
importanat.  

  

Thanks again. Have a great weekend and see you Tuesday! 

  

Tracy 

  

Tracy L. Reich 

Executive Director 

Helena Business Improvement District                                                                     

treich@helenabid.com                                                        

225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B                                                          

Helena, MT  59601                                                                 

(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          

(Fax) 406.447.1533 
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www.downtownhelena.com 

  

From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 16, 2015 4:58 PM 
To: Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> 
Cc: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson <alan@gntc.info>; 
cartwright@montana.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com>; 
Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; Sharon Haugen <SHaugen@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Re: Downtown Master plan Steering Committee Meeting minutes 

  

The following and attached document are comments on the draft I sent to Jeremy.  I also previously responded 
that the "greening" report comments on transportation should provide a good starting point, but land use, 
activity centers etc. need to be added to see about the fit with these transportation recommendations. 

 
 
Hi Jeremy, 
Attached are my comments on the draft. 

If this plan is implemented fully, what will Helena's downtown look and feel  like in 20, 30 or even 50 
years?  What is the vision? More  of the same but better? Different in places? Totally different? 

  

What strikes me is it is unclear what is meant by downtown. There are two "centers" - one new and one old in 
the BID area. but the vision and statements don't take clear advantage of everything around it - Myrna Loy, 
Civic Center, movie theaters,County courthouse, city-county building, cathedral, Reeder's alley, library, state 
office buildings, etc. This needs to be clear and the BID (client's) boundaries seem inadequate to me. 

  

Downtown is place where people meet/congregate like no other part of the city and region - civic building, 
state business offices, restaurants, coffee shops, events such as Live at Five, pays in the parks and open spaces, 
the Saturday market, taverns, wine shops. museums, Cathedral, local and nonprofit agency offices and meeting 
spaces etc.  All of this adds to the uniqueness of what downtown is about. 

Downtown is also the historic center of the city as well as a unique regional center. It's different than other 
retail/office areas that are disconnected. And that's why it is worth supporting and enhancing. 
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What is needed is to make the area more active, more connected to surrounding facilities and neighborhoods, 
more and denser housing in the core and nearby, better use of mall space.  When you look closely there are 
other centers outside the BID boundaries and these need to be connected to the core. 

Downtown is also a place where the less economically privileged live and get services and nearby are a 
number of local, county and regional medical and social services. And this is found in downtowns in many 
other cities. 

Finally, it might be helpful to clearly explain what the final plan, documents etc will include.  Is it  a design 
plan, transportation plan, land use plan, marketing plan, investment plan, land use plan, policy plan,some 
combo of these, etc. 

 
I apologize - some of my comments have misspellings and they do not show up in color though it was in color 
when I made my entries.  

  

On Fri, Oct 16, 2015 at 3:43 PM, Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> wrote: 

Steering committee members, 

  

Just a reminder that our next Steering Committee meeting is Tuesday, Oct 20th at 2:00 pm. The location has 
changed and will be at the Holiday Inn Downtown. 

  

We will be hearing from Gibbs regarding his findings and discussing the evenings Charrette which is at the 
Holiday Inn as well. 

  

Looking forward to seeing you all on Tuesday. 

  

Mike Dowling 

  

  DSArchitects 
Michael W. Dowling, AIA, NCARB 

55 West 14th Street, Suite 103 
Helena, MT 59601 
mdowling@dsa-mt.com 
406 457-5470 

406 495-0063 fax 
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From: Mike Dowling [mailto:mdowling@dsa-mt.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:16 AM 
To: 'jserstad@rmdc.net'; 'melinda@bikewalkmontana.org'; 'shalonhastings@hotmail.com'; 'alan@gntc.info'; 
'cartwright@montana.com'; 'mtnutmeg@gmail.com'; 'epshmt@gmail.com'; 'galumphant22@gmail.com'; 
'sidgodolphin2@gmail.com'; 'lloydaniel@gmail.com'; 'kybaker@carroll.edu'; 'ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com' 
Cc: Tracy Reich (treich@helenabid.com); Jeremy Keene (JKeene@wgmgroup.com); 'SHaugen@helenamt.gov' 
Subject: Downtown Master plan Steering Committee Meeting minutes 

  

Attached are the minutes from our last meeting. We had fairly low attendance. Looking forward to seeing 
everyone at the next meeting! 

  

Our next meeting is October 20 @ 2:00 pm. Please mark your calendars. Location is the Placer Hotel. 

  

Mike Dowling 

  

  DSArchitects 

Dowling Studio Architects, PC 
Michael W. Dowling, AIA, NCARB 

55 West 14th Street, Suite 103 
Helena, MT 59601 
mdowling@dsa-mt.com 
406 457-5470 

406 495-0063 fax 

  (Like us on Facebook) 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Paul Cartwright <cartwright@montana.com>

Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2015 2:28 PM

To: Jeremy Keene

Cc: Mike Dowling; jserstad@rmdc.net; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; 

shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; 

epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 

lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; Tracy Reich; 

SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; 'Andrew Hagemeier'; Cindy Kuns; Loran Frazier; 

Nick Kaufman; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; Kate Dinsmore

Subject: Re: Downtown Master Plan - Steering Committee #3

I was out of town for a while, so these comments are a little late.  See you Tuesday. 
 
Paul 
 
Comments on Draft Downtown Helena Master Plan 
  
General thoughts 
Who is the intended audience of the master plan?  I know it’s for anybody who’s interested, but who do you 
most want to be convinced by it? 

A lot of the suggested strategies sound good and are commendable, but are very unlikely to be viable.  I’d lean 
towards winnowing those out, even though I realize there are advantages to acting as if all things are possible. 
  
p.1 –Emphasize downtown, etc: Why market downtown outside of Helena? If downtown doesn’t appeal to 
locals, then why should outsiders move here? The downtown should have a way of being very responsive to 
outside inquiries, but I wouldn’t bother with a marketing campaign. 
  
p.1 –Make Downtown safe, etc.: Maybe there’s a safety problem, but I wasn’t aware of it, other than there does 
seem to be more car accidents than one might expect.  Unless there is a significant and demonstrable problem, I 
wouldn’t worry much about increasing an official safety presence.  I suspect it wouldn’t add much for people 
who do use downtown and won’t convince those who think all downtowns are unsafe.  Saying, “it’s safe to 
come downtown because we have lots of cops” is just a variation on telling them “don’t think of a white horse;” 
people immediately think of it anyway.  More to the point, “safety concerns” is often code for “people or 
activities I don’t like.” 
  
p.1 – Address jurisdictional issues: This is an important one. 
  
p.2  - Focus on moving people: Something’s wrong with the way these strategies are broken out. Downtown 
traffic should move slowly and safely enough such that there’s no point in designating primary pedestrian routes 
vs. primary automobile.  Even on through routes (Park, Neill, etc) traffic doesn’t move all that fast, and doesn’t 
need to.  
 The circulator trolley idea is just silly, given Helena’s experience with the downtown trolley. While 
buses can work in small towns, they require a density and activity level we don’t have. 
  
p.2 – Strengthen connection etc. – Two-way traffic on the Gulch strikes me as one of the most 
straightforward  solutions to increase activity downtown. The loading zone issue always is brought up as an 
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objection, but it would be easy to do a quick count of how many businesses actually would be affected and how 
badly.  Businesses like the Windbag seem to have figured out how to make their loading zone arrangement 
work, so presumably others could as well. 
  
p.2 – Strengthen connections etc – A key strategy should be figuring out how to convert Cruse to usable 
downtown space. 
  
p.3 – Strengthen connection to Carroll College – The new dorms by the park have done a lot to make that route 
feel less isolated and safer.  Another building with evening uses, say where the satellite dishes are or in the 
southwest corner of Centennial Park, would add even more to the attractiveness of the connection. 
  
p.4 – Provide all amenities, etc. – Don’t bother mentioning things like grocery and hardware for which there are 
no viable business models for low to moderate density neighborhoods. 
  
p.5 – Attract business incubators and start-ups – Building permit review seems to be a problem for all parts of 
Helena. 
 Rather than increase subsidies, how about more emphasis on improving infrastructure. Streets and 
parking already have been mentioned.  Are there data and telecom improvements that would attract business? 
 I’ll also put in a plug for reforming Montana’s liquor licensing laws. The downtown could support 
more restaurants if more licenses were available. (But this is a bigger issue than one might want to tackle in a 
Master Plan.) 
  
p.7 – Encourage adaptive use, etc. – Design standards that deal with building form make sense, but standards 
more often seem to be about aesthetics (see, for instance, urban renewal red brick).  Still, a design review 
committee would be a good idea, even if voluntary, to make sure developers have input on how their building 
will work with the community. 
  
p.8 – Optimize parking – There are any number of parking studies from the 1950’s-1970’s, leading to urban 
renewal, which had provision of parking as one of its main purposes. However, whatever the absolute 
number of parking spaces, the studies always found the downtown a few hundred spaces short.  I suspect that’s 
still the case. I don’t want to minimize the importance of parking, but a healthy downtown will always be 
“short”.  
 As for length of on-street parking, I’d be curious to know if shortening the allowed time to one hour 
increased customer turnover, or just forced employees to sneak out more often to move their cars. 
  
  
Comments on Greening Last Chance Gulch pp.38-39 
  
-I wonder why they drew a distinction between “enhanced pedestrian circulation” and “complete streets 
network”. 
  
-What would it take to get Peccia/MDT to run the transportation model with Cruse closed from Broadway 
north, and Jackson reopened from Placer to 11th?  With both those changes and Last Chance Gulch made two-
way? What you do with Cruse will affect what you can and what you need to do for bikes and peds. 
  
-Bike lanes on Benton between Neill and Euclid seem unlikely without removing the boulevards.  I doubt a 
three-vehicle lane configuration could function adequately during peak hours. 
  
-In general, the Greening concept seemed a touch vague to me.  Also, I’d guess at the moment the bigger issue 
is getting bikes through downtown to the open space trails. Solve that and you’ll have a better idea of priorities 
for improving bike access within downtown. 
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-I’ll second the points about pedestrians that Dennis has made (now and over the years). Pedestrians are not just 
particularly slow vehicles. They need a porous downtown, with multiple ways to travel, and in addition to 
concrete and asphalt, they need activity along their travelways. 
 
On Oct 9, 2015, at 3:26 PM, Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> wrote: 
 
 
Hello Steering Committee Members, 
  
A reminder that our next meeting will be October 20th at 2:00 pm, location TBD (please watch for an email next week to 
confirm – most likely the Placer or Holiday Inn). Charrette #2 will be held the same evening, 5:30 – 7:30 pm, at the 
Holiday Inn. 
  
Robert Gibbs will be in town to present the market analysis and talk about opportunities for Downtown Helena. We are 
planning an optional walking tour immediately following the Steering Committee meeting.   
  
In preparation for the meeting, we have two homework assignments for you: 
  

1.       Please review the DRAFT Vision Document attached. This lays out the initial vision and strategies as a 
framework for the plan. It should reflect the things we’ve talked about and what we heard through the public 
outreach. Let us know if there’s something that we missed! We would appreciate any comments by Friday, 
10/16 to allow time to incorporate before the charrette. 
 
 

2.       Please review the Greening Last Chance Gulch report. There are many common elements between this study 
and our Downtown Master Plan. In particular, we are interested to know your thoughts about the 
transportation and bike network concept on pages 38-39. You can download the report 
here:https://www.dropbox.com/s/1y04wp7u0pn92p8/Helena%20Greening%20Last%20Chance%20Gulch%20R
eport.pdf?dl=0 

  
We appreciate your time and input on the plan. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 
  
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer  
<image003.jpg>   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 
150326 

  

<Vision Document 10-09-15 DRAFT.docx> 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com>

Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 11:41 AM

To: 'Paul Cartwright'

Cc: 'Dennis McCahon'; Jeremy Keene; 'Mike Dowling'; jserstad@rmdc.net; 

melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 

mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 

lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; 

SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 'Brian Obert'; 'Andrew Hagemeier'; Cindy Kuns; Loran Frazier; 

Nick Kaufman; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; Kate Dinsmore

Subject: RE: questions for Robert Gibbs' report

Hi all, 
 
We'll get Bob to clarify that data on the grocery stores. 
 
I'll double check the source for the 70% but it's based on all sales not just credit card data; it is a statistic that retail 
marketing firms and organizations like the International Council of Shopping Centers (ICSC - the leading organization for 
retail and shopping center development) use. I was just recently at a conference where a different retail consultant used 
the same statistic. Since it is a nationally gathered number, not sure if it can be translated to a local number but we'll 
ask. 
 
Great comments for Bob to clarify in the report. 
 
Tracy 
 
Tracy L. Reich 
Executive Director 
Helena Business Improvement District 
 
treich@helenabid.com                                                        
225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B 
 
Helena, MT  59601 
 
(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
(Fax) 406.447.1533 
        
www.downtownhelena.com 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 26, 2015 11:20 AM 
To: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com> 
Cc: 'Dennis McCahon' <galumphant22@gmail.com>; 'Jeremy Keene' 
<JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; 'Mike Dowling' <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>; jserstad@rmdc.net; 
melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; 
epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 'Brian Obert' 
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<bobert@mbac.biz>; 'Andrew Hagemeier' <landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>; 'Cindy Kuns' <CKuns@wgmgroup.com>; 
'Loran Frazier' <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; 'Nick Kaufman' <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; 
'Kate Dinsmore' 
<kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: Re: questions for Robert Gibbs' report 
 
Thanks. What prompted my question was the idea of 20,000+ ft2 of new grocery space potentially locating downtown.  
Right now we probably have less than 
300,000 ft2 of grocery space in town (Safeway, two Albertsons, Van's, Super 1, Costco, and WalMart plus the smaller 
stores.). I can believe the Helena is market is about 10% short of grocery space.  But if that 20,000+ figure is for 
Downtown alone and we assume that Downtown captures 5% of the new growth, that implies Helena currently has way 
less than half of the grocery floor space it could accommodate, which sounds unlikely. So either I misunderstood 
something, or more clarification is needed. 
 
As for the 70% figure, I'm guessing that's based on the credit card info Robert mentioned.  If so, any idea what 
percentage of transactions are in cash? And can he tell from the credit card data or whatever what the figure is for 
Helena? 
 
Paul 
 
On Oct 26, 2015, at 9:58 AM, "Tracy Reich" <treich@helenabid.com> wrote: 
 
> Hi Paul and everyone, 
>  
> The others can chime in but here's my understanding: 
>  
> The numbers on square footage are for what Downtown should be able to  
> capture. We don't have accurate information right now on all of the  
> uses of all of the square footage Downtown right now; DHI and HBID are  
> partnering with Carroll College to conduct a "census" for that data  
> and more but it will most likely not be completed by the time the  
> report 
is done. 
>  
> The 70% number is a national number and refers to anytime a purchase  
> is made, so transactions. That percentage has grown steadily on a  
> national scale over the last decade. 
>  
> And yes, all of this will be incorporated into his final report that  
> will be included in the Master Plan. 
>  
> Happy Monday everyone! 
> Tracy 
>  
> Tracy L. Reich 
> Executive Director 
> Helena Business Improvement District 
>  
> treich@helenabid.com 
 
> 225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B 
>  
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> Helena, MT  59601 
>  
> (PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
> (Fax) 406.447.1533 
>         
> www.downtownhelena.com 
>  
> -----Original Message----- 
> From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 25, 2015 7:33 PM 
> To: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com> 
> Cc: 'Dennis McCahon' <galumphant22@gmail.com>; 'Jeremy Keene' 
> <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; 'Mike Dowling' <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>;  
> jserstad@rmdc.net; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org;  
> shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com;  
> epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com;  
> kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 
'Brian Obert' 
> <bobert@mbac.biz>; 'Andrew Hagemeier' <landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>;  
> 'Cindy Kuns' <CKuns@wgmgroup.com>; 'Loran Frazier' 
> <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; 'Nick Kaufman' <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; 
rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com; 'Kate Dinsmore' 
> <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com> 
> Subject: questions for Robert Gibbs' report 
>  
> I've decided I'm still not clear on Robert's floor space numbers for  
> retail and restaurants, whether they're the potential for all of  
> Helena, or only the share of new businesses that could be expected to  
> open 
in the downtown. 
> Some context on the amount of existing retail and restaurant  
> floorspace might be useful.  Also, some more explanation of the  
> statistic that 70% of purchases are made after 5:00.  Is that a  
> national figure or for Helena or what? What kind of purchases are  
> included in that statistic? Is it referring to number of transactions  
> or amount of money spent?  I hope all this can be included in his  
> final 
report. Thanks. 
>  
> Paul 
>  
>  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 11:50 AM

To: Sumner Sharpe

Cc: Tracy L. Reich (treich@helenabid.com); Bob Gibbs (rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com); Nick 

Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore; 'Mike Dowling'; 'Andrew Hagemeier'

Subject: FW: FB comments about downtown

Attachments: ATT00001.htm; FB Comments regarding shopping downtown.docx

Thanks Sumner. This is a great dialog and illustrates Bob’s point that shopping today is about convenience. 
 
Parking is obviously one of the critical pieces – I’d like to spend some time with our steering committee working on the 
idea of metered parking. Bob says this is the only way to get effective turnover in your premium parking locations. 
Meters could also help with the 1 hour time limit – you can park longer but it will cost more.  
 
Here’s what’s going on in Missoula - they are upgrading to electronic metering, which will allow them to increase the 
price the longer you stay. First 2 hours are $1/hour, then it goes up to $1.50/hour after that. Someone who parks for 8 
hours would pay $18.50 for the day. That’s good incentive to use cheaper long-term parking in the garages. 
 
http://missoulian.com/news/local/city-begins-installing-new-digital-parking-meters-in-downtown-
missoula/article_38a32e2e-fa6a-5e5d-8b6c-3b7417ceb21b.html 
 
I think we need to look at something like this for Last Chance Gulch, which could also create a revenue stream that goes 
back to maintenance and beautification.  
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
150326 
From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, October 30, 2015 11:15 AM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: Fwd: FB comments about downtown 

 
Hi Jeremy, 
The attached is interesting and  could be helpful.It was passed on to me. 
 
 I also have asked the Helena Citizens Council folks to provide their thoughts abut downtown in the future and 
should be able to get these to you soon. 
 
I also talked with a local Realtor who's a strong downtown supporter and he passed on some of the issues as he 
sees it; and I'll try to summarize his comments and get those to you as well. 
Sumner 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Mike Casey <mcasey@trimacgroup.com> 
Date: Fri, Oct 30, 2015 at 10:45 AM 
Subject: Fwd: FB comments about downtown 
To: Sumner Scharpe <mtnutmeg@gmail.com> 
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FYI 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 

 

 
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jill Roberts <thehawthornjill@gmail.com> 
Date: October 22, 2015 at 12:47:41 PM MDT 
To: Colleen Casey <thehawthorncolleen@gmail.com> 
Subject: Fwd: FB comments about downtown 

 
 
 
 
 
JILL ROBERTS 
THE HAWTHORN, BOTTLE SHOP & TASTING ROOM 
46 N. LAST CHANCE GULCH, HELENA, MT 59601 
C 917-576-6138   thehawthornjill@gmail.com 
W 406-282-0111  www.thehawthornwine.com 
 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: Shalon Hastings <shalonhastings@hotmail.com> 
Date: Thu, Oct 22, 2015 at 7:19 AM 
Subject: FB comments about downtown 
To: Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>, Haley Miller 
<hmiller@helenabid.com>, Rick Ahmann <rick.ahmann@windmere.com>, 
Donna Torgerson <donna.torgerson@edwardjones.com>, Sandy Schull 
<info@birdsandbeasleys.com>, Khamsin Bailey <khamsin@gntc.info>, Jill 
Roberts <thehawthornjill@gmail.com>, Brie <paintedpot@msn.com> 

Hi All,  
I came across this query post on Helena Classifieds a couple weeks ago. It's fairly 
timely given the presentation that we just had by Robert Gibbs and the master 
planning that we are currently doing.  
I found the comments to be telling of some perceptions that the Helena public 
outside of downtown have about downtown. The query was posted by a small 
business next to General Merc on the 400 block of LCG. 
While we know some of the perceptions are incorrect the number of same 
comments indicates that we have an opportunity for improving our message and 
getting it to a crowd that is still within the Helena area but has not been to 
downtown for years. Before we try to market to the broader market area I would 
suggest that we get a message to an audience that is right here within a 5 mile 
radius. 
Speaking of marketing, has DHI been putting posts about upcoming events on 
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Helena Classifieds FB page? After coming across this goldmine of intel, if you 
will, I have been attempting to put a different ad on the Helena Classifieds FB 
page once a week for each of my businesses and to promote Day of the Dead. For 
each business I have seen additional likes to each business FB page after a 
post. At the end of the ad I list my hours to indicate that YES, we are open on the 
weekends. My goal is to do an ad every 4-5 days. 
On a side note, I find it interesting that there are several comments about the lack 
of a store downtown that would provide opportunity for shopping for necessities, 
i.e. grocery store. This is what Robert Gibbs was saying in his presentation as 
well. It's intriguing for me as a thought as I continue to lightly consider a market 
option but it looks like people would be looking for a broader market rather than 
specialty plus a few basics which is where my interest lies. 
Haley, would you mind forwarding this to Tracy & Dave Hewitt for me? I don't 
have their email addresses. Everyone, please feel free to forward to others that 
you think might benefit from seeing how Helenans outside of downtown view 
downtown. 
Shalon 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Monday, November 02, 2015 1:40 PM

To: Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore

Cc: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Feedback from Mike Casey, Tri-Mac Realty

Helena DMP Comments 
150326 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 

 
From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, October 31, 2015 10:14 AM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: Feedback from Mike Casey, Tri-Mac Realty 

 
Hi Jeremy,  
Mike , in addition to running his realty/leasing business, he and his wife are actively involved with downtown 
businesses and buildings.  He approached me at the first public workshops and I followed up to get his 
comments, as follows: 

City leadership's general Indifference about downtown, especially the Mall: graffiti, broken glass in parking 
structure (Parking Commission responsibility), general overall upkeep leaves a bad impression.  City Parks has 
responsibility for maintaining landscaping but this is not a high city priority.  The BID is responsible for 
cleaning up and this needs attention.  

City Leadership: downtown and  the mall is not a  high City priority and is not recognized as being different 
form other commercial zones, such as zoning in downtown adds steps that are not appropriate. For example, 
recent siting of the Montessori school on the mall required a conditional use permit as the city code requires 
schools to be located at least X feet from a bar, tavern or place serving alcoholic beverages.  This makes it 
difficult to site certain activities downtown. City should get out of the away (Sumner: maybe a separate 
downtown zone, esp. for the mall area) as it is different from the other commercial areas."Let stuff happen", 
recognizing that downtown is by nature and should be recognized as a more diverse place than the other 
commercial areas/zones. 

There is no clear process for getting through the City's approval process.  Need a downtown ombudsman - 
perhaps the BID should do this.  Example: wine bar found out about the needs for additional permits after it 
opened and this could have been explained at the outset of the permitting process.! 
 
Parking costs are a detriment- "cost exceeds benefits".  If a business wants to locate downtown and get parking 
permits in garage for their employees, He estimates the monthly cost/sq.ft. of a parking space exceeds the 
monthly tax and utility costs.  It was one factor in three new office buildings being built outside the mall and 
provided their own parking.  The cost of parking for employees is a detriment and leads to on-street rollover 
parking. 

Walkability in downtown affected by dead spaces. 
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Sumner 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:49 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee Meeting Notice

150326 
 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Tracy Reich [mailto:treich@helenabid.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:59 PM 
To: 'Schwochert, Ryan'; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; 
shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; 
galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com 
Cc: Jeremy Keene; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman 
Subject: RE: Steering Committee Meeting Notice 

 
Hi Ryan, 
 
Thank you for noticing the new banners the Helena Business Improvement District has installed. Street banners are one 
of the several projects HBID does Downtown. 
 
I will relay your comments regarding Art Walk to Downtown Helena Inc.; they will appreciate hearing your experience. It 
was a great evening. 
 
We’ll definitely keep you in the loop for the next charrette as well as another steering committee meeting. 
 
Tracy 
Tracy L. Reich 
Executive Director 
Helena Business Improvement District                                                                     
treich@helenabid.com                                                        
225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B                                                          
Helena, MT  59601                                                                 
(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
(Fax) 406.447.1533 

        
www.downtownhelena.com 
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From: Schwochert, Ryan [mailto:Ryan.Schwochert@dnvgl.com]  
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:52 PM 
To: Erica Laferriere <elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; treich@helenabid.com; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com 
Cc: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman 
<NKaufman@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: RE: Steering Committee Meeting Notice 
 
Erica, 
 
My supervisor got pulled out of the office for the next two weeks so I am now the acting supervisor for NWE rebate 
programs and will be unable to attend next week Monday’s Steering Committee Meeting due to a scheduling 
conflict.  Please keep me in the loop for the next Charette..already saw some new banners that I suppose the city has 
put up along the Gulch. 
 
Also do not know if any of you were out for November 7th Fall Art Walk but the turnout was amazing and I met so many 
people I had never met before.  Quite possibly the busiest I have ever seen the Gulch and surrounding ‘Downtown’ in 
my short 5 years living here. 
 
Thank you in advance to all those who will make the meeting and I look forward to contributing via email in the 
meantime, 
 
Ryan Schwochert 
 

From: Erica Laferriere [mailto:elaferriere@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:05 AM 
To: treich@helenabid.com; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; 
alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; 
sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; Schwochert, Ryan; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 
bobert@mbac.biz; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com 
Cc: Jeremy Keene; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman 
Subject: Steering Committee Meeting Notice 

 
Hello all, 
The next Steering Committee Meeting date has been set for November 16th .  It will be from 2-4 p.m. with an optional 
workshop from 4-5 p.m., and  will be at the Chamber of Commerce building, 225 Cruse Avenue.  Attached is the meeting 
agenda.   
 
Thank you and hope to see you all there 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant  

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:Elaferriere@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 101 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:48 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: some thoughts about the plan

Attachments: plan comments 11-17-15.docx

150326 
 
Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2015 2:35 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene 
Cc: treich@helenabid.com; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; 
alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; 
Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere 
Subject: some thoughts about the plan 
 
On the assumption that you can't get your ideas shot down unless you put them on paper, here are my thoughts 
sparked by yesterday's steering committee meeting. 
 
Paul 
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Some Starting Points for Writing the Downtown Plan 
11-17-15 
 
Jeremy is right: the plan has to come together soon, for better or worse.  Realizing that this 
is one of the few opportunities we have to assert our ideas, now that Google has 
undermined bar bets, here’s a whole mess of stuff that clearly falls in either the better or 
worse category.  Maybe some of it and/or your reactions to it should end up in the plan. 
 
General concepts  
 
The plan is actually dealing with two different neighborhoods: the historic downtown and 
the Great Northern district.  The intersection of Sixth and Last Chance Gulch is 3,300 ft 
from the intersection of 14th and Great Northern Boulevard, over a half mile. (And the 
library is another quarter mile south of Sixth and Last Chance.) This is too big an area to 
treat as one neighborhood. 
 
What these two neighborhoods have in common is a traditional urban form, or, if you will, a 
built environment that runs counter to suburban codes and development practices.  Key 
elements are a greater percentage of the area covered by buildings (and often higher 
density use as well), buildings oriented to the street and each other, rather than to the 
parking lot, and buildings and roads spaced with the assumption that pedestrian traffic is 
important.  (These neighborhoods also have a lot of the community’s civic institutions, 
though I’m not sure if that’s a function of their urban form or more a historical accident.) 
 
This infrastructure supports a different public and market ecology than other commercial 
nodes in the city.   Some people seek out this out as a preferred lifestyle, others come as 
occasional “in-town tourists” to get unique experiences or goods.   
 
The built environment that makes a downtown unique to visit is also what many 
authorities don’t like to deal with full-time: it’s crowded, by definition short on parking, has 
too much old stuff (buildings and infrastructure), tolerates lots of people who aren’t The 
Right Kind and so forth.  The whole thing just doesn’t match current best practices (which 
naturally represent the immutable culmination of western civilization and professional 
wisdom).  Of course, all those features could be recast as positives, but the fact is the 
majority of public, professional and financial bureaucracies don’t like feel comfortable with 
downtowns. 
 
The goal of the plan should be to maintain and increase the downtown-ness of the built 
environment.  The plan should aim:  

1) To persuade retail operations of the benefits of specific areas of the downtown 
and/or specific ways of building or renovating.  

2) To convince public and private gatekeepers (aka, regulators and bankers) of how 
the intent of their standards can still be met substantially even with downtown 
infrastructure. 

3) To set general (and maybe specific) forms for infrastructure development in the 
downtown. 
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I didn’t mention residential or office space users because I think enough are already 
convinced of the merits of downtown location, assuming the financials pencil (but see point 
2 above). I’m open to counter-arguments on that. 
 
I also didn’t mention marketing the Helena-area public on the merits of downtown, as a 
downtown. I think the downtown is too varied to encapsulate in a succinct marketing 
campaign like you could do for a commercial-residential neighborhood in a big urban area.  
And I at least don’t see much future for an ad campaign based on “vibrant” and “historical”.  
Not much different than being in favor of good stuff and against bad stuff. 
 
Given the current not all that high population density in the surrounding neighborhoods, 
and the number of people likely to move downtown even under the best scenario, 
businesses can’t depend on pedestrian traffic to keep them alive.  Nonetheless, these “local” 
people are important because they seed the street scene, making it less likely that 
somebody coming in from other neighborhoods will find totally empty streets.  So 
infrastructure to encourage people to live or walk downtown is still necessary, even if not 
sufficient, for a healthy downtown. 
 
 
Specific ideas 
In no particular order, here are some specific ideas to illustrate the above concepts (or, if 
you’re so inclined, which demonstrate that those concepts make no sense.)  These may be 
more background for the plan than contents of it. 
 
I wish the old Federal Building was something else.  At $10 million assessed value, it’s 
unlikely to be bought as a tear-down.  But something like a college or tech school, which 
would have more people coming and going during the day, as well as more people available 
for hanging out between classes, would be nice.  Residential would be good, too. 
 
Would the community and funding agencies be interested in moving RMDC to Central 
School?  The buildings are about the same size and the Central location is closer to more 
clients than the current one.  Then could the current Neighborhood Center be remodeled as 
housing?  
 
The acre or two at Cruse and Park that was supposed to be an overpass should be sold for 
housing immediately. 
 
That depressed parking lot across from the Iron Front Hotel would be useful for parking on 
the 400 block, assuming suitable parking could be arranged for the Carriage House Condos 
(previously Grimes).  Yes, there’s an argument for more retail in that lot to complete the 
street front; however, I don’t think there’s been any commercial activity there since the 
White Dove Lunch diner was moved in the 1950s, so the block has pretty much adapted to 
the way it is. 
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Last Chance Gulch north of Sixth should be converted to two-way traffic.  One-way, at least 
on that stretch, wasn’t necessary when it was implemented in the 1950s and it isn’t 
necessary now.  The problem with delivery trucks needs to be addressed, but it’s been 
overstated.   
 
Mini-malfuction should be reconfigured.  I like the idea of ending Cruse at 11th to make the 
intersection four legs again.  Since Cruse carries maybe 2500 vehicles per day, it’s not like 
you’re risking all that much, though getting signaling and stacking right will take some 
thought.  This change also would facilitate redeveloping parts of Cruse further south. 
 
Neill Ave is the seam between the two downtown neighborhoods.  While there’s lots of talk 
about the difficulty of crossing Neill, I think the bigger problem is there’s nothing 
particularly interesting to cross to, on either side.  The Federal Reserve has downsized 
significantly and there are rumors about it disappearing completely.  It would be nice to 
repurpose that building as a civic space instead of an office space, in hopes of more public 
traffic.  (Contemporary Art building for the Historical Society, anyone?)  I recall a story that 
the Chamber of Commerce donated some of the land the building sits on, which if true 
would establish at least a modest claim by the community on the building.  On the south 
side of the street, Hill and Womens parks are pretty but they work against the cohesiveness 
of the neighborhood.  (Remember, even Jane Jacobs doubted the merits of parks in some 
locations.) Somebody at the charrette suggested turning Hill Park into residential.  That 
(and maybe also adding some market space in place of the radio station?) would put more 
eyes on the street and on Womens Park, thereby dealing with some of the real or perceived 
problems there. 
 
Front St. rather than Last Chance Gulch, should be conceived of as the main north-south 
axis of the Great Northern district.  Last Chance Gulch is on the eastern edge of that 
neighborhood, which is a weird place to put your main axis. Plus that street is developing 
as an office area. These are needed in a downtown but they don’t always lend themselves to 
being vibrant public space.  There’s plenty of room for infill development west of Last 
Chance Gulch.  The offices then become the source of customers for retail down below 
them. 
 
Bike traffic from Centennial Trail/Carroll should be sent down Front, since it’s a more 
direct route, soon (?) to have more activity on it, and ties nicely into Fuller.  The traffic on 
Neill comes in pulses, because of the two nearby lights, so there may be fewer conflicts with 
crossing there than some anticipate. 
 
I’m leery of a dedicated pathway for bikes on Front.  First there’s the expense and the real 
estate.  More to the point, a trip route is only successful as its weakest link.  If you have 
riders who are uncomfortable riding in the kind of traffic likely to be on the street (slow 
and not all that much) without a separate lane, it’s not clear to me how they’ll ever get to 
Front Street from many places in town.  There are downtowns with separate bike lanes on 
their streets but they have tens of thousands of cars per day as well on those streets.  Front 
Street is never going to be like Prospect Park West in Brooklyn.  Perhaps a very wide 
sidewalk would be a better alternative under the circumstances.  
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Reported bike-car collisions are not all that common in the downtown: the Transportation 
Plan shows three in three years, with another two sort of near downtown.  Safety concerns 
don’t look excessive.  That said, those hills into the downtown make amateur bike riders 
nervous.  I’m not sure what could be done to improve safety and/or the feeling of safety 
(not to mention the uphill pull) but that problem should go on the list. 
 
Signs pointing to the Historic Downtown/Great Northern District should be mandatory on 
Last Chance Gulch at N. Montana and at Lyndale.  Something ought to be done for the east 
and west traffic as well, though positioning those on Prospect and Euclid/Lyndale will be 
trickier. 
 
While I recognize the idea of our gold mining history could provide a unifying concept for 
our downtown, I doubt if many locals know or care about that history.  And it’s not like we 
have visible reminders, like they do in Butte.   
 
Parking is always going to be a problem.  As soon as you expand it, either more people 
come because the downtown is worth coming to and parking gets short again, or fewer 
people come because all downtown has is parking lots.  For comparison, the Wal-Mart lot is 
500 ft deep, the Home Depot lot is 300 feet deep and the 400 block of Last Chance is almost 
500 ft long.  If you’re pedestrian-oriented, it’s harder to get lots of parking downtown as 
close as at the box stores.  And if you’re car oriented, with lots of parking, the box stores 
can do it better (for instance, see urban renewal).  A smarter and more immediate goal 
would be to make the parking process as painless as it can be, with consistent and easy 
ways of paying.  Whether that means credit card or phone, I don’t know, but the current 
methods, especially on the lots, are frustrating. 
 
Would a downtown app, showing parking and stores in any immediate area, be attractive 
to shoppers?  I don’t know. 
 
I like Gates’ suggestion of expensive street parking and cheap lot and garage parking.  
 
The idea of a uniform central business district zoning code is attractive, especially one that 
is form-based like Sharon suggested.  Other than thinking buildings should be required to 
sit on the front lot line and encouraged to use zero-lot lines on the sides, I don’t have 
specific suggestions, but others probably do. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:48 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Steps

Attachments: August.rtf

150326 
 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Saturday, November 21, 2015 3:47 PM 
To: Sumner Sharpe 
Cc: Jeremy Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
cartwright@montana.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan 
Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

 
Here are a few more comments on our plan. 
 
On Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 7:04 PM, Sumner Sharpe <mtnutmeg@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dec. 15 at 2pm works for me. 
Sumner 
 
On Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 6:35 PM, Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

  

Following up on our Steering Committee meeting this week: 

  

         Several of you asked to see examples of other Downtown Master Plans to get an idea of what our final 
product will look like. Here’s a link to a number of plans we have looked at (and helped prepare). You’ll see 
that there is no formula – each plan takes on its own unique character depending on the needs and budgets. A 
couple that we think are similar to what you should expect for Helena are Great Falls, Hamilton, and 
Kalispell.  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cb7msig3hb3ejhx/AAANxx-sFNO7Cr6Gz8c7XzBoa?dl=0 

         Next, we’d like to get back together with you December 15th, 2-4 pm. Please check your calendars and let 
us know if that date works. This meeting will be for us to present our draft recommendations for your feedback, 
so please try to attend.  
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         We have tentatively scheduled the final Public Charrette for January 26th. Our goal is to have a Draft 
Plan by that time.   

         We will also schedule a separate meeting in January to look at design alternatives for Front Street. We’ll 
include the Steering Committee as well as Front Street businesses and landowners.  

         Finally, Ed Stevenson informed us that he is unable to continue serving on the Steering Committee due to 
other commitments. Thanks for your service, Ed, we hope you’ll continue to lend your support to the plan in the 
future.  

  

Wishing all of you a safe and Happy Thanksgiving, 

Jeremy 

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 

  

150326 
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    I came away from the November 16th Steering Committee meeting feeling the need to better explain 
my  
walking-biking "main street" suggestion. 
 
    First though, I agree with almost everything said in Paul Cartwright's e-mail of November 17th; though 
I have a  
problem with the first paragraph under his "General concepts" heading. I don't think that the distance from 
one part  
of our study area to another, or even from one end of it to the other, makes it too big to treat as one 
neighborhood; 
especially in light of the commonalities described in his following paragraphs.  
 
    I suppose it depends on one's definition of "neighborhood". I'm thinking in terms of pedestrian 
circulation and  
the urban connectivity that only pedestrian circulation can assure. My "neighborhood"  is whatever 
appears to  
be within an agreeable walk of where I happen to be standing -- and whether it expands or contracts 
depends less 
on simple distance than with what I see in front of me. I want it to expand. I want that invitation to keep 
walking  
from one sort of land-use to the next. That's connectivity. 
 
    We've got the concentration of attractions and the raw proximity patterns needed to make walking 
around  
outdoors, throughout our study area, an efficient and useful thing to do; but the trick is to make it a more 
attractive 
(enjoyable) thing to do. I can't help but think that we'll walk farther and more often if we can pull that off.       
 
    So, I suggested a walking-biking "main street". This would be nothing more than a single corridor, 
chosen from 
among many possibilities, which best connects, more-or-less in a line, the following: 
         1)  Places where pedestrian traffic already tends to concentrate on a daily basis (Last Chance 
Gulch, for  
              example, from Placer Street to the Library), 
         2)  Places where pedestrian traffic often concentrates for special events (Womens' Park, 
Pioneer Park, 
              Centennial Park, Last Chance Gulch again, etc.), 
         3)  Places where we might expect pedestrian traffic to concentrate, given proximity of 
attractions, if  
              specific physical links were provided or improved (Lyndale underpass, Neill Avenue 
crossing at Front  
              Street, points of potential connection to trail system, etc), 
         4)  Attractions that can only be appreciated by exercising a pedestrian's freedom to respond, at 
will, to  
              his or her surroundings (interesting architecture, historic sites, museums, outdoor art, 
special  
              landscaping features, unique viewpoints, etc.). 
 
    The reason for chosing a single corridor is that it'll focus our efforts -- and to choose a corridor which 
already 
serves a fair amount of pedestrian traffic and which already includes a big share of the attractions listed 
above will  
enable us to make maximum advantage of what's already going for us. We should go first for 
"low-hanging fruit". 
 
    The focused efforts would include (but would certainly not be limited to) the following: 
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         A)  The actual provision and improvement of the physical links mentioned under point (3) above, 
         B)  The purposeful placement of such amenities as public art and landscaping features (there's 
a shared 
               interest between artists and pedestrians: Artists want their stuff to be seen, and 
pedestrians want 
               something to see. Also, urban landscaping only makes sense when it's used to define and 
shape 
               pedestrian spaces. Trees, for example, are expensive. We can best get our money's worth 
of  
               enjoyment if the trees are placed where people walk or where we want them to walk), 
         C)  The promotion of directed guides or "walking tours" for tourists or for anyone else interested 
in our  
               architecture or history or that "critical mass of shopping and dining in a walkable context". 
 
    The objective, and measure of success, would be an increase in pedestrian traffic along the corridor 
and along 
routes leading to it -- especially pedestrian "through traffic" from one key point along the corridor to 
another --  
which should be a good thing for anyone who'd benifit from more people walking past the front door. 
 
     Finally, I can think of all sorts of good reasons why we should walk more and drive less, running the 
gamut 
of the environmental sciences, social sciences and liberal arts -- but the one which seems most apropos 
is that 
we simply can't do anything downtown (spend money, that is) until we're there on foot.  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:48 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Steps

Attachments: Downtown Master Plan Comments.docx

 
 

Erica Laferriere 150326 

 
Project Assistant 

 
From: Sumner Sharpe [mailto:mtnutmeg@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2015 7:08 AM 
To: Dennis McCahon 
Cc: Jeremy Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
cartwright@montana.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan 
Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

 
Here are my suggestions for a formatting concept for the plan, based on the characteristics of the downtown 
area, both inside and outside the BID boundaries. 
Sumner   
 
On Sat, Nov 21, 2015 at 3:46 PM, Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com> wrote: 
Here are a few more comments on our plan. 
 
On Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 7:04 PM, Sumner Sharpe <mtnutmeg@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dec. 15 at 2pm works for me. 
Sumner 
 
On Fri, Nov 20, 2015 at 6:35 PM, Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> wrote: 

Hi All, 

  

Following up on our Steering Committee meeting this week: 

  

         Several of you asked to see examples of other Downtown Master Plans to get an idea of what our final 
product will look like. Here’s a link to a number of plans we have looked at (and helped prepare). You’ll see 
that there is no formula – each plan takes on its own unique character depending on the needs and budgets. A 
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couple that we think are similar to what you should expect for Helena are Great Falls, Hamilton, and 
Kalispell.  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cb7msig3hb3ejhx/AAANxx-sFNO7Cr6Gz8c7XzBoa?dl=0 

         Next, we’d like to get back together with you December 15th, 2-4 pm. Please check your calendars and let 
us know if that date works. This meeting will be for us to present our draft recommendations for your feedback, 
so please try to attend.  

         We have tentatively scheduled the final Public Charrette for January 26th. Our goal is to have a Draft 
Plan by that time.   

         We will also schedule a separate meeting in January to look at design alternatives for Front Street. We’ll 
include the Steering Committee as well as Front Street businesses and landowners.  

         Finally, Ed Stevenson informed us that he is unable to continue serving on the Steering Committee due to 
other commitments. Thanks for your service, Ed, we hope you’ll continue to lend your support to the plan in the 
future.  

  

Wishing all of you a safe and Happy Thanksgiving, 

Jeremy 

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 
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Downtown Master Plan Comments 

 

It seems to me that the word “downtown” to describe what the plan addresses 

could be misleading.  It seems to me there are two or three major perspectives 

which tend to get mixed together and, at least in my mind, create confusion and 

make it difficult to focus the plan’s vison and recommended goals and strategies. 

 

1.  First of all, the BID’s focus is on what I would call the “ City Center” which 

includes:  

a. The historic Last Chance Gulch-centered downtown area and environs; 

and 

b. The Great Northern Town Center and environs. 

 

These two centers create a unique “City Center” with represent attractive 

and interesting but different eras of “urban” retail, office, and residential 

areas in close proximity. I suspect there are few other cities of Helena’s size 

and history which have this combination of city center options. 

 

2. Connectivity between the historic downtown and Great Northern Town 

Center and future development in the environs that relate to or affect 

these two activity centers, which are included within the BID boundaries  

 

3. Areas and concerns outside the “City Center” such as: surrounding 

development and neighborhoods; City-County Building, Reeders Alley, the 

west side of Park Avenue, the Cathedral and Methodist Church, Central 

school,  Carroll College, County Courthouse and Myrna Loy; way-finding 

signage;  and multi-modal connectivity to and from the “Central City” to 

other parts of Helena. 

 

Note: this is how I see it, and I believe that if you ask citizens and the public about 

“downtown” they or most would  interpret this to mean the historic downtown 

area (say from mini-malfunction junction south to or past the library, and east and 

west of Last Chance Gulch. How far east and west may be open to discussion, but 
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for the plan’s purposes this includes the areas surrounding the historic downtown 

area and environs defined by the BID boundaries. 

 

So with these geographic distinctions in mind, the plan can describe overall goals 

and strategies, and then more explicitly describe goals and policies that apply to 

each of the areas. 

 

For example (no priorities meant by this list): 

Is parking seen as a problem outside the historic downtown? Does it apply 

to the Great Northern Town Center?  What about parking meters and 

differential pricing? 

 

Way finding is primarily an issue outside of or on the edges of the “City 

Center”. 

 

A two-way street and a special zoning district for downtown seems to be 

applicable only in the historic downtown area.  

 

Connectivity between the historic downtown and Great Northern Town 

Center is within the “City Center”, as are new retail activities. consistent 

street lighting, etc. 

 

Should a marketing coordinator working with potential developers and 

retailers, if established, only focus on the historic downtown or for the 

entire City Center/BID area. 

 

Would a public market be considered anywhere in the “City Center” or only 

within the historic downtown? 

 

Are new housing opportunities is a topic to be proposed in the “City 

Center” as well as in areas/neighborhoods near to “City Center” . 
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Filing gaps between buildings seems to be primarily a historic downtown 

concern; and activating, cleaning up, repairing and maintaining the mall is 

only in this geographic area. 

 

Bike and pedestrian movement to and within the BID is of concern in all of 

the geographic areas.  (As a side note, I don’t feel trying to designate a 

separate bike path for only part of the area makes sense. Improved bike 

and pedestrian access and connections, for the most part, will utilize and 

improve or add on to existing streets, alleys, stairs, etc. through a variety of 

methods.). 

 

 Expanding BID boundaries outside of the “City Center” might also be a 

consideration. 

 

Finally, I hope the plan will include an implementation strategy which prioritizes 

these projects and decisions , such as: short term (1-3 years; mid-term (3-5 years); 

and longer term (5-8 years). For example: Short term could include the most 

doable catalytic projects and actions, and could include getting started on 

projects which have a longer time frame.  It should also include a delineation of 

the public, BID/DHI/HPC, and private roles and responsibilities in implementing 

the plan. 

 

I hope this is helpful and offers some guidance  as to how the plan might be 

structured..  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:47 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Steps

 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2015 1:24 PM 
To: Paul Cartwright 
Cc: Melinda Barnes; Sumner Sharpe; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson; Ed Stevenson; 
sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; Daniel Lloyd; Kyle Baker; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; 
Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; Andrew Hagemeier; Erica Laferriere; Mike Dowling; Tracy Reich; Loran Frazier; Ryan 
Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

 
Regarding Melinda's question of whether we were supposed to each come up with our list of top five priorities, 
I don't remember if we were expected to do so or not -- but it's a good idea regardless, so here are mine: 
    
   - How do we optimize pedestrian connectivity among the various parts of Downtown and between Downtown 
and nearby          generators of pedestrian traffic? 
   - How do we make Downtown an all-season, all-weather, weekday-weekend, daytime-evening place to enjoy 
afoot? 
      (As I ask this, I'm goaded a bit by our current temperature inversion.) 
   - Regarding Way-finding for motorists, how do we devise "entrances" to Downtown that are also invitations 
to park and get      out on foot? 
   - Regarding Cruse Avenue, how do we turn a sow's ear into a silk purse -- for pedestrians and motorists alike? 
   - Where, and how, do we get more housing Downtown and within walking distance of Downtown? 
 
These five questions are in no particular order, they overlap in all sorts of ways, and each one suggests a 
number of possible "catalyst projects" and topics of study. They can also be lumped under a single heading 
question -- How the heck can we together come up with a working consensus regarding Downtown's real, and 
most immediately potential, strengths as a place to visit and do business? I think we have to venture out afoot to 
do so, but -- I gladly admit -- that's my bias and my probable blind-spot.     
 
On Fri, Nov 27, 2015 at 3:44 PM, Paul Cartwright <cartwright@montana.com> wrote: 
Neat article, Melinda.  I lived in Evanston for a while way back when and have visited there in recent 
years.  Quite the change. 
 
In terms of planning for downtown, the article inspired two thoughts.  First, the case for transit in Helena isn’t 
immediately obvious.  Evanston has a population density of 9574 people per square mile and sits in a metro area 
of many millions.  Helena has a density of 1,736 people per square mile and sits in a metro of something over 
60,000 people.  I’ll defer to anybody who’s actually studied transit, but I don’t see how we can count on transit 
being too much more than a social service, essential for the community  but basically a niche transportation 
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alternative.  Nonetheless, TOD design may have something to tell us about parking.  The city could consider 
further decreases in on-site parking requirements for multi-family housing that is within walking distance of 
commercial or employment nodes.  Even if Helena lacks the transit to allow many people to choose to be 
without any car, locations that allow a substantial number of trips to be made on foot don’t need the same 
parking requirements as neighborhoods that are impractical for households without a car.  Some percentage of 
households in those locations could get by with only one vehicle (and some with none). This would apply to the 
downtown, and to certain other areas of Helena as well.  
 
Paul 
 
 

On Nov 25, 2015, at 8:26 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
At the last meeting, we had a discussion on parking and how there needs to be ‘ample and sufficient 
parking’, whatever that may mean.  Well, here is a very interesting article about parking and how one 
town addressed this, which had a dramatic effect on revitalizing their downtown.    It’s a lengthy article 
and the real meat of it begins on page 3 – it’s really worth 
reading. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/10/evanston-illinois-what-works-
213282?o=4  Also, I don’t think we have really discussed transit which should also be brought into the 
conversation as a way to make our downtown even more accessible to people. 
  
Also, at the last meeting, it seems like we were supposed to each come up with our top five priorities 
with this plan in order for us as a group to begin prioritizing the top recommendations.  Are we 
supposed to send this to someone previous to our next meeting or just think about it for our next 
meeting? 
  
Melinda 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:47 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Steps
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Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, December 06, 2015 4:35 PM 
To: Paul Cartwright 
Cc: Melinda Barnes; Sumner Sharpe; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson; Ed Stevenson; 
sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; Daniel Lloyd; Kyle Baker; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; 
Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; Andrew Hagemeier; Erica Laferriere; Mike Dowling; Tracy Reich; Loran Frazier; Ryan 
Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

 
Let me exercise my pro-pedestrian bias one more time. 
 
I know that most people downtown get there by car, and that they'll keep doing so, but that's no reason not to 
assign a high priority to figuring out how to strengthen downtown's pedestrian appeal -- especially since it 
doesn't imply weakening its car appeal. The more appealing it is to walk, in fact, the more efficient use we can 
make of downtown's limited parking space. 
 
The most compelling reason to think like a pedestrian is that we can't begin to deal productively with 
downtown's connectivity, character, tourism potential, "street-life" potential, or potential as any sort of cohesive 
destination until we do so. "Place" isn't a drive-through experience, and at some point we've got to seriously 
start thinking outside the car. 
 
My suggestion for a pedestrian-bicycle "main street" is an attempt to do so. It's nothing more than the 
suggestion that we link, in as direct a line as possible, downtown's existing, and most immediately potential, 
concentrators of pedestrian traffic. At the moment I'm thinking of Front Street, as opposed to Last Chance north 
of Neill, as the way to link the Great Northern area (along with the Carroll campus and Centennial Park) to the 
older downtown south of Neill. 
 
From a pedestrian viewpoint, Front offers the most direct shot from the Great Northern Town Center and its 
Lyndale underpass to the Women's Park area and its link to the 400 Block. It's about as short a route as we can 
get, and the linkages at either end can be assured by improving access to, and the visual appeal of, the Lyndale 
underpass and by establishing the Neill crossing as already proposed in the "Greening" study and elsewhere. 
 
Last Chance north of Neill, on the other hand, is a long right-angle jog from the Lyndale underpass, and isn't 
exactly a straight shot to Women's Park either. The Lyndale-Last Chance intersection, despite its proximity to 
Memorial Park, is a pedestrian no-man's-land, and it's hard to imagine how it can be made otherwise -- while 
Little Malfunction Junction, an abrupt north end of walkable downtown now, will remain more of a barrier than 
a through-way to anybody not in a car. 
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Last Chance north of Neill will remain "Main Street" for motorists, if for no other reason than that it's part of 
the arterial network, but unless it becomes a concentrator of pedestrian traffic in its own right (like the 400 and 
300 Blocks south of Neill) I don't think we can expect it to function also as Main Street for people on foot. At 
present it's behaving more as a 1960s-style highway strip than as a traditional pedestrian-friendly Main Street, 
and seems to be enjoying it. I think that Front has a much better shot at pedestrian-friendliness, due to its 
connections, and should be encouraged to take it. 
 
Incidentally, and still with pedestrian connectivity in mind, our recent weather offered an opportunity to employ 
the old walkway-planner's trick of going out after a snowfall to see where the most heavily-used foot trails 
appear. A few I've noticed are a diagonal across Pioneer Park from the Mall at the southeast corner of the 
Library to the Park Avenue crossing opposite Reeder's Alley, and a short steep one at the northwest corner of 
the Post-Office parking lot, made by folks crossing from the Main Street area to the Women's Park area. 
 
Finally, one more spontaneous foot-trail that deserves our attention is the one dropping from the Carroll campus 
to the Lyndale underpass, across that artificial talus slope behind the TV station. It's well-established and 
heavily-used, in all seasons, despite nobody's permission, the lack of any sort of formal link to either the 
campus or Centennial Park walkway system, and its sometimes-tricky footing. It shows, I think, that lots of 
folks want to walk from the Carroll campus toward downtown, by way of the Lyndale underpass -- what traffic-
planners used to call a "desire line". The desires of these intrepid pedestrians, and others like them, deserve our 
recognition. 
 
On Sun, Nov 29, 2015 at 1:23 PM, Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com> wrote: 
Regarding Melinda's question of whether we were supposed to each come up with our list of top five priorities, 
I don't remember if we were expected to do so or not -- but it's a good idea regardless, so here are mine: 
    
   - How do we optimize pedestrian connectivity among the various parts of Downtown and between Downtown 
and nearby          generators of pedestrian traffic? 
   - How do we make Downtown an all-season, all-weather, weekday-weekend, daytime-evening place to enjoy 
afoot? 
      (As I ask this, I'm goaded a bit by our current temperature inversion.) 
   - Regarding Way-finding for motorists, how do we devise "entrances" to Downtown that are also invitations 
to park and get      out on foot? 
   - Regarding Cruse Avenue, how do we turn a sow's ear into a silk purse -- for pedestrians and motorists alike? 
   - Where, and how, do we get more housing Downtown and within walking distance of Downtown? 
 
These five questions are in no particular order, they overlap in all sorts of ways, and each one suggests a 
number of possible "catalyst projects" and topics of study. They can also be lumped under a single heading 
question -- How the heck can we together come up with a working consensus regarding Downtown's real, and 
most immediately potential, strengths as a place to visit and do business? I think we have to venture out afoot to 
do so, but -- I gladly admit -- that's my bias and my probable blind-spot.     
 
On Fri, Nov 27, 2015 at 3:44 PM, Paul Cartwright <cartwright@montana.com> wrote: 
Neat article, Melinda.  I lived in Evanston for a while way back when and have visited there in recent 
years.  Quite the change. 
 
In terms of planning for downtown, the article inspired two thoughts.  First, the case for transit in Helena isn’t 
immediately obvious.  Evanston has a population density of 9574 people per square mile and sits in a metro area 
of many millions.  Helena has a density of 1,736 people per square mile and sits in a metro of something over 
60,000 people.  I’ll defer to anybody who’s actually studied transit, but I don’t see how we can count on transit 
being too much more than a social service, essential for the community  but basically a niche transportation 
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alternative.  Nonetheless, TOD design may have something to tell us about parking.  The city could consider 
further decreases in on-site parking requirements for multi-family housing that is within walking distance of 
commercial or employment nodes.  Even if Helena lacks the transit to allow many people to choose to be 
without any car, locations that allow a substantial number of trips to be made on foot don’t need the same 
parking requirements as neighborhoods that are impractical for households without a car.  Some percentage of 
households in those locations could get by with only one vehicle (and some with none). This would apply to the 
downtown, and to certain other areas of Helena as well.  
 
Paul 
 
 

On Nov 25, 2015, at 8:26 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
At the last meeting, we had a discussion on parking and how there needs to be ‘ample and sufficient 
parking’, whatever that may mean.  Well, here is a very interesting article about parking and how one 
town addressed this, which had a dramatic effect on revitalizing their downtown.    It’s a lengthy article 
and the real meat of it begins on page 3 – it’s really worth 
reading. http://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/10/evanston-illinois-what-works-
213282?o=4  Also, I don’t think we have really discussed transit which should also be brought into the 
conversation as a way to make our downtown even more accessible to people. 
  
Also, at the last meeting, it seems like we were supposed to each come up with our top five priorities 
with this plan in order for us as a group to begin prioritizing the top recommendations.  Are we 
supposed to send this to someone previous to our next meeting or just think about it for our next 
meeting? 
  
Melinda 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:47 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Don't forget - join us next week for "(Re)Building Downtown"
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Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Alan Nicholson [mailto:alan@gntc.info]  
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 11:00 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson; cartwright@montana.com; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: FW: Don't forget - join us next week for "(Re)Building Downtown" 

 
Folks, 
 
This looks worthwhile. You can join the webinar below. 
 
Alan 
 

From: info=smartgrowthamerica.org@mail.salsalabs.net 
[mailto:info=smartgrowthamerica.org@mail.salsalabs.net] On Behalf Of Chris Zimmerman, Smart Growth 
America 
Sent: Wednesday, December 09, 2015 9:40 AM 
To: Alan Nicholson <alan@gntc.info> 
Subject: Don't forget - join us next week for "(Re)Building Downtown" 

 

 

Right-click  
here to  
download 
pictures.  To  
help protect 
your privacy, 
Outlook 
prevented 

auto matic  
download of 
this pictu re  
from the  
In ternet.

 

Alan— 
 
Have you registered yet for the online kickoff of our new guidebook on downtown revitalization? 

Right-click  here to download pictures.  To help p ro tect your privacy, Outlook prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
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(Re)Building Downtown: A Guidebook for Revitalization is a forthcoming guide designed to be used 
by any community, no matter their size, to bring people and businesses back to downtown. It lays out in 
straightforward language seven main steps communities can take, with specific tasks and ideas to 
consider along the way. 
 
As part of next week's release, we’ll be holding a kickoff webinar all about downtown revitalization. 
Join us on Monday, December 14, 2015 at 1:00 PM EST to discuss the strategies outlined in this new 
guide, hear about cities that are in the midst of revitalization, and ask questions about your own 
revitalization work: 

Right-click  
here to  
download 
pictures.  To  
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your privacy, 
Outlook 
prevented 

auto matic  
download of 
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from the  
In ternet.
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Reinvesting in downtown can expand economic opportunity, create a culture of engagement among 
residents, and make your city stand out within the region. It is also an opportunity to improve how your 
community achieves the triple-bottom-line goals of equity, economy, and environment. 
 
Webinar registrants will be the first to receive the new guide when it comes out. Register for Monday's 
kickoff event to learn from and ask questions of our downtown revitalization experts, and to get an 
advance copy. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Chris Zimmerman, 
Vice President for Economic Development 
Smart Growth America 
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You have received this email from Smart Growth America. Click here to manage your subscription or unsubscribe. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:47 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th

Attachments: Vision Document Alan Dec 2015 DRAFT.docx
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Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Alan Nicholson [mailto:alan@gntc.info]  
Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2015 9:41 PM 
To: Jeremy Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; cartwright@montana.com; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: RE: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 
Everybody, 
 
I have attached my remarks. I didn’t get through the whole plan nor did I really refine my ideas yet. Of course, I 
borrowed (plagiarized?) freely from everybody who wrote in since our last meeting. 
 
See you tomorrow. 
 
Alan 
 

From: Jeremy Keene [mailto:JKeene@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 4:24 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson <alan@gntc.info>; 
cartwright@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; 
sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere <elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; Ryan Leland <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th  
Importance: High 
 
Hi All, 
 
We will reconvene the Downtown Master Plan Steering Committee next Tuesday, December 15th, 2:00-4:00 pm, 
City/County Building Room 426, 316 N Park Ave. Please note the change of location.  
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The primary goal of this meeting will be to get feedback on our draft recommendations prior to the public 
meeting in January. Thanks to those of you who provided comments and suggestions – we will do our best to 
incorporate those ideas in our recommendations.  
 
An agenda and minutes from the last meeting are attached. We hope you’ll be able to attend.   
 
Thanks,  
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
150326 

From: Jeremy Keene  
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 6:36 PM 
To: 'melinda@bikewalkmontana.org' <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org>; 'shalonhastings@hotmail.com' 
<shalonhastings@hotmail.com>; 'alan@gntc.info' <alan@gntc.info>; 'cartwright@montana.com' 
<cartwright@montana.com>; 'mtnutmeg@gmail.com' <mtnutmeg@gmail.com>; 'epshmt@gmail.com' 
<epshmt@gmail.com>; 'galumphant22@gmail.com' <galumphant22@gmail.com>; 'sidgodolphin2@gmail.com' 
<sidgodolphin2@gmail.com>; 'lloydaniel@gmail.com' <lloydaniel@gmail.com>; 'kybaker@carroll.edu' 
<kybaker@carroll.edu>; 'ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com' <ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com>; 
'SHaugen@helenamt.gov' <SHaugen@helenamt.gov>; 'bobert@mbac.biz' <bobert@mbac.biz> 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; 
'landsolutions2@blackfoot.net' <landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>; Erica Laferriere 
<elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; 'mdowling@dsa-mt.com' <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>; 'treich@helenabid.com' 
<treich@helenabid.com>; Loran Frazier <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; 'Ryan Leland' <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Steering Committee - Next Steps 
 
Hi All, 
 
Following up on our Steering Committee meeting this week: 
 

         Several of you asked to see examples of other Downtown Master Plans to get an idea of what our final 
product will look like. Here’s a link to a number of plans we have looked at (and helped prepare). You’ll 
see that there is no formula – each plan takes on its own unique character depending on the needs and 
budgets. A couple that we think are similar to what you should expect for Helena are Great Falls, 
Hamilton, and Kalispell.  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cb7msig3hb3ejhx/AAANxx-
sFNO7Cr6Gz8c7XzBoa?dl=0 

         Next, we’d like to get back together with you December 15th, 2-4 pm. Please check your calendars and 
let us know if that date works. This meeting will be for us to present our draft recommendations for 
your feedback, so please try to attend.  

         We have tentatively scheduled the final Public Charrette for January 26th. Our goal is to have a Draft 
Plan by that time.   

         We will also schedule a separate meeting in January to look at design alternatives for Front Street. We’ll 
include the Steering Committee as well as Front Street businesses and landowners.  

         Finally, Ed Stevenson informed us that he is unable to continue serving on the Steering Committee due 
to other commitments. Thanks for your service, Ed, we hope you’ll continue to lend your support to the 
plan in the future.  
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Wishing all of you a safe and Happy Thanksgiving, 
Jeremy 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
 

  http://www.wgmgroup.com 
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vAlan Nicholson edits and thoughts 

DOWNTOWN HELENA MASTER PLAN 
 

Downtown Vision 
 
Downtown Helena is the economic, cultural, and social center of the community. The rich history of 
mining, railroad industry, and agriculture shape a spectacular 19th century downtown that continues 
to define the identity of Montana’s capital city. Residents and visitors enjoy active lifestyles, walkable 
neighborhoods, and a strong connection to Helena’s trails, parks, and outdoor activities. Mild summer 
evenings and crisp winter days make Downtown Helena a year-round destination for businesses, 
customers, and residents that are looking for quality of life, history, services, and entertainment in a 
safe and friendly environment.  
 
The Downtown Helena Master Plan builds on Downtown's past success, leveraging its unique sense of 
place and historic identity to create and prepare for new opportunities in a changing marketplace and 
provide a clear path for leadership to successfully implement the plan.  
 

 creating a high-quality, desirable place to do business, work, and live;  
 connecting Downtown to the community and the outdoor environment;  
 creating strong connections to the capital and government workforce;  
 aligning the plan with foreseeable development opportunities; and, 
 . 

 

The VISION. 
 
What do each of us hope for and want for our downtown? What is “DOWNTOWN” about. 
 
We see Downtown as the HEART of HELENA serving to strengthen our sense of community and 

exemplify our shared values.  

 We seek to strengthen the economic base and vitality of Downtown. 

 We seek to preserve Helena’s history while creating 21st Century work, living and open 

spaces together with contemporary communication infrastructure and services. 

 We seek to increase our variety of shops, professional services, eating establishments and 

other businesses while preserving Downtown’s unique sense of community, place and 

historic identity 

 We seek to encourage and respect pedestrian and biking activity by enhancing interesting 

routes among and between areas in and accessible from the Downtown while separating 

them, to the extent possible, from automobiles.  
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 We seek to model sustainability of our built infrastructure and our shared values.  

 We seek to make the Downtown a healthy and satisfying place to live and work with quality 

entertainment and worthwhile educational experiences. 

 We seek to enhance the opportunity for citizens to pursue active and productive lifestyles 

through preservation and creation of walkable neighborhoods and strong connections to 

Helena’s trails, parks, and outdoor activities. 

 

Downtown Goals 
Downtown goals were derived from the issues and ideas identified in the public outreach process. 
These goals represent the big picture guiding principles for the Master Plan and provide a framework 
for the specific objectives and strategies included.  
 

Goal 1:  Make Downtown a Premier Destination 
Goal 2: Connect Downtown to the Community 
Goal 3: Activate Downtown 
Goal 4: Preserve & Enhance Downtown Character 
Goal 5: Optimize Parking 
 
We might consider adding to and refining the Goals.  
Some strategies may need to be more specific. 
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Implementation Strategies 
 
Goal 1:  Make Downtown a Premier Destination for people living in or 
near Helena and visitors. 
 

Objective: Emphasize Downtown as the historic, cultural, entertainment, educational and 
economic center of the Helena community. Include Carroll College 
 

Strategies 
 Promote these attributes through signage, social and other media, publications, parades, 

fairs and regularly scheduled programs and events. 
 Create and broadly proclaim a coherent and consistent branding strategy as the “Heart of 

Helena” 
 Strategically market Downtown in and outside of Helena 
 Ascertain and articulate Downtown's competitive advantages 
 Seek "quality of life" businesses and employers that “fit”. 

 

Objective: Make Downtown easy to find and navigate 
 

Strategies 
 Create gateways and wayfinding at key locations 
 Extend downtown architecture to define edges and entries 
 Provide clear, identifiable and well lit routes to key destinations with consistent signs for trails, 

historically significant locations, historic buildings, street names, etc.   
 Create a single map for downtown wayfinding, parking, and attractions and distribute and 

display it widely. 
 Incorporate technology (Google, GPS navigation, etc.) 
 Eliminate one way streets. 
  

 

Objective: Make Downtown safe, attractive, and inviting 
 
Strategies 
 Work with the city to make the walking mall safe and attractive. 
 Create conifer gardens and “splashy” plant and flower beds. 
 Improve and repair building facades. awnings and windows. 
 Signs, signs, signs…wayfinding, narrative, storytelling and colorful. 
 Encourage street vendors, performers and demonstrations. 
 Make intimate spaces, paint wall murals and create interest. 
 Lots of banners and flags 
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 Bring buildings “outside” 
 Update landscaping and public plazas 
 Evaluate park space for appropriate use and function  
 Identify, prioritize, and correct accessibility barriers 
 Improve lighting for safety, emphasis, mood, and wayfinding. 
 Provide security, foot patrols, bike patrols 
 Identify funding for improvements such as historic façade restoration, awnings, banners, 

signs including sidewalk signs and streetscaping. 
 

Objective: Address deferred maintenance and jurisdictional issues   
 
Strategies 
 Identify funding for maintenance 
 Clarify/simplify agency responsibilities   
 Create incentives for merchants and buildings to adopt areas and features to maintain and 

improve. 
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Goal 2: Connect Downtown to the Community 
 
Objective: Focus on Moving People 
       
      Strategies 

 Define and sign primary pedestrian and bike routes 
 Define and sign primary auto/truck routes 
 Paint, engrave or inlay sidewalks and streets to show routes. 
 Develop a comprehensive network of bike routes, bike lanes, and separated trails 

o Link neighborhoods, employment centers, amenities, and destinations.  
o Connect trails and open space 

 Strengthen transit service in Downtown 
o Special events 
o Employee bus pass programs 
o Circulator trolley 

 

Objective: Strengthen connection between the Walking Mall and the Great Northern Town 
Center 
 

      Strategies 
 Create a continuous downtown streetscape along Last Chance Gulch to 6th and then down 

Neill and along Front Street. 
 Address the pedestrian crossing barrier at Neill with a dramatic and obvious solution 
 Prepare a traffic feasibility study to convert Last Chance Gulch to two-way traffic and simplify 

the Last Chance/Neill/Cruse/Helena Intersection 
 Evaluate the cost/benefit of a circulator trolley 
 Consider public and private development of parts of the 2 parks along Front Street and 

create an exciting path primarily for pedestrian and bike traffic (with an acknowledgement to 
cars) South along Front Street to 11th. 

 

Objective: Strengthen connection to historic residential neighborhoods  

 
NEEDS LOTS OF WORK – this is as far as I got. 
 

      Strategies 
 Improve comfort, safety, and accessibility along primary pedestrian routes 
 Add buildings along key corridors to eliminate gaps in the urban form where parking currently 

exists 
 Identify locations and design options for improved pedestrian crossings on major road 

corridors  
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 Improve and add additional pedestrian walkways/stairs connecting to Walking Mall/Last 
Chance Gulch 

 Create a functional/architectural connection between Downtown and the historic 6th 
Ward/Railroad District along Helena Avenue 
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Objective: Strengthen connection to Carroll College 
 

      Strategies 
 Create a new trail connection from Lyndale underpass to campus/dorms 
 Improve attractiveness, visibility, and lighting of the Lyndale underpass 
 Emphasize pedestrian crossings at Benton, Getchell, and Last Chance intersections 

 

Objective: Strengthen Connections to Capital Area 
 
      Strategies 

 Establish workforce housing in/near Downtown 
 Establish transit service between Downtown and Capital 
 Establish bike routes between Downtown and Capital 
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Goal 3: Activate Downtown 
 

Objective: Provide all amenities and services needed to keep people Downtown 
       

Strategies 
 Identify missing services 

o Household/Grocery/Hardware 
o Health/Pharmacy 
o Financial 
o Educational/Schools 
o Recreational/Exercise  
o Entertainment 

 Identify missing amenities 
 Locate services within easy walking distance of residents and major employers 

 

Objective: Add new retail in strategic locations 
 

      Strategies 
 Recruit missing retail types 
 Focus on "experience" not "commodity" 
 Identify retail clusters and corridors 
 Create land and parking incentives 

 

Objective: Integrate housing 
 

      Strategies 
 Add housing options, such as townhomes, lofts, condos, and live/work units 
 Construct housing over publicly owned parking and r/w's  
 Form housing cooperatives on City-owned land  

 

Objective: Attract business incubators and start-ups 
 

      Strategies 
 Rent subsidies 
 Reduced parking requirements 
 Tax abatement 
 Expedited building permit review  
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Objective: Encourage ground floor retail 
 

      Strategies 
 Make Downtown the premier location for Helena retail business (see Goal 1) 
 Provide incentives for redevelopment of inappropriate ground floor uses (i.e. parking garages) 
 Make City-owned properties available for retail development  
 Create interim store front displays/art where ground floor office exists 
 Create temporary pop-up retail spaces (booths, kiosks, food carts/trucks) in public right-of-

way’s adjacent to inactive ground floor uses  
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Goal 4: Preserve & Enhance Downtown Character 
 

Objective: Identify eligible properties for listing on National Historic Register  
 
      Strategies 

 Update the Historic District inventory (last completed over 25 years ago) 
 

 
Objective: Encourage adaptive use of historic buildings and integration of new buildings into 
the historic downtown fabric.  
 
      Strategies 

 Identify historic preservation funding sources 
 Establish special Downtown zoning district  

o Building height 
o Parking requirements 
o Setbacks/build-to lines 

 Establish Downtown design standards 
o Building form 
o Architectural standards 
o Ground floor use 

 Establish Downtown streetscape design standards that compliment historic character, 
pedestrian environment, and provide a common theme throughout Downtown  

o Street/sidewalk materials 
o Lighting 
o Street trees/landscaping 
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Goal 5: Optimize Parking 
 
Lots more could be done here. 
 

Objective: Make parking convenient 
 
      Strategies 

 Improve parking wayfinding & information 
 Combine pedestrian wayfinding & parking maps 
 Access parking from primary auto routes 
 Incorporate technology  

o Real-time parking monitoring/availability 
o Google 
o GPS Navigation 
o Credit card/smart phone payment 
o Merchant vouchers 

 

 
Objective: Increase parking utilization 
 
      Strategies 

 Encourage shared use parking 
 Lease parking for residential nighttime use 

 

 
Objectives: Simplify parking rules and regulations 
 
      Strategies 

 Conduct a comprehensive parking study to determine parking supply, demand, and financial 
performance 

 Eliminate on-street permit parking. Move permit parking to the parking structures 
 Provide additional free short-term parking (1 hour max)??? 
 Allow permits to be used in any downtown parking structure  
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 4:43 PM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th
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Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Melinda Barnes [mailto:melinda@bikewalkmontana.org]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:24 PM 
To: 'Dennis McCahon' <galumphant22@gmail.com>; 'Schwochert, Ryan' <Ryan.Schwochert@dnvgl.com> 
Cc: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
cartwright@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore 
<kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere <elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier 
<lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; 'Ryan Leland' <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: RE: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 
I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much interest by some 
business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them currently ride on the 
sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic 
and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals 
more customers, which studies support otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases 
sales and customers because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of 
what makes our downtown unique and safe.  
 
Melinda 
 
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
cartwright@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan 
Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 
It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance Gulch between 
little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be useful to take a leisurely 
lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how one-way traffic actually behaves there. 
 
Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver looking for a 
parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if he sees one there. In practice, 
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parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded as equally available, no matter which lane he's 
in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively 
doubles his chance of doing so -- especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be 
a problem (I sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 
 
This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, if we accept all 
that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way traffic. I suppose it can be argued 
that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the 
block from the other direction, but that's a lot of extra driving-around.  
 
Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back into a parking 
space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-view mirror, to drive around 
the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around lane were for opposing traffic. 
 
It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the street is quite 
narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special case, I suppose, but worth 
thinking about.       
 
While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across from the Iron 
Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- but I think it's always a bad 
idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, 
or a space-consuming ramp. What might work very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, 
from the sidewalk down to the parking lot. 
 
On Tue, Dec 15, 2015 at 2:02 PM, Schwochert, Ryan <Ryan.Schwochert@dnvgl.com> wrote: 

Jeremy and Steering Committee, 

  

I apologize for the late notice, however I will not be in attendance for today’s meeting.  We have several 
colleagues out sick or on vacation and with yearend fast approaching and the ever volatile nature of our PSC I 
have been working 60-70 hour weeks, weekends etc. 

  

Again I apologize for my absence and extremely late notice.  I had hope to pull off a miracle and I failed. 

  

Be well and Happy Holidays, 

  

Ryan Schwochert 

  

From: Jeremy Keene [mailto:JKeene@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 4:24 PM 
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To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@montana.com; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; galumphant22@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; 
lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; Schwochert, Ryan; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th  
Importance: High 

  

Hi All, 

  

We will reconvene the Downtown Master Plan Steering Committee next Tuesday, December 15th, 2:00-4:00 
pm, City/County Building Room 426, 316 N Park Ave. Please note the change of location.  

  

The primary goal of this meeting will be to get feedback on our draft recommendations prior to the public 
meeting in January. Thanks to those of you who provided comments and suggestions – we will do our best to 
incorporate those ideas in our recommendations.  

  

An agenda and minutes from the last meeting are attached. We hope you’ll be able to attend.   

  

Thanks,  

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
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From: Jeremy Keene  
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 6:36 PM 
To: 'melinda@bikewalkmontana.org' <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org>; 'shalonhastings@hotmail.com' 
<shalonhastings@hotmail.com>; 'alan@gntc.info' <alan@gntc.info>; 'cartwright@montana.com' 
<cartwright@montana.com>; 'mtnutmeg@gmail.com' <mtnutmeg@gmail.com>; 'epshmt@gmail.com' 
<epshmt@gmail.com>; 'galumphant22@gmail.com' <galumphant22@gmail.com>; 
'sidgodolphin2@gmail.com' <sidgodolphin2@gmail.com>; 'lloydaniel@gmail.com' <lloydaniel@gmail.com>; 
'kybaker@carroll.edu' <kybaker@carroll.edu>; 'ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com' <ryan.schwochert@dnvgl.com>; 
'SHaugen@helenamt.gov' <SHaugen@helenamt.gov>; 'bobert@mbac.biz' <bobert@mbac.biz> 
Cc: Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; 
'landsolutions2@blackfoot.net' <landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>; Erica Laferriere 
<elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; 'mdowling@dsa-mt.com' <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>; 'treich@helenabid.com' 
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<treich@helenabid.com>; Loran Frazier <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; 'Ryan Leland' <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Steering Committee - Next Steps 

  

Hi All, 

  

Following up on our Steering Committee meeting this week: 

  

         Several of you asked to see examples of other Downtown Master Plans to get an idea of what our final 
product will look like. Here’s a link to a number of plans we have looked at (and helped prepare). You’ll see 
that there is no formula – each plan takes on its own unique character depending on the needs and budgets. A 
couple that we think are similar to what you should expect for Helena are Great Falls, Hamilton, and 
Kalispell.  https://www.dropbox.com/sh/cb7msig3hb3ejhx/AAANxx-sFNO7Cr6Gz8c7XzBoa?dl=0 

         Next, we’d like to get back together with you December 15th, 2-4 pm. Please check your calendars and let 
us know if that date works. This meeting will be for us to present our draft recommendations for your feedback, 
so please try to attend.  

         We have tentatively scheduled the final Public Charrette for January 26th. Our goal is to have a Draft 
Plan by that time.   

         We will also schedule a separate meeting in January to look at design alternatives for Front Street. We’ll 
include the Steering Committee as well as Front Street businesses and landowners.  

         Finally, Ed Stevenson informed us that he is unable to continue serving on the Steering Committee due to 
other commitments. Thanks for your service, Ed, we hope you’ll continue to lend your support to the plan in the 
future.  

  

Wishing all of you a safe and Happy Thanksgiving, 

Jeremy 

  

Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
  Principal Engineer   

   
  1111 E. Broadway 
   Missoula • MT • 59802 
   E-mail:JKeene@wgmgroup.com 
   406-728-4611 x 131 • FAX: 406-728-2476 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:46 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th

1503 
26 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Alan Nicholson [mailto:alan@gntc.info]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2015 6:53 AM 
To: 'cartwright@montana.com'; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; 
epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 
bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: RE: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 
I agree with Paul on this. This has been researched nationwide and is a standard recommendation for downtowns. Alan 
 

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com>; Schwochert, Ryan <Ryan.Schwochert@dnvgl.com>; Jeremy Keene 
<JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson <alan@gntc.info>; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; 
epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; 
bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere <elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; Ryan Leland <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  
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Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  
  
Melinda 
  
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 
  
It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
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useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 
  
Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 
  
This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  
  
Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 
  
It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       
  
While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:45 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

150326 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Melinda Barnes [mailto:melinda@bikewalkmontana.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 8:50 AM 
To: cartwright@montana.com 
Cc: 'Dennis McCahon'; 'Schwochert, Ryan'; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; 'Ryan Leland' 
Subject: Parking 

 
This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  
 
Melinda 
 

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  
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Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  
  
Melinda 
  
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 
  
It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
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useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 
  
Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 
  
This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  
  
Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 
  
It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       
  
While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:45 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

150326 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 

From: Melinda Barnes [mailto:melinda@bikewalkmontana.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2016 8:50 AM 
To: cartwright@montana.com 
Cc: 'Dennis McCahon'; 'Schwochert, Ryan'; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; 'Ryan Leland' 
Subject: Parking 

 
This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  
 
Melinda 
 

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

 

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  
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Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
 
I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  
  
Melinda 
  
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 
  
It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
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useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 
  
Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 
  
This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  
  
Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 
  
It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       
  
While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Wonkblog

The problem with too much parking
By Emily Badger  January 15

It is a firm principle in my household that we will not, under almost any circumstance, get in the car after

sundown on Friday or Saturday night. We won't pick you up at the airport, or drive to dinner at your house. We

won't just run out to the grocery store, or partake of social events unreachable by foot or bike, or a short Uber.

We live off H Street in Washington with its bars and restaurants and performing arts, and if we drive away in the

evening, when we get back there will simply be nowhere to park. We would behave, no doubt, a lot differently if

parking were not an issue. We would probably take more trips.

Scale up this logic, and it's reasonable to think that parking on a much larger scale induces more driving across cities.

But this is an incredibly hard thing to prove: When cities pave more parking lots, does it make people drive more?

When you're sitting in traffic hemmed in by other cars, is easy parking in part to blame?

There's a lot of evidence that the two go hand in hand. Past studies have found that parking availability at home is

strongly associated with car ownership and use. And more parking at the office is correlated with more employees

driving to work alone. Commuters who work in Manhattan, for instance, are also more likely to drive in when they

have parking to return to at night.

It's a provocative argument, though, that parking causes driving, and if this were true, a lot of city policies would

look sort of backwards. When cities think they're merely accommodating all the driving we do — by, for starters,

requiring apartments and businesses to build parking lots — they're actually encouraging that driving in the first

place.

"Is there a reason parking could affect driving?" asks Chris McCahill, a senior associate at the State Smart

Transportation Initiative in Madison, Wis. He was presenting new research on the question this week at the

Transportation Research Board annual meeting in Washington. "On a citywide scale it does make sense that the

overall cost and convenience of parking in that place affects driving habits, as anyone who’s lived in a parking

restricted place knows."

Now, McCahill and three researchers at the University of Connecticut, Norman Garrick, Carol AtkinsonPalombo

and Adam Polinski, think they've found solid evidence that parking is a "likely cause" of increased driving. Their case
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is the strongest yet.

It's based on historic data in nine midsized American cities going back to 1960, including parking counts

painstakingly tallied in each city using archival aerial photos. The cities, roughly equal in size but with varying

auto use, include Albany, N.Y.; Berkeley, Calif.; Cambridge, Ma.; Hartford, Conn.; and Silver Spring.

The researchers found, to begin with, that as these cities added more parking over the years, the share of commuters

who drove to work increased. In this chart, as a city goes from having about 20 parking spaces to 50 spaces per 100

people, the share of commuters driving rises from 60 percent to 83 percent:

Now that's just a correlation. To go a step further, the researchers borrow from a criteria in epidemiology used to

establish more causal links between, say, smoking and cancer. Parking is not that theoretically different. Does a

change in the environment (more parking supply) influence the frequency of an undesirable event (more driving)?

As the "dose" of parking goes up, does the likelihood of driving, too?

Epidemiologists would note that the relationship between these two factors is strong (as the above chart

demonstrates) and consistent (it recurs in a lot of different cities and at different moments in time). Parking also

emerges as a potential cause when there are no other clear explanations for an increase in driving.

In one study led by the University of Pennsylvania's Rachel Weinberger that the authors cite, commuters in the

Jackson Heights neighborhood of Queens were more likely to drive to work in the central business district than

commuters in Brooklyn's Park Slope. Income levels, car ownership rates, commuting times and transit access would

suggest the opposite. But there was another key difference between these two neighborhoods: Commuters in

Jackson Heights had a lot more offstreet parking to return to when they got home at night.

Epidemiologists would also ask about the sequence of events. A treatment (smoking) must come before an outcome

(cancer) and not the other way around. And so we'd expect that more parking would predict more driving, to a

stronger degree than driving predicts parking. The researchers find that here as well: Cities where parking increased

a lot between 1960 and 1980 saw much larger increases in driving in the following two decades:

Another principle from epidemiology suggests that there should be a clear doseresponse curve here — that as the

dose of parking goes up, the rate of driving really takes off (we'd expect, for instance, that people who smoke only

once or twice would be much less likely to get lung cancer than people who smoke constantly).

This chart shows that as parking in these cities approaches five or six spots per 1,000 square feet of building area,

nearly everyone drives:

These are all patterns consistent with a causal relationship. They don't definitely prove one, but the researchers
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conclude they amount to "compelling evidence" that more parking is a cause of car use. Not the only cause, but a

cause. Which, McCahill argues, should be enough to warrant cities reconsidering how they manage this stuff.

Emily Badger is a reporter for Wonkblog covering urban policy. She was previously a staff

writer at The Atlantic Cities.
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:50 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Sid Godolphin [mailto:sidgodolphin2@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 1:05 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: cartwright@montana.com; Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; 
alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; Mike Dowling; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Parking 

 
TO:        Master Planning Committee 
FROM:   Sid Godolphin 
RE:         Yelowbrickroad/Golddust Trail/CNS 

In early January, I met with Krys Holmes of The Myrna Loy Center to discuss the proposed historic trail from 
Carroll College to Reader's Alley.  We discussed her idea of applying for an NEA matching grant for Arts 
Engagement, Cultural Planning, an Design Projects as a possible tie-in to the designated, marked trail we are 
thinking of designing. For the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the golden pathway we are considering as 
Central Nervous System (CNS) trail.  I described to her our thoughts of having a clearly marked path from 
Carroll, under the overpass, through GNTC, up Front St, along LCG to terminate at Reader's Alley. 

Krys's thought was to highlight historic points, architectural tasty bits, existing works of art, and cultural 
highlights. To this might be added some new public art projects. We discussed adding some branches to the 
CNS trail connecting to Holter, Grandstreet, Myrna Loy etc. 

I think we both felt that some degree of integration to existing historical or tourist apps made sense as well. 
Connecting to people through their phones, etc allows people to seek out a higher level of detail at each point. 

Our preliminary conclusion is to seek out a grant, administered through the MLC to make this project come 
alive. We expect to assemble a small group of experts and dilettantes to perform a survey of existing points of 
interest and preferred location for 3-4 new artworks.  This would be an augmentation to a clearly marked trail as 
contemplated by the Steering Committee. 

Your thoughts, please. 
 
On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
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This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  

  

Melinda 

  

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  

Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   
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P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

  

I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  

  

Melinda 

  

From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 

  

Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
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sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 

  

This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  

  

Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 

  

It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       

  

While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:51 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Sid Godolphin [mailto:sidgodolphin2@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 1:05 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: cartwright@montana.com; Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; 
alan@gntc.info; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; Mike Dowling; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Parking 

 
TO:        Master Planning Committee 
FROM:   Sid Godolphin 
RE:         Yelowbrickroad/Golddust Trail/CNS 

In early January, I met with Krys Holmes of The Myrna Loy Center to discuss the proposed historic trail from 
Carroll College to Reader's Alley.  We discussed her idea of applying for an NEA matching grant for Arts 
Engagement, Cultural Planning, an Design Projects as a possible tie-in to the designated, marked trail we are 
thinking of designing. For the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the golden pathway we are considering as 
Central Nervous System (CNS) trail.  I described to her our thoughts of having a clearly marked path from 
Carroll, under the overpass, through GNTC, up Front St, along LCG to terminate at Reader's Alley. 

Krys's thought was to highlight historic points, architectural tasty bits, existing works of art, and cultural 
highlights. To this might be added some new public art projects. We discussed adding some branches to the 
CNS trail connecting to Holter, Grandstreet, Myrna Loy etc. 

I think we both felt that some degree of integration to existing historical or tourist apps made sense as well. 
Connecting to people through their phones, etc allows people to seek out a higher level of detail at each point. 

Our preliminary conclusion is to seek out a grant, administered through the MLC to make this project come 
alive. We expect to assemble a small group of experts and dilettantes to perform a survey of existing points of 
interest and preferred location for 3-4 new artworks.  This would be an augmentation to a clearly marked trail as 
contemplated by the Steering Committee. 

Your thoughts, please. 
 
On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 
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This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  

  

Melinda 

  

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  

Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   
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P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

  

I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  

  

Melinda 

  

From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 

  

Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
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sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 

  

This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  

  

Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 

  

It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       

  

While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:45 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2016 10:04 AM 
To: Alan Nicholson 
Cc: Sid Godolphin; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; cartwright@montana.com; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; 
shalonhastings@hotmail.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; Mike Dowling; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Parking 

 
Excellent idea!  I want to help. Let me know how. 
 
On Thu, Jan 21, 2016 at 9:27 PM, Alan Nicholson <alan@gntc.info> wrote: 

Sid, 

  

This sound like a good idea. I am interested in learning more. Alan 

  

From: Sid Godolphin [mailto:sidgodolphin2@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2016 1:05 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: cartwright@montana.com; Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com>; Schwochert, Ryan 
<Ryan.Schwochert@dnvgl.com>; Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com>; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan 
Nicholson <alan@gntc.info>; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; 
kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore 
<kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; 
Erica Laferriere <elaferriere@wgmgroup.com>; Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>; 
treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier <lfrazier@wgmgroup.com>; Ryan Leland <RLeland@helenamt.gov> 
Subject: Re: Parking 

  

TO:        Master Planning Committee 
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FROM:   Sid Godolphin 

RE:         Yelowbrickroad/Golddust Trail/CNS 

In early January, I met with Krys Holmes of The Myrna Loy Center to discuss the proposed historic trail 
from Carroll College to Reader's Alley.  We discussed her idea of applying for an NEA matching grant 
for Arts Engagement, Cultural Planning, an Design Projects as a possible tie-in to the designated, 
marked trail we are thinking of designing. For the sake of simplicity, I will refer to the golden pathway 
we are considering as Central Nervous System (CNS) trail.  I described to her our thoughts of having a 
clearly marked path from Carroll, under the overpass, through GNTC, up Front St, along LCG to 
terminate at Reader's Alley. 

Krys's thought was to highlight historic points, architectural tasty bits, existing works of art, and cultural 
highlights. To this might be added some new public art projects. We discussed adding some branches to 
the CNS trail connecting to Holter, Grandstreet, Myrna Loy etc. 

I think we both felt that some degree of integration to existing historical or tourist apps made sense as 
well. Connecting to people through their phones, etc allows people to seek out a higher level of detail at 
each point. 

Our preliminary conclusion is to seek out a grant, administered through the MLC to make this project 
come alive. We expect to assemble a small group of experts and dilettantes to perform a survey of 
existing points of interest and preferred location for 3-4 new artworks.  This would be an augmentation 
to a clearly marked trail as contemplated by the Steering Committee. 

Your thoughts, please. 

  

On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation 
between parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  

  

Melinda 

  

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; 
kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; 
landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; 
Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 
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Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that 
two-way would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the 
Highway Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back 
then, I have my doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of 
these mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more 
vibrant, destinations downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the 
“empty street” feeling that Last Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to 
pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  

Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to 
parallel park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries 
easier.  But parallel parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live 
with.  If parking is easy because there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not 
very busy or you have some other kind of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half 
the street is a dedicated bike path would make biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what 
happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us 
some of those studies she mentioned concerning the impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased 
bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible for some situations but I didn’t think that 
was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the lane would be empty much of the 
time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned above, empty streets don’t 
attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it 
would inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or 
against.  But I’d say one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery 
block.  That’s a royal mess for vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and 
“easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful 
sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of 
vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-
malfunction mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection 
there but I don’t know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be 
compatible with converting Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> 
wrote: 

  

I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has 
been much interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in 
which some of them currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the 
transportation plan (CT-5) on page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-
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directional for bicyclists, which is a great concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles 
equals more customers, which studies support otherwise and that increasing foot and bike 
traffic is what actually increases sales and customers because drivers are just typically driving 
by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what makes our downtown unique 
and safe.  

  

Melinda 

  

From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwrig
ht@montana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloy
daniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate 
Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-
mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last 
Chance Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing 
that idea it might be useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-
block eateries and watch how one-way traffic actually behaves there. 

  

Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a 
driver looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the 
other lane if he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street 
seem to be regarded as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really 
wants to park in front of his intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively 
doubles his chance of doing so -- especially given that jay-walking across that narrow 
street seems seldom to be a problem (I sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there 
as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the other). 

  

This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking 
spaces, if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency 
with two-way traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot 
alongside his lane, need only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the 
other direction, but that's a lot of extra driving-around.  
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Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to 
back into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a 
glance in the rear-view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more 
complicated if the drive-around lane were for opposing traffic. 

  

It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, 
and the street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually 
accepted -- a special case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       

  

While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot 
across from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from 
Last Chance -- but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving 
lane, and the grade-separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-
consuming ramp. What might work very well there, however, is a simple stairway for 
pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Jeremy Keene

Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 1:21 PM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: street trees and accidents

Attachments: MDT fixed object crash summary data 12-4-15.xlsx

150326 
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Paul Cartwright [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 11:27 AM 
To: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Cc: Mike Dowling <mdowling@dsa-mt.com> 
Subject: street trees and accidents 
 
You’ve probably heard a lot of folks talk about the need for street trees. You’ve probably also heard a lot of highway 
engineers and Street Department people talk about how dangerous trees are.  Growing Friends has been trying to 
determine how accurate the danger claims are. We suspect those are more a projection of engineers’ experience on 
high speed rural roads than a description of what happens on lower speed urban roads.  We’ve been trying to get the 
necessary detailed data to do an analysis at least in Helena, looking both at trees in fixed object crashes and trees as an 
impediment to driver vision.  So far MDT has been reluctant to release the data.  However, they did give us a voluminous 
review of the research literature on trees and accidents. There was almost nothing on the effect of trees in the sight 
distance triangle. The data and research on fixed object crashes tended to the view that urban trees are not that big a 
problem.  That is matched by the summary data MDT gave us on fixed object crashes.  I thought that might be of 
interest and use for you, so here it is. 
 
Paul 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Tyece Sweat <tsweat@cwg-architects.com>

Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 2:49 PM

To: Cindy Kuns

Cc: meagan.miller@mail.umhelena.edu

Subject: DOWNTOWN MASTER CHARRETTE

Hi Cindy, 
 
I am a student at Helena College, and a part of the Interior Design Department at CWG Architects here in town. A 
classmate of mine, Megan Miller and I have attended the previous Down Town Master Plan Charrettes, and we have 
been presented with a unique and exciting opportunity. We are entering our final design studio this spring, and the task 
at hand is to design a space on the Power block. Everything we do will be fictional of course, but we have gone through 
all of the necessary measures (i.e. consulted structural engineers to find load bearing walls, electricians as well as 
plumbers to be sure that all electrical and plumbing to be moved is feasible) to be sure everything we do to this building 
is realistic. If you are familiar with the area, the space is the old Green Iguana building, and the business we have chosen 
to place in it is a gourmet grocery store/market. We thought it would be a good idea to get the community involved, as a 
few people from the city have contacted us and intend on using our designs to help market this space. Since the idea of 
an organic grocery/market was presented by the people in attendance at the charrette, we would love to get their 
feedback on expectations of such a business in the downtown area. If there is any time for my colleague, Meagan, to 
address this at the upcoming charrette (I will be unable to attend the final meeting), it would be much appreciated.  
 
Have a wonderful day and thank you.  
 

TYECE SWEAT 
Interior Design Dept. 
tsweat@cwg-architects.com 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Miller, Meagan <Meagan.Miller@mail.umhelena.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 2:06 PM

To: Jeremy Keene; Cindy Kuns; Tyece Sweat

Subject: Re: DOWNTOWN MASTER CHARRETTE

Hello Jeremy, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to speak to the members of the community at the Charrette. Is there a specific time you would like me to address 
the group? There will also be other Interior Design students at the Charrette, as well my instructor. I also look forward to visiting with the 
community members during the interactive open house.  
 
Have a great day and thank you! 

From: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 4:09 PM 
To: Cindy Kuns; Tyece Sweat 
Cc: Miller, Meagan; Kate Dinsmore; 'Mike Dowling' 
Subject: RE: DOWNTOWN MASTER CHARRETTE  
  
Hello,  
  
We would be happy to have your input on a public market/grocery store in the downtown. This will be one of our recommendations for the plan, but we have 
not identified a specific location. The second half of the charrette will be an interactive open house which will be a good opportunity to share your ideas with the 
planning team and get input from the public.  
  
Thanks for your interest, 
  
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
  

From: Cindy Kuns  
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 2:59 PM 
To: Tyece Sweat <tsweat@cwg-architects.com> 
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Cc: meagan.miller@mail.umhelena.edu 
Subject: RE: DOWNTOWN MASTER CHARRETTE 
  
Thanks for your email, Tyece.  Unfortunately, I am not directly involved with the agenda for the upcoming charrette, but I can pass your request along to our 
project manager, Jeremy Keene to get his thoughts. 
  
Cindy Kuns 
Project Assistant 
WGM Group, Inc. 
http://www.wgmgroup.com 

Right-click  here to download pictures.  To help p ro tect your privacy, Outlook prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

 

Engineering, Planning, Surveying in Montana | WGM Group 

www.wgmgroup.com 

WGM Group, Inc.| 1111 East Broadway | Missoula, MT | 59802 | tel. 406.728.4611 | fax. 

406.728.2476 

 
  

From: Tyece Sweat [mailto:tsweat@cwg-architects.com]  
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2016 2:49 PM 
To: Cindy Kuns 
Cc: meagan.miller@mail.umhelena.edu 
Subject: DOWNTOWN MASTER CHARRETTE 
  
Hi Cindy, 
  
I am a student at Helena College, and a part of the Interior Design Department at CWG Architects here in town. A classmate of mine, Megan Miller and I have 
attended the previous Down Town Master Plan Charrettes, and we have been presented with a unique and exciting opportunity. We are entering our final 
design studio this spring, and the task at hand is to design a space on the Power block. Everything we do will be fictional of course, but we have gone through all 
of the necessary measures (i.e. consulted structural engineers to find load bearing walls, electricians as well as plumbers to be sure that all electrical and 
plumbing to be moved is feasible) to be sure everything we do to this building is realistic. If you are familiar with the area, the space is the old Green Iguana 
building, and the business we have chosen to place in it is a gourmet grocery store/market. We thought it would be a good idea to get the community involved, 
as a few people from the city have contacted us and intend on using our designs to help market this space. Since the idea of an organic grocery/market was 
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presented by the people in attendance at the charrette, we would love to get their feedback on expectations of such a business in the downtown area. If there is 
any time for my colleague, Meagan, to address this at the upcoming charrette (I will be unable to attend the final meeting), it would be much appreciated.  
  
Have a wonderful day and thank you.  
  

TYECE SWEAT 

Interior Design Dept. 
tsweat@cwg-architects.com 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Erica Laferriere

Sent: Monday, February 08, 2016 11:50 AM

To: EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: FW: Parking

 
 

Erica Laferriere  
Project Assistant 

 
From: Sid Godolphin [mailto:sidgodolphin2@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 2016 10:49 AM 
To: Melinda Barnes 
Cc: cartwright@montana.com; Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan 
Nicholson; Sumner Sharpe; Ed Stevenson; Daniel Lloyd; Kyle Baker; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; Kate 
Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; Mike Dowling; treich@helenabid.com; Loran 
Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Parking 

 
I need to amend what I wrote the other day about NEA grant application.  Krys and the MLC would not be 
seeking the grant, but Krys may be willing to help out with a joint effort. 

My apologies for misrepresenting her part. 

Regards, 
Sid Godolphin 
 
On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  

  

Melinda 

  

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 
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Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less vehicle 
traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  

Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d say 
one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of folk 
want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The other 
was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

  

I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
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because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  

  

Melinda 

  

From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@monta
na.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; k
ybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; 
Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might be 
useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch how 
one-way traffic actually behaves there. 

  

Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 

  

This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  

  

Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 
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It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       

  

While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might work 
very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to the 
parking lot. 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Galen McKibben <galen@image-by-design.com>

Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 1:14 PM

To: Jeremy Keene; 'Tracy Reich'

Cc: Nick Kaufman; Kate Dinsmore; 'Andrew Hagemeier'; 'Mike Dowling'; EMAIL FILE BASKET

Subject: RE: Third Planning Charrette

Thank you Jeremy. Certainly, developing downtown is inherently more sustainable than sprawl. One of my concerns, 
however, is that the plan is so automobile friendly. The number of parking places needed to sustain a prescribed number 
of square feet of commercial space is an interesting calculation. Making it easier for people to come to downtown in 
their cars makes commercial sense, of course. I am convinced, however, that somewhere along the line we have to find 
ways to discourage the one-car-one-person syndrome. I love the bike-friendly aspects of the plan and the emphasis on 
walkability. Maybe increased cost of parking and development reliable mass transportation with more residential 
inclusive routes should be considered. I think we all have to start taking more seriously the damage being done to the 
Earth and the bleak prospects our children and our children’s children face if we keep making commercial viability our 
first and often only measure of success. 
 

From: Jeremy Keene [mailto:JKeene@wgmgroup.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2016 11:29 AM 
To: Tracy Reich <treich@helenabid.com>; 'Galen McKibben' <galen@image-by-design.com> 
Cc: Nick Kaufman <NKaufman@wgmgroup.com>; Kate Dinsmore <kdinsmore@wgmgroup.com>; 'Andrew Hagemeier' 
<landsolutions2@blackfoot.net>; 'Mike Dowling' <mdowling@dsa-mt.com>; EMAIL FILE BASKET 
<EMAILFILEBASKET@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: RE: Third Planning Charrette 
 
Thanks Galen, Sustainability is definitely a core element of the plan – developing in downtown is inherently more 
sustainable than developing outside of town – but we probably should have emphasized that more in our presentation. 
We’ll make sure this comes through in the final plan.  
 
Jeremy Keene, P.E. 
WGM Group, Inc 
 
150326 

From: Tracy Reich [mailto:treich@helenabid.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 10:04 AM 
To: 'Galen McKibben' <galen@image-by-design.com> 
Cc: Jeremy Keene <JKeene@wgmgroup.com> 
Subject: RE: Third Planning Charrette 
 
Hi Galen, 
 
Thank you for coming last night and thank you for the comments. Sustainability is a key part of the plan which also 
includes energy efficiency – I believe this addressed in the development and zoning code changes that are being 
recommended. I’m cc’g our project manager to ensure that is the correct place. While we have operated from the 
principles of smart growth and sustainability from the beginning, it was not really emphasized last night and in the 
materials but I want assure you those principles are throughout the document. Reduction of CO2 emissions has not 
been discussed per se and a great point to bring up. Jeremy – could we take a look at recommendations around this in 
the plan? 
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Thanks again Galen – great points! 
 
Tracy 
 
Tracy L. Reich 
Executive Director 
Helena Business Improvement District                                                                     
treich@helenabid.com                                                        
225 Cruse Avenue, Suite B                                                          
Helena, MT  59601                                                                 
(PH) 406.447.1535                                                          
(Fax) 406.447.1533 

        
www.downtownhelena.com 
 

From: Galen McKibben [mailto:galen@image-by-design.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2016 9:32 AM 
To: treich@helenabid.com 
Subject: Third Planning Charrette 
 
Hello Tracy, 
 
I attended the Third Charrette yesterday evening and found it interesting and a little disconcerting that almost no 
attention was given to issues like energy efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction and sustainability. Is there any way those 
areas of increasing concern in our society can be introduced at this late date? 
 
I recommend the book This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. The Climate by Naomi Klein. While I understand why 
downtown planning would emphasize commerce I can't understand how, in this period of increasing impact of climate 
change, the issues related to climate change wouldn't be at the top of list of concerns about the future of Helena. 
 
Please let me know what I could do to help include those issues in continued planning. 
 
Thank you. 
 

 
galen@image-by-design.com 
www.image-by-design.com 
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Erica Laferriere

From: Dennis McCahon <galumphant22@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, February 11, 2016 12:36 PM

To: Sid Godolphin

Cc: Melinda Barnes; Paul Cartwright; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; 

shalonhastings@hotmail.com; Alan Nicholson; Sumner Sharpe; Ed Stevenson; Daniel 

Lloyd; Kyle Baker; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; Brian Obert; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; 

Andrew Hagemeier; Erica Laferriere; Mike Dowling; Tracy Reich; Loran Frazier; Ryan 

Leland

Subject: Re: Parking

Regarding: The idea for a designated and marked trail from Reeder's Alley north to the Lyndale underpass 
highlighting historic, architectural, artistic, cultural (etc.) points of interest ("Yellowbrick Road/ Golddust Trail/ 
CNS/ Educational Corridor/ Pedestrian Mainstreet"-- whatever, the idea has come up in various forms). 
 
I think we should all start talking about this, from at least two angles: 
     -- Sid's proposal to assemble a group to determine which points of interest should be included; 
     -- The possible role of Front Street, given the planned road-work there and the likelihood that Front would be 
a key  
        part of the route. 
 
The prospect of Front being torn-up suggests an opportunity to determine how the trail is to be marked on the 
ground -- colored concrete?, a pattern or recurring symbol of some sort? (If I'm not mistaken, the City has saved 
and stored the Kessler paving brick from those west-side sidewalks which have been replaced with concrete. 
Maybe those bricks can play some part. They're certainly a unique -- and quite beautiful -- historic item, and the 
prospect of their re-use would further interest the local Historical Society and other folks in the project). 
 
Also, the proposal that the Front Street walkway is to be landscaped, to make it a more attractive place to walk, 
suggests an opportunity to decide how landscaping can be used to define the trail. As I recall, back in the early 
formative days of the "growing Friends of Helena" group there was some discussion of Helena adopting some 
specific sort of hardy flowering tree which could be widely planted and become a part of our local identity -- 
Flowering Crab, I think, was suggested. Maybe this idea could be revived in some form as a way to mark the 
trail. This might also interest the Growing Friends, and other gardening and urban-beautification folks, in the 
project. 
 
In any case, I think that the prospect of Front Street work adds a note of urgency to the trail idea; and I also 
think that the clearer our "vision" of the trail, and the more groups and individuals who share that vision, the 
better able we'll be to get a grant or other support.      
 
 
On Tue, Jan 26, 2016 at 10:48 AM, Sid Godolphin <sidgodolphin2@gmail.com> wrote: 
I need to amend what I wrote the other day about NEA grant application.  Krys and the MLC would not be 
seeking the grant, but Krys may be willing to help out with a joint effort. 

My apologies for misrepresenting her part. 

Regards, 
Sid Godolphin 
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On Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 8:50 AM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

This is an interesting article just published about how much parking should be provided and the correlation between 
parking and driving.  It kind of ties in with our prior discussion about 
parking.  https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/01/15/the-problem-with-
parking/?postshare=3981452911555780&tid=ss_tw-bottom  

  

Melinda 

  

From: cartwright@montana.com [mailto:cartwright@montana.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 21, 2015 2:06 PM 
To: melinda@bikewalkmontana.org 
Cc: Dennis McCahon; Schwochert, Ryan; Jeremy Keene; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; 
mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com; kybaker@carroll.edu; 
SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica 
Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

Dennis and Melinda raise good points about keeping Last Chance one-way but my instinct is still that two-way 
would net out better for the downtown. Sixty years ago, at the height of suburban dream, the Highway 
Department made Last Chance one-way to “improve” traffic flow. Like a lot of people back then, I have my 
doubts. 

The argument for two-way traffic is that it will increase the number of vehicles in the downtown, the 
variety/purpose of trips through the area and the number of hours during which there is traffic. All of these 
mean some increase in the number of customers downtown and if you want more, or more vibrant, destinations 
downtown, you need more customers.  More vehicle traffic also reduces the “empty street” feeling that Last 
Chance suffers during most hours, a feeling that’s hardly attractive to pedestrians.  Weirdly enough, less 
vehicle traffic sometimes can mean less pedestrian traffic.  

Dennis is right that one-way traffic makes parking easier (though it can be fun to watch people try to parallel 
park on the left side.)   He could also have mentioned that one-way makes deliveries easier.  But parallel 
parking and deliveries are problems other traditional downtowns seem to live with.  If parking is easy because 
there’s not all that much traffic, you either have a downtown that’s not very busy or you have some other kind 
of neighborhood.  Similarly, Melinda is right that making half the street is a dedicated bike path would make 
biking downtown even easier (though I don’t know what happens with vehicle parking on both sides of the 
street in that scenario).  I hope she can share with us some of those studies she mentioned concerning the 
impacts of increased vehicle traffic vs. increased bike-ped traffic.  Her summary of the studies sounds plausible 
for some situations but I didn’t think that was generally the case. Separate from that issue, I’m worry that the 
lane would be empty much of the time, given that few people bike at night or during the winter.  As mentioned 
above, empty streets don’t attract pedestrians  

So the issue is whether the increase in traffic would improve the downtown substantially more than it would 
inconvenience it.  I hope the experts can come up with whatever arguments there are for or against.  But I’d 
say one of the most exciting blocks in the downtown is the old Eddy’s Bakery block.  That’s a royal mess for 
vehicles, bikes and pedestrians alike in terms of “smooth, safe flow” and “easy parking” yet an awful lot of 
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folk want to be there.  And one of the first two and most successful sidewalk cafes is in that traffic mess. (The 
other was Bert and Ernie’s, in another area with lots of vehicle traffic.)   

Paul 

P.S. A less discussed benefit to two-way traffic is that it would force some resolution of the Mini-malfunction 
mess, which could help all modes.  My hope is we’d go back to a four-legged intersection there but I don’t 
know what the highway engineers could tolerate.  That solution also would be compatible with converting 
Cruse to a local street. 

On Dec 18, 2015, at 12:23 PM, Melinda Barnes <melinda@bikewalkmontana.org> wrote: 

  

I agree with this and would hate to see Last Chance Gulch go to two-way traffic.  There has been much 
interest by some business owners in making downtown friendlier for bicyclists, in which some of them 
currently ride on the sidewalk.  There is a good recommendation in the transportation plan (CT-5) on 
page 143 to eliminate one lane of traffic and make it two-directional for bicyclists, which is a great 
concept.  There is a perception that more vehicles equals more customers, which studies support 
otherwise and that increasing foot and bike traffic is what actually increases sales and customers 
because drivers are just typically driving by without stopping.  The slow one-way traffic is part of what 
makes our downtown unique and safe.  

  

Melinda 

  

From: Dennis McCahon [mailto:galumphant22@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 18, 2015 12:09 PM 
To: Schwochert, Ryan 
Cc: Jeremy 
Keene; melinda@bikewalkmontana.org; shalonhastings@hotmail.com; alan@gntc.info; cartwright@mont
ana.com; mtnutmeg@gmail.com; epshmt@gmail.com; sidgodolphin2@gmail.com; lloydaniel@gmail.com
; kybaker@carroll.edu; SHaugen@helenamt.gov; bobert@mbac.biz; Kate Dinsmore; Nick 
Kaufman; landsolutions2@blackfoot.net; Erica Laferriere; mdowling@dsa-
mt.com; treich@helenabid.com; Loran Frazier; Ryan Leland 
Subject: Re: Steering Committee - Next Meeting December 15th 

  

It seems to be generally accepted that it's a good idea to return two-way traffic to Last Chance 
Gulch between little malfunction junction and the mall, but before endorsing that idea it might 
be useful to take a leisurely lunch or coffee break at one of the 400-block eateries and watch 
how one-way traffic actually behaves there. 

  

Watching from the No Sweat Cafe, I've noticed the frequency and the ease with which a driver 
looking for a parking space, if he can't find one alongside his lane, switches to the other lane if 
he sees one there. In practice, parking spaces along both sides of the street seem to be regarded 
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as equally available, no matter which lane he's in. So, if he really wants to park in front of his 
intended destination, the street's one-way status effectively doubles his chance of doing so -- 
especially given that jay-walking across that narrow street seems seldom to be a problem (I 
sometimes see almost as many jay-walkers there as I see folks staying on one sidewalk or the 
other). 

  

This seems to be the most efficient practical utilization of those scarce curb-side parking spaces, 
if we accept all that lane-changing and jay-walking. We'd lose that efficiency with two-way 
traffic. I suppose it can be argued that the driver, if he can't find a spot alongside his lane, need 
only drive on and figure out how to re-enter the block from the other direction, but that's a lot of 
extra driving-around.  

  

Something else I've noticed there is that the main traffic hold-ups are drivers stopping to back 
into a parking space, but that the street's one-way status makes it easy, with a glance in the rear-
view mirror, to drive around the parker. This might get more complicated if the drive-around 
lane were for opposing traffic. 

  

It all works because the traffic there is fairly low-speed, it's seldom bumper-to-bumper, and the 
street is quite narrow -- and because jay-walking there is easy and casually accepted -- a special 
case, I suppose, but worth thinking about.       

  

While still on the 400-block -- I think it was suggested at one point that the parking lot across 
from the Iron Front Building might be better utilized if it were accessible from Last Chance -- 
but I think it's always a bad idea to cut a busy sidewalk with a driving lane, and the grade-
separation would suggest either a whole lot of fill, or a space-consuming ramp. What might 
work very well there, however, is a simple stairway for pedestrians, from the sidewalk down to 
the parking lot. 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 

• Study Area – not a defined line/area 

• Why is Downtown important? 
o Community events/gatherings 
o Unique, not Target 
o Entertainment – why is Myrna outside downtown? 
o If you had to trade, what would you do without: Downtown or Target? 

 

MEETING DATE:  August 20, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Steering Committee Meeting #1 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Sid Godolphin 
Dan Lloyd 
Paul Cartwright 
Dennis McCahon 
Sumner Sharpe 
Ryan Schwoehert 
Melinda Barnes 
Ed Stevenson 
Kyle Baker 
Shalon Hastings 
Kathy Brown 
Alan Nicholson 
Mike Dowling 
Tracy Reich 
Sharon Haugen 
Andrew Hagemeier 
Jeremy Keene 
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• Constraints/Issues 
o Things that are attached to Downtown, but are not connected: 

 Myrna, Carroll College, Courthouse Square, Reeders Alley 
 Cruse Avenue divides residential neighborhood 
 Strengthen walking and biking connections 

o Wayfinding 
o Providing other opportunities to do things in Downtown 

 Hours of operation 
 Activities/events 

o Landscaping and Public Art define spaces, invite people in; people will walk as 
far as they are invited to walk 

o BCBS Properties 
 What happens when they move? 
 Opportunities to affect change 

o Capital Transit – should do more about Downtown 
o Residential – Placer is primarily 65+ and some 20-30s without kids; primarily 

without cars 
o Carroll College students don’t walk to Downtown, even though the distance is 

similar to Missoula’s University of Montana 
 Something is missing 
 Tunnel is unattractive (MDT control) 
 Missing sidewalks 
 Minimal connections from new apartments to Park 
 Starbucks at Lyndale/N. Last Chance will change foot traffic pattern 
 GNTC south end is a barrier 
 Neill is a barrier – bulb-outs, bridge 

o Redistribute/consolidate restaurants and retail 
 People walk where there is activity 
 Dead space deters walking 
 Move away from ground floor office 
 Owner occupancy – bought cheap in the 70s, no incentive to change 

• Next Steps 
o September 17, 2015 at 2pm 
o Meeting notes and presentation for Committee 
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 Summary of Charrette #1 (These are individual comments from SC members) 
o Consistent brand/story 
o Carroll connections 
o Dead spaces – turning back on mall 
o Useful & enjoyable walking (in addition to safety) 
o What’s the big picture?  Overall landscape 
o Lack of flow between neighborhoods & downtown 
o Walking mall draws people – it’s unique 
o Cruse divides neighborhood (probably most dense neighborhoods in Helena) 

 Street is too wide 
 Narrow sidewalks 
 Blocks are long 

 
 

MEETING DATE:  September 17, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Steering Committee Meeting #2 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Sid Godolphin 
Dennis McCahon 
Sumner Sharpe 
Melinda Barnes 
Ed Stevenson 
Shalon Hastings 
Judy Merickel (for Alan Nicholson) 
Mike Dowling 
Tracy Reich 
Sharon Haugen 
Jeremy Keene 
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o Attracting more people downtown 
 Focus on people who like to walk 
 Focus on historic character 
 More/larger anchors 
 People attract people 

- More tables, chairs, games, food carts, etc. 
- Better outdoor space 

o Mall is physically old, needs updating 
o Not enough cover/seasonal space 

 Framework Concepts – Information Gathering/Analysis – Ideas 
o Vision 
o Desire outcomes 

 What do you want at the end of the day? 
 What can this plan realistically achieve? 
 Identify a manageable set of steps that can be broadly 

supported/implemented 
o Initial concepts/themes 

 Land use – Downtown’s identity, and the identity of the greater community, 
is clearly defined its historic buildings. Preserving downtown’s character, 
while encouraging adaptive use and integration of new buildings into the 
historic fabric is a key issue. Encouraging active ground floor use and 
extending hours of operation are important issues for business health and 
customer traffic. More housing in the downtown is also desirable, however, 
the downtown lacks certain services and amenities, such as grocery, 
pharmacy, and neighborhood schools that are key for housing. A lack of 
housing options, such as townhomes, lofts, and condos, may also be 
affecting the ability to attract downtown residents. 

- Ground floor use 
- Services 
- Extended hours 
- Dead spaces – interim store front displays/art 
- City land incentives for redevelopment 
- Integrate housing 
- Incentives 

 New businesses 
 Tax rebates 
 Funding for façade improvements 
 Rent reduction/supplement 
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 Sidewalk repair/updates 
 Employers 
 Revolving loan fund 

- Regulations 
- Public/private partnerships – who are the landowners that could 

be approached for a discussion? 
 Holiday Inn 
 Arcade 
 Helena Indian Alliance 
 Granite Hartwig building owners (Carroll College) 
 BCBS building owners – Mike Casey 

 Transportation – The cost and hassle of parking is a deterrent to visiting, or 
locating a business, downtown. While there appears to be an adequate 
supply of parking, there is a clear perception that location, cost, convenience, 
and time limits are an issue. Downtown also lacks connectivity to the 
surrounding neighborhoods and Carroll College, especially for bicycles and 
pedestrians. This is also an issue within downtown between the Walking Mall 
and the Great Northern Town Center. The lack of connectivity affects the 
way downtown relates to the rest of the community and the ability to create 
synergy between different land uses.    

- Parking 
- Connectivity – corridors/links 
- People moving versus cars moving 
- High density neighborhoods close by 
- Walking distances 

 Economic/Market – Downtown is important historically, culturally, and 
economically to the Helena community. However, it lacks visibility and a 
clear, consistent branding strategy. Loss of business start-ups and major 
employers is a concern, as is the cost of rent. The fact that downtown is not a 
through street means that the majority of businesses rely on destination 
(rather than drive-by) customers, but the downtown lacks the major 
stores/anchors that would attract a larger volume of customers. 

- Visibility – gateways/wayfinding 
- Branding 
- Anchors 
- Not competing with big box stores 
- What’s downtown’s competitive advantage? 
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 Infrastructure – There is a strong perception that downtown infrastructure 
– things like streets, sidewalks, and landscaping, as well as, utilities – feels 
worn out, outdated, and uninviting. This affects first impressions of 
downtown health and the ability to attract new investment. Maintenance 
and jurisdictional issues between different City and State agencies affect this 
as well. 

- Maintenance/updates 
 ADA ramp project 
 BID/private sector? 

- Jurisdiction – how do we clarify/streamline responsibility? 
- Management plan for walking mall 

 Next Steps 
o Next charrette: October 20, 2015 at Holiday Inn 
o Next steering committee meeting: October 20, 2015, 2:00 pm at Placer Hotel 

(to be confirmed by Ed Stevenson)  
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 

Presentation for Charrette #2 ‐ Focus on vision and opportunities 
o Review of assets, issues, ideas, and barriers 
o Draft vision and guiding principles 
o Conceptual Land Use Framework 

 Create Downtown gateway 
 Strategically locate new retail 
 Strengthen neighborhood connections 
 Preserve and enhance historic character 
 Integrate housing 

o Table exercise for charrette 
 What needs to go in the south end of Downtown? 

- Retail anchor at the south end  

MEETING DATE:   October 20, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:    Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:    Steering Committee Meeting #3 

BY:   Kate Dinsmore 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Sumner Sharpe 
Kyle Baker 
Shalon Hastings 
Alan Nicholson 
Paul Cartwright 
Ryan Schwoehert 
Dennis McCahon 
Sharon Haugen 
Emily Gluckin (for Melinda Barnes) 
Nick Kaufman (WGM Group) 
Kate Dinsmore (WGM Group) 
Jeremy Keene (WGM Group) 
Bob Gibbs (Gibbs Planning Group) 
Mike Dowling (DSA Architects) 
Tracy Reich 
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- Take the existing building down and build lots of housing  
 In the next ten years, lots of housing is possible for millennials 

Robert Gibbs Market Analysis 
o 142,900 SF of retail demand in Downtown 

 Capturing retail demand dependent on many factors 
- Business recruitment – need to actively recruit businesses  
- Properties may not be available 
- Tenant improvement allowance 

 Serious challenges 
- Circulation 
- Parking management issues 

 Assets 
- Historic Downtown – great buildings 
- Enough parking although likely mismanaged 
- Two colleges 
- Capital 
- Nice neighborhoods 
- Employment centers 

 Tremendous market but underserving the market  
o Downtown Helena can capture $41M in additional retail sales – current sales are 20% of the 

national average 
 Grocery stores 
 Full service restaurants  

- Liquor license is $1M which is artificially suppressing the market  
- Cabaret license in Helena  

 $5,000‐$20,000  
 Apparel and shoes  
 General merchandise 
 Limited service eating  
 Special food service  

o Trade area   
 190,000 people (large market) 
 25% have a degree, well‐educated demographic  
 high income area ‐ $81,000 by 2020 

o Downtown housing 
 Alan ‐ We need to encourage housing in the Downtown.  More concentrated homes 

in Downtown will result in more shopping trips to Downtown.  More homes 
Downtown means more life on the street. 

- Gibbs – While he would recommend housing Downtown, it’s unlikely there 
could be a large enough increase in the Downtown population to 
significantly affect retail Downtown 

o Retail recruitment and market 
 Retail shops rely on an anchor 
 Anchors bring people Downtown on a regular basis 
 Retail has to look good or it will hurt the other users 
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 50/50/50 rule 
- Retailers are looking for 50,000 people with $50,000 income or 50,000 cars 

per day 
 Walk score 

- 90 ‐ High score 
o Trends and changing shopping habits 

 In 2020, 89% of homes will have no children 
 Most babies were from single mothers  
 Demand for common wall and small lots  
 Millennials want to live Downtown 
 Time is the factor for the millennials 

- 70% of their shopping occurs after 5 pm  
- Life style retail accommodates the shopper that spends twenty minutes 

after work shopping rather than a three hour social experience 
- The shopper is so busy she will not park and walk a half block to see if the 

store is open  
 Shoppers want the X factor.  It’s an emotional tie to the built environment. 

- New towns do not have an X factor so are trying to create X factor through 
container incubator start‐ups 

- Downtown Helena has a lot of X factor 
o Parking recommendations 

 Always have parallel parking on the street 
- Allows shopper to see front of store from her car 

 Always put in parking meters to stop employees from parking in front of their own 
stores 

 Provide free parking ½ block away  
 First two hours of parking in garage should be free  
 Parking is the most important part to getting more market share  
 Estimate meter space will turn over twenty to twenty‐five times a day 
 Customers willing to pay a buck an hour if they can park in front of the store 
 One metered space generates $150,000 in retail sales per year   
 Meters have to cost more than the garage or surface lots  
 Small retailers depend on the shoppers driving by and stopping 
 Have to have parking within sight of the store  

o Public markets 
 Helena could probably open a public market 
 Act as a virtual grocery store  
 USDA grant money available 
 20,000 – 25,000 SF  
 Examples: 

- Charleston, South Carolina ‐ markets become tourist attractions  
- Oxbow Public Market ‐  assembled as a not‐for‐profit group  

 Pay for the shell and land  
 Use rent to make a profit 

- Columbus, Ohio – North Market 
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o Management of Downtown 
 In Petoskey, Michigan, Downtown is manages like a shopping center for marketing  

- Recruit businesses  
 BID can help with visual merchandising ‐ clean up the look of Downtown 
 Store hours 

- Retail is often closed when people are at a restaurant  
- Restaurants add activity but don’t necessarily help retail   

 Signage defines good place to shop  
- High standards for architectural and signage standards.   
- Helps to recruit other retailers (standards ensure neighbors will be held to 

high standards) 
 Converting from one‐way street to two‐way street increases sales by 20%  
 

Impediments to development within City 
o Retail stores investigate to see how easy you are with your codes which influences if they 

will come to a city  
 Needs to be no harder to build outside the City and ideally easier to build in the City 

o Need subsidy to meet market for residential development 
 Very difficult to build in the Downtown with the city requirements 
 It is easier outside the city limits outside the city because you only need to meet 

sanitary constraints.   
 No building permit is required outside of the 
 Getting rid of the surface water is a big challenge  

o Potential to form a task force of developers to bring daylight to the issues 
o Lean urbanism – development designed to be just below building code thresholds to reduce 

costs 
o City is willing to work with the developers 

 Zoning commission led discussion but developers didn’t participate 
 Need to continue discussion with the City 

Urban Retail Institute Links 
o http://www.urbanretailinstitute.com/Home_Page.html 
o https://www.facebook.com/UrbanRetailInstitute/ 

Walking Mall Tour  
o Thoughts and recommendations from Gibbs 

 Signage 
 Fill in with buildings 
 Maintenance – painting 
 Ground floor retail to replace parking 
 Liner retail shops along front of parking and Holiday Inn blank walls 
 Awnings 
 Sidewalks 
 Clear, glass windows 
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Next Steps 
o Steering Committee Meeting #4, November 17th, 2:00‐4:00 pm 

 Charrette #2 Debrief 
 Vision Statement, Framework Concepts, Strategies 

o Steering Committee Meeting #5, December 15th, 2:00‐4:00 pm  
 Recommendations/Alternatives 

o Next charrette: Early January (TBD) 
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1. 2nd Charrette Recap – Steering Committee comments and observations: 

 More affordable eating options 

 Better physical connection between DT and GNTC 

 More/wider variety of retail 

 Metered parking on streets/free parking in garage  

 More vibrant downtown 

 Excitement around plan and downtown – lots of young folks attended Charrette 

 Housing 
o Downtown housing won’t sustain downtown retail by itself 
o Need to connect to other neighborhoods 

 Non-motorized connectivity and accessibility 

 Potential for investment 
o North of Neil (Starbucks) 

 Old bus depot 

MEETING DATE:  November 16, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Steering Committee Meeting #4 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Sumner Sharp 
Dennis McCahon 
Sid Godolphin 
Shalon Hasting 
Melinda Barnes 
Alan Nicholson 
Paul Cartwright 
Ryan Leland 
Tracy Reich 
Sharon Haugen 
Mike Dowling 
Jeremy Keene 
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 Parking structures/lots 

 Different perspectives depending on point of view 
o Windshield vs. foot traffic 
o Where “main street” starts 

 More everyday retail (i.e. hardware, office supply, pharmacy) 

 Bikes on the Walking Mall  

 More restaurants 

 Incorporate Central into downtown boundary 

 Redevelop alternative school property near GNTC 

 Parking rates just increased 
o Making garage less expensive than parking on the street 

 Parking convenience/perception 

 Lack of retail choices 

 Everyday needs like grocery, inexpensive clothing 

 Timely need 

 Headhunter for new business 
o I.e. restaurants 

 Biking and walking to offset needs for parking 

 Activity on sidewalk is key for business 

 Participation of 20-somethings really stands out 

 Definitions – Clarify what things mean 
o I.e. trolley, Walking Mall, downtown entrances, etc. 

 Do downtowns really have “entrances?”  
o Entrance is more of a visual thing 
o More like centers 

 Never going to fix parking  
o Focus on making it as convenient, simple, and painless as possible 

 Can’t focus on unrealistic ideas 
o I.e. more parking 
o Focus on what’s possible 

 Signage and appearance/maintenance 
 Two way traffic 

o Faneuill Hall in Boston – Jim Rouse 
 Has no parking, big department stores, but lots of interesting things 
 People will come for worthwhile things 

 As a community, we don’t do stuff. Individuals do stuff, but the community 
doesn’t follow their own plans 
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 Rules and regulations that make things harder 
o Fire Marshal 

 Adverse behavior (God’s Love and others) was strong theme in survey 
o Idle youth 

 Why isn’t downtown capturing the apparent demand that Gibb’s report showed? 
o Critical mass/synergy 
o Retailers have perceptions too – negative impressions 
o Lack of promotion/ambassador to welcome new business 
o Big seasonal swing in retail demand 

 Public market 

 Less specific than a grocery store 

 High interest, small business, incubator 

 Publicly owned spaced – need to keep rent cost lost 

 USDA grants 

 See uptown Butte market 
 Front St. Market 

 Artistic community needs a place to sell 

 Year – round space 

 Walking Mall, performance space, parks? 
 Burlington, VT 

 Must be easier to develop in downtown than outside, or it won’t happen 
 
2. Vision/Goals/Strategies 

 Who is audience? 
o Policy – city priorities 
o Marketing – business predictability  

 “Hang your dreams on the Vision” 
o Physical connection 
o Historic mile 
o Education corridor 
o Bike corridor 
o Public art  
o Carroll to Reeders Alley, “gold trail,” on capitalizing mining history 

 Central city concept 
o Includes what happens around downtown as well 
o Connectivity, neighborhoods, central school, Reeders 
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3. Land Use and Circulation Concept 

 Entertainment Retail is strong on 1st block of Walking Mall 
o Connect to Park Avenue brewery/restaurants? 
o Guidelines/design standards (i.e. sidewalk café, historic buildings) 

 North-South connection is important for bikes and peds 
o Front St. is shorter distance from Carroll 
o Continuous walkable corridor 
o Bikes on the mall? 

 Bicycles are allowed on sidewalks, except on the mall 

 Allow on mall, but no designated path 

 Compatible with other uses (i.e. public market) 
 
4. Next steps 

 December meeting 

 Key plan elements – round robin 

 Front Street design meeting 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 Smart Growth webinar yesterday 
o Missoula Mayor Engen presented 
o Downtown plans  

 Appeal to larger audience 
 City typically takes a strong role 

 Resources/funds 

 Regulatory authority 
o How do we get the City more involved in the Helena Plan? 

 Someone needs to be in charge of implementing the plan 
 Commissioners need to be invested and prioritize Downtown 

development rather than supporting moves out of town (i.e. BCBS or 
the Chamber) 

o Roll out a plan to Commissioner prior to final decisions 
 City Manager is key 
 Create performance measures 

 Demonstrable increase in Downtown tax revenue 

MEETING DATE:  December 15, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:   Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:   Steering Committee Meeting #5 

BY:  Jeremy Keene 
 

ATTENDEES:  
 

Sid Godolphin 
Dennis McCahon 
Sumner Sharpe 
Paul Cartwright 
Kyle Baker 
Andrew Hagemeier 
Melinda Barnes 
Alan Nicholson 
Mike Dowling 
Tracy Reich 
Jeremy Keene 
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 Land Use Concept 
o Land use descriptions will be articulated in the plan  
o Residential mixed use is appropriate everywhere, but some areas may be 

more focused toward retail, entertainment, etc. 
o Future use of Federal Reserve building could be public or civic use (i.e. 

Historical Society) 
o Great Northern has planned housing for 130 units 
o Front Street concept is residential mixed use with some commercial or 

entertainment uses 
o How does land use concept apply to zoning? 

 Downtown Plan will be adopted as an amendment to the Growth 
Policy 

 By law, zoning changes must be consistent with the Growth Policy, 
so the land use concept would influence future zoning changes. 

o What does this gain or cost us? 
 Allows us to focus specific uses (i.e. retail shopping street) 
 Allows us to protect existing uses (i.e. residential uses) 
 Provides design guidance for public improvements (i.e. sidewalks, 

streets, infrastructure) 
o Don’t make land use designations too specific 

 Focus on what we don’t want (easier to define) versus what we do 
want (harder to predict) 
 

 Pedestrian/Bicycle Network 
o Pedestrian walkway needs to follow Front Street rather than Last Chance 

Gulch 
 Less steep grade 
 Fewer curb cuts/driveways 
 Immediate catalyst opportunity with Front Street project 

o Needs to include bikes 
o “Gold Dust” trail doesn’t mean anything 

 Route doesn’t need to be themed, just needs good connectivity 
o Hauser one-way needs to be addressed 
o 3-lane Benton with bike lanes or two-way protected bikeway 

 See transportation plan 
o Public Market at Women’s Park would be a good attraction on the walking 

trail 
 Parks is also considering a permanent band shell  
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 Visual point of interest at end of Front Street 
o Establish active use adjacent to or within park 

 Housing (see concept sketch) 
 School at BCBS? Charter school/college? 

 
 Guiding Principles 

o Guiding principles should be positive, forward looking statements 
o Include something about commerce 
o Downtown is Walkable 
o Downtown is Connected to the Community 

 Pathway/connection to outlying suburban areas 
 Community connections, not just roads 
 Crossroads of community 

o Downtown is a Desirable Place 
 Attract people who come for the unique things only Downtown can 

offer 
 Promote attractions and conveniences that make Downtown unique 
 “Historic” is confusing with respect to what is “Downtown?” 
 Topography is important element 

o Activate Downtown 
 “New ideas need old buildings” – Jane Jacobs 
 Cruse does not need to be a primary vehicle route, repurpose right-

of-way 
o Manage Parking 

 Prefer “Optimize” or “Diversify” parking to meet needs 
 Include bicycle parking 

 
Key Priorities 

 Front Street Project 

 Cruse Ave Concept 

 Rezoning/code updates 
 

 Next Steps: 
o Front Street Focus Group 
o Final Charrette 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 I hope you will look at all of the ideas that were written on the boards and not just the 
ideas that were verbally presented tonight. 

 Thank you all, not enough time, room very loud and crowded, great job, great turn out, 
lots of great ideas 

 
 
 
 
 

MEETING DATE:   September 2, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:    Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:    Charrette #1 Comments  

BY:   Kate Dinsmore 
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Downtown Helena, Montana
Retail Market Analysis
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Gibbs Planning Group
Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study

Retail Analysis 2015 Supportable Retail 
142,900 (sf)  - $41.4 million in sales

Grocery Stores 27,700 sf Limited Service Eating 22,200 sf        Apparel & Shoes 17,300 sf

Full Service Restaurants 18,000 sf     General Merchandise 14,800sf     Special Food Services 8,700 sf
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Retail Market Study
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Shopping Centers & Districts 

Gibbs Planning Group Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study

1. Northside Center
2. Skyway Shopping Center
3. Northgate plaza Shopping Center
4. Capital Hill Mall
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Gibbs Planning Group
Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study

Trade Area Demographic Comparison

Demographic Characteristic
Primary Trade 

Area
Total Trade 

Area
State of 
Montana

2015 Population 67,200 188,400 1,027,700

2015 Households 28,200 80,500 430,600

2020 Population 70,100 193,800 1,073,200

2020 Households 29,500 83,200 452,100

2015-2020 Annual Population Growth Rate 0.85% 0.57% 0.87%

2015-2020 Annual HH Growth Rate 0.95% 0.67% 0.98%

2015 Average Household Income $71,100 $61,300 $62,300

2015 Median Household Income $57,400 $47,000 $46,700

2020 Average Household Income $81,100 $69,900 $71,000

2020 Median Household Income $66,600 $54,300 $53,900

% Households w. incomes $75,000 or higher 36.8% 28.3% 28.3%

% Bachelor’s Degree 24.5% 19.2% 19.7%

% Graduate or Professional Degree 14.5% 10.3% 9.5%

Average Household Size 2.32 2.27 2.32

Median Age 41.4 41.0 40.6
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Retail Category
2015 

Estimated
Retail Sales

2015
Sales/

SF

2015 
Estimated 

Supportable 
SF

2020 
Estimated

Retail Sales

2020
Sales/

SF

2020 
Estimated 

Supportable 
SF

No. of
Stores

Retailers

Apparel Stores $3,588,952 $255 14,070 $3,921,510 $265 14,800 7 - 8

Auto Parts Stores $237,855 $205 1,160 $268,035 $215 1,250 1

Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores $282,017 $295 960 $344,328 $310 1,110 1

Book & Music Stores $528,764 $210 2,520 $571,212 $220 2,600 1

Department Store Merchandise $870,384 $300 2,900 $1,101,227 $315 3,500 1 - 2

Electronics & Appliance Stores $114,300 $285 400 $189,463 $300 630 1

Florists $290,657 $205 1,420 $312,012 $215 1,450 1

General Merchandise Stores $4,061,527 $275 14,770 $4,677,869 $290 16,130 5 - 6

Grocery Stores $8,441,755 $305 27,680 $9,720,776 $320 30,380 1 - 2

Jewelry Stores $619,854 $325 1,910 $685,580 $340 2,020 1 - 2

Lawn & Garden Supply Stores $280,773 $205 1,370 $304,211 $215 1,410 1

Miscellaneous Store Retailers $1,751,841 $250 7,010 $1,896,222 $265 7,160 3 - 5

Office Supplies & Gift Stores $1,203,938 $245 4,910 $1,301,185 $260 5,000 3 - 4

Shoe Stores $842,217 $265 3,180 $904,566 $280 3,230 2 - 3

Specialty Food Stores $548,201 $250 2,190 $587,912 $260 2,260 1 - 2

Retailer Totals $23,663,036 $258 86,450 $26,786,108 $271 92,930 30 - 40

2015 & 2020 Supportable Retailers 

Gibbs Planning Group
Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study
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Retail Category
2015 

Estimated
Retail Sales

2015
Sales/

SF

2015 
Estimated 

Supportable 
SF

2020 
Estimated

Retail Sales

2020
Sales/

SF

2020
Estimated 

Supportable 
SF

No. of
Stores

Retailer Totals $23,663,036 $258 86,450 $26,786,108 $271 92,930 30 - 40

Restaurants

Bars, Breweries & Pubs $2,267,459 $305 7,430 $2,440,395 $320 7,630 2 - 3

Full-Service Restaurants $5,863,575 $325 18,040 $6,405,163 $340 18,840 3 - 4

Limited-Service Eating Places $7,001,096 $315 22,230 $7,634,918 $330 23,140 6 - 8

Special Food Services $2,568,338 $295 8,710 $2,746,810 $310 8,860 4 - 5

Restaurant Totals $17,700,469 $310 56,410 $19,227,286 $325 58,470 15 - 20

Retailer & Restaurant Totals $41,363,505 $269 142,860 $46,013,394 $283 151,400 45 - 60

Gibbs Planning Group
Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study

2015 & 2020 
Supportable Restaurants
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Gibbs Planning Group

Downtown Helena, Montana

Retail Market Study

Supportable Retail by 2020 
$46 million in sales/151,400 sf

7,400 sf            8,700 sf         14,800 sf 17,300 sf         18,000 sf 22,200 sf        27,700 sf

Miscellaneous     Special Food          General            Apparel           Full-Service     Limited Service   Grocery 
Store Retailers        Services          Merchandise        & Shoes  Restaurants       Eating Places 
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Thank you!

Gibbs Planning Group
Urban Retail Institute
248 642-4800

rgibbs@gibbsplanning.com
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DOWNTOWN HELENA MASTER PLAN

What needs to go in the south end of 
Downtown?

5

Where does housing go?6

Where does employment go?7

Great Great 
Northern Northern 

Town CenterTown Center

Hill Hill 
ParkPark

WomensWomens
ParkPark

Civic Civic 
CenterCenter

ReedersReeders
AlleyAlley

LibraryLibrary

Anchor Anchor 
ParkPark

Fire Fire 
Tower Tower 
ParkPark

Cons� tu� onCons� tu� on
ParkPark

Cathedral Cathedral 
of St. Helenaof St. Helena

Holter Holter 
Museum of Museum of 

ArtArt

Federal Federal 
CourthouseCourthouse

Where's the entrance to Downtown?1

Where are the focal points?4What’s your vision for Downtown?

Where's Downtown’s main street?2

What are the key characteris� cs?

How does Downtown connect with the 
surrounding neighborhoods and open 
space?

3

What are the key characteris� cs?

8 What services/ameni� es are missing in 
Downtown?

Where would they go?

Examples of Services:
Variety of Retail Types
Household/Grocery/Hardware
Health/Pharmacy
Financial

Examples of Ameni� es:
Educa� onal/Schools
Recrea� onal/Exercise
Entertainment

Give us your feedback on the dra�  vision statement below for Downtown Helena for the next 20 years.  
Please provide comments or make sugges� ons to express your vision.  

Downtown Helena is the economic, cultural, and social center of the community. The rich history of mining, 
railroad industry, and agriculture shape a spectacular 19th century downtown that con� nues to de� ne the 
iden� ty of Montana’s capital city. Residents and visitors enjoy ac� ve lifestyles, walkable neighborhoods, and 
a strong connec� on to Helena’s trails, parks, and outdoor ac� vi� es. Mild summer evenings and crisp winter 
days make Downtown Helena a year-round des� na� on for businesses, customers, and residents that are 
looking for quality of life, history, services, and entertainment in a safe and friendly environment. 

The Downtown Helena Master Plan builds on Downtown’s past success, leveraging its unique sense of place 
and historic iden� ty to create new opportuni� es in a changing marketplace. This includes:

• crea� ng a high-quality, desirable place to do business, work, and live; 
• connec� ng Downtown to the community and the outdoor environment; 
• crea� ng strong connec� ons to the capital and government workforce; 
• aligning the plan with foreseeable development opportuni� es; and,
• crea� ng a clear path for leadership to successfully implement the plan.

Consider connec� vity to employment and poten� al for shared-use parking.  

What are the key characteris� cs of Downtown housing?

What are the key characteris� cs of Downtown employment?

Consider connec� vity to housing, connec� vity to services, community nodes, and 
poten� al for shared-use parking.  
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Charrette #2 Map Activity Responses 
The second charrette for the Downtown Helena Master Plan was held at the Holiday Inn on October 20, 2015 from 5:30 
– 7:00 pm and was attended by over 80 people.   Groups were asked to illustrate their vision for Downtown by 
answering questions and diagramming their ideas on a map.  Their responses are below followed by the group maps.   
 

1. Where’s the entrance to Downtown? 

o Benton and Euclid, Lyndale and Last Chance, E. Lawrence by Cathedral 

o Intersection of Lyndale and Last Chance‐Gateway local 

o Off of Highway 12, sign on Benton and Highway 12 

o From 6th street 

o From Lyndale 

o 11th, North of Last Chance Gulch 

o Corner of Last Chance Gulch and Euclid (SW corner) 

o Multiple entrances  

 How do we make downtown easy to find? 

o Signage (2) 

o Show where to park 

o Better signage that would direct traffic 

o Signage at Montana 

o Archway‐Lyndale and Gulch 

o Statue‐Lyndale and Gulch 

o Wayfinding signage 

o More lighting for the area at night 

o Sign on Benton, sign on Last Chance Gulch 

o Better signage from highways 

o Visible street numbers 

o Acquire property as public gateway display (mini fire tower, etc) 

o Another entrance possibility is the corner of N. Park Ave and Neill Ave 

o Light poles‐consistency 

o Downtown directories at fairgrounds, Capitol, etc. 
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 What are the key characteristics of the entrance? 

o Make it attractive, make it look like an entry 

o Don’t have an entrance that dead ends 

o Common logo, i.e. fire tower 

o Historic landmark 

o Historic lighting and signage 

o No parking‐need better signs to garage 

o Signage from interstate and from the west 

o Large archway 

o Easy to navigate 

o Signage for retail and anchor 

o Consistency across entrances‐similar look and feel 

o Could have matching arches at entrances 

o Make a statement to stand out from surroundings, distinct and characterizing, ‘branding’ 

o Immediate retail opportunities 

o Open gate entrance feature 

o Streets and access 

 

2. Where’s Downtown’s main street? 

o Benton‐Park! 

 Where’s the strategic location for new retail? 

o Also further up the gulch 

o N. Last Chance to Lyndale 

o 1st floor retail in existing and new office buildings 

o 1st floor parking garages‐turn into retail 

o North of mini malfunction‐Sportsman and Danzier Point 

o Fuller Avenue 

o 1st block of Walking Mall 

o Medical Arts Building 

o Power Block 

o Walking Mall the whole length of Last Chance 

o Small store: Walking Mall 

o Anywhere Last Chance Gulch 
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o Fuller Ave 

o North end of Last Chance Gulch 

o Fill in gaps 

o Last Chance Gulch 

o 1st floor, tax incentive! 

o At entrance (Lyndale towards Neill) 

o Cruse Ave 

 What are the key characteristics? 

o Mix of uses‐retail, office (on 2nd floor), residential (on higher floors) 

o This draws attention into the Historic downtown streets  

o Infill locals 

o Longer hours 

o Consistency in streetscapes‐signs, lighting 

o Theme for historic value 

o Good signage and numbering 

o Light pole 

o Individual store fronts 

o Sidewalk cafes 

o Landscape 

o Affordability  

 

3. How does Downtown connect with the surrounding neighborhoods and open space?  

 What are the key connections within Downtown? 

o Cruse is like the Great Wall of China‐a barrier to downtown. Reduce the barriers for pedestrians 

o Lawrence  

o Broadway, 6th , Cruse, 13th  

o Broadway, 6th, Benton, 11th Ave, South Park, Mt. Helena 

o 11th Ave, Broadway, 6th, W. Lawrence, Benton, Lyndale, Helena Ave: All need signage 

o Neighbors on east and west 

o Trailhead connections at South West end‐ include more signage 

o Lawrence St, Sixth Ave, the churches, Central school 

o Better pedestrian access 

o Streets, access, sidewalks 
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o Need to direct bike use 

 What are the key characteristics? 

o Get a trolley up and down N. Last Chance 

o Mountain biking; it’s all about Downtown 

o Match neighborhood entrance to main entrance 

o Revamp Cruse to not be a barrier‐too wide, no store fronts 

o Redevelop Hill and Women’s park to accommodate multi residence housing and an open air market 

 

4. Where are the focal points? 

 Where’s the center of civic activity? 

o Ice cream shop, chess board 

o Library  

o Theater 

o Carousel 

o Cathedral  

o Movies 

o Grand Street and Myrna 

o Historic museum 

o Civic Center, Myrna Loy, library, City/County building 

o City/county building 

o Civic Center/library 

o All over north, central south 

 Where should the community gathering spaces be located? 

o Walking Mall, library, museums, all the places in ovals in your map 

o The Shrine should be renovated 

o I’d put it in front of Rialto/Hawthorne, Big Dipper etc. 

o Plaza/known city center/gathering 

o Front Rialto, performance park 

o Near parking 

o Exploration works, science center, carousel 

o All over 

o City/county building 

 Where do people go when they go downtown?   
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o All: Historic building, GNTC, Walking Mall, courthouse, parks, Farmers Market 

o Farmers Market, Walking Mall, GNTC, Museums, cultural places, parks 

o The Hawthorn 

o The movies 

o Breweries 

o Parks 

o Blackfoot, Big Dipper, public market, indoor sports‐plex with retail 

o All over 

 

5. What needs to go in the south end of Downtown? 

 How can this area be activated? 

o More retail and eclectic 

o Tear down old Federal building, or convert to Technology Campus or businessZ incubator 

o Housing/coffee shop/stop‐in restaurant/café 

o Bridge pizza 

o Anchor 

o Transportation (trolley) 

o Kid‐oriented indoor place 

o Retail and housing 

o Food truck park 

o Free parking supported by city wide tax, and Walking Mall businesses should have inviting rear entrances 

o Housing  

o Gateway dog park for residents and workers 

o Park for bike riders 

 

6. Where does housing go? 

 What are the key characteristics of Downtown housing? 

o All: townhomes, lofts, live/work, single family, multi‐family 

o 2nd floor and up of retail areas 

o Infill and above street retail 

o Townhomes with underground parking‐condos 

o Above retail zones –mixed zoning 

o No real limits 
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o The Guardian, Iron Front (shared bathrooms) 

 

7. Where does employment go? 

 What are the key characteristics of Downtown employment? 

o Diversify private sector 

o 2nd and 3rd floor 

o Myrna open/house, BCBS building 

o At 5:00, they leave‐get them to stay! 

o North and south end fill in existing gaps 

o No real limits, case by case 

o Trails 

o Breweries 

o After‐work 

 

8. What services/amenities are missing in Downtown? 

o Rooftop restaurant and lounges 

o Central school 

o Grocery 

o Health/pharmacy 

o Grocery/market/Leslie’s hallmark 

o Garden center/hardware /drug store 

o Department store 

o Outdoor seating 

o Hardware store, pharmacy, convenience or grocery store 

o Better signage/marketing of the mountain biking/hiking 

o Grocery store‐Trader Joe’s, small Whole Foods, pharmacy 

o City retail bikes (summer) 

o Directory of stores and services with addresses 

o Keep public billboards clean and updated 

o Advertisements through Groupon (internet) 

o Indoor sportsplex 

o Internet café 

o Better public transportation 
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o Ice skating rink 

o Pedestrian facilities on Last Chance Gulch that improve safety  

o Grocery/pharmacy 

o Grocery store/market, Trader Joe’s 

o Public bathrooms in multiple locations 

o Hardware 

o Year‐round child activities 

o Neighborhood grocery 

o Laundromats 

o Public markets 

 Where would they go? 

o Market in basement and ground floor of arcade building 

o Revive facade improvement program/grants 

o Design guidelines  

o More public art 

o Historic building signs 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 There should be a CONSTANT feature of downtown that can be employed immediately, 
through all seasons, in between, during, and after any infrastructure morphing that 
occurs, and that is CONSTANT is fresh but changing vegetation. A Downtown freshened 
by plants, plantings, planters, boxes, hanging pots, window‐ledge planters, lightpole 
décor, etc. is an inexpensive, ever‐changing, visually compelling, attractive way to 
cement the appeal of Downtown to all beholders.  It is a short, medium and long term 
means of attracting people and leaving them with lasting impressions of a compelling 
historic Downtown with impressive walkability, first‐and‐last impression charm.  Please 
make a priority of spiffing up Downtown with seasonally changing, classy. Abundant 
streetscaping, landscaping, etc.  The constancy of trees, plants, flowers will help bridge 
any major changes to street and building infrastructure.   

 Need to pay attention to the Native American population! Public/private issues 

 ‘Greening America’s Capitals’ concept should be shown for gateway of Last Chance 
Gulch North, Front Street greenway and south Cruse with city design.  Ensure Helena 
Ave. is not closed by changes to Malfunction Junction.  Find out why businesses have so 
much trouble getting opened.  Highlight natural draws like IMBA silver as part of trails.  
Dog park downtown at Cruse median for workers and residents.  

 Upper Last Chance Gulch from Lyndale down to Helena/Neill really mismatches with 
what’s further down and doesn’t provide a good indicator of what to expect.  I say keep 
walking mall car free by making pedestrian connections to make it more clear.  (I feel 
like I’m sneaking in from fire escapes sometimes.)  From a millennial, I can tell you what 
Helena has (and should be wary of changing up for summery flowers and awnings) is 
authenticity and that’s something that younger people want.  

 Re: Vision Statement  I’d love to see some acknowledgement of Downtown as business 
incubator.  The entropy of new small businesses coming and going lends much claim and 
opportunity to the area.   

 
 

MEETING DATE:   October 20, 2015 

PROJECT NAME:    Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:    Charrette #2 Comments  

BY:   Kate Dinsmore 
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Meeting Record 
 
 

 More consideration for residential parking, for example, “the Placer.” 

 We need a leader to make this happen. 
o How is it going to work? 
o We keep talking, but no action. 

 Don’t forget affordable housing for average income working people.  The employees 
might also want to live downtown. 

 Great job!  

 I love the focus on vibrant, walkable districts.  

 I think you are spot on with parking, but it will be a hard sell. 

 Love the idea of fixing Cruse and the other too wide streets.  Also the Neill/Fuller 
intersection should be made narrower. 

 I have mixed feelings on cutting off Helena Ave.  Feel like it is a good connector – 
especially to 6th Ward District/mid‐town.  

 I like the focus on making it easier for new businesses to come in. 

 I think more attention needs to be paid to the issues related to global warming – ways 
to discourage travel; emphasis on sustainability and decreased CO2 pollution. 

 Where does the downtown parking end? I’m on Howie and don’t have a garage and I 
worry about how far up the business district will move. 

 How have schools been figured in? Are the anticipated residents not families? 

 Please provide affordable housing.  Front St housing is high end and I don’t know if they 
are occupied.  

 Pedestrian scale planning to make downtown streets and businesses more interesting is 
a necessity.  Slowing traffic will make a more pedestrian and bike friendly downtown.  
This will increase the retail use of downtown.   

 Metered parking to sell the most convenient parking to the highest bidders is a good 
idea.  Provide lower cost parking on the fringes to allow for long‐term employee 
parking.   

MEETING DATE:   January 26, 2016 

PROJECT NAME:    Downtown Helena Master Plan 

SUBJECT:    Charrette #3 Comments & Sticky Dot Exercise Results 

BY:   Kate Dinsmore 
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 Front St improvements are going to be important to connect Centennial Trail to the 
downtown.  Make sure Front St is a safe route for all bikes (kids included) and walkers to 
get into downtown.  They also need a safe crossing at Neill and through the Women’s 
park area. 

 I’d like to see the historical aspect of downtown enhanced and promoted more. 

 Indoor market. 

 Residential areas. 

 Bigger parks. 

 Places for teenagers to go. 

 Connection of districts. 

 Residential component is huge.   

 Great idea of connectivity within area. 

 Look at Indianapolis. 

 Creating and branding downtown districts is brilliant.  Love the ‘Fire Tower District.’ 
Gives a rather dead place some life by just naming it. 

 Two‐way traffic on Gulch is a must! I work in the 400 block and walk every day. 

 Housing is a great idea.  Let’s do it! 

 How to get past the conservatism of the city engineers, and building? 

 In order to make this plan get off the ground, here are my questions: 
o What needs to develop first? 

 Downtown surrounding living? 
 Develop public markets? 
 Parking in surrounding? 

o What is the order to ensure success and make sure things keep moving rather than 
stop and start? 

o If there is current demand for 143,000 sq. ft., are there investors lined up to develop 
the space? 

o Is the City ready to kick in the funding if we can’t get school bonds passed? 

 My husband and I feel strongly that limited/controlled vehicular access should be 
included up the (now) Walking Mall.  One only needs to observe what happens on a 
Friday night, or any night, downtown to see that the vitality is on Park Ave because 
people can find a place to park in and access business.  Please don’t go decades without 
realizing this needs to happen.  Just drive to Bozeman or Dillon and you’ll see how a 
Montana downtown works.  Don’t doom us to another architectural concept that robs 
local businesses of an equal playing field.  A well‐planned mix of pedestrian and vehicle 
pull outs/in would keep cars from dominating.  

 Helena does have a great historic walking tour.  Search “Helena Walking Tour” on the 
Apple store or Google Play.  You can also print it at helenamt.com. 

 We should have been allowed more green dots! Not many implementation 
measure/recommendations I would not want to see pursued.  I don’t totally agree with 
the reconfiguration proposed for mini‐malfunction, but am on board with the need for a 
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change!  I also think we have more surface parking than needed at this point, so I feel 
like maybe the projections for additional parking might be high? Regardless, I like the 
housing proposals around Women’s Park, along Cruse Ave, and the focus on building on 
the positive and moving away from the status quo.  AND we need form based 
integration code that encourages economic opportunities and a walkable environment 
for our community. Excited to see all the participation, thank you for your work! 

 I believe metered parking anywhere downtown is a mistake.  Meters only create a 
greater contrast to free parking at box stores.  Counting all street parking and all parking 
garages and public lots, it seems there is plenty of parking, if people wanted to use it.  
People often do NOT want to use it because of the hassle of ‘feeding a meter!’ I have 
long proposed (even at one of your previous Charrettes) that ALL parking in the 
downtown area should be free.  It should be paid for with a city wide parking fee 
attached to all property taxes.  Another concern is the fact that employees often park in 
front of their own retail store.  It seems incredible that store owners and managers 
cannot police their own employees.  If this is truly the case, it leaves one of two options.  
One: Form a volunteer ‘Parking Police’ group from store owners and managers to simply 
observe and report any employee parking to the group which should result in contact 
with the employer of the offending employee. Two: Place parking meters in front of all 
stores, but allow free parking in all garages, lots and streets, not in front of a retail store.  
Another issue is the connection between Great Northern and the Historic Downtown.  I 
have no specific suggestion but it needs to be MUCH more direct and convenient than I 
see in any of your proposals. – Paula Pacini 443‐7730 

 Biggest issues: getting the City on board to support new directions and think creatively 
about money/financing, initiatives, code changes, dealing with MDT, thinking ‘urban,’ 
not suburban. 

 Montana Wilderness Association (owns the Bluestone building) is interested in 
landscaping its property adjacent to the Fire Tower and somehow combine into existing 
‘unofficial’ social trails that go across the property from LCG (people come up the hill 
east toward the Fire Tower and on the property adjacent to the hi‐rise housing).  Why 
not make a green area and trail to include this portion that is underutilized and looks 
awful? This would connect LCG to Cruse and beyond and make the Fire Tower more 
accessible.  It is our symbol, but no one can get to it! The National Register sign for the 
Fire Tower is currently accessible only via the parking lot of the apartment building 
located on Ewing – who knows how to get there if you’re a tourist? Residents don’t even 
know how to access it.   

 Managing parking is one of the most important items to implement. 

 Integrating mixed use should be a priority as well.   

 Infilling at the south end of the Walking Mall, library, and old federal building area 
should be a focus. 
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Fire Tower District Comments 

 No above ground parking 

 Senior housing 

 Add cars to Walking Mall 

 Underground parking go into mountain 

 Issues with bikes/skateboards 
o Needs enforcement or designated lane 

 Police walking/biking patrol 

 Need better connection to Walking Mall from the back side of buildings between 
Broadway and 6th – possibly back doors to buildings or directional signage from parking 
garages 

 Public Market at Park and Broadway location of historic Marlow Theater – could be 
called the Marlow Market 

 Future uses for the old Federal Building (Cruse and Park) – market or housing? 

 Trees at 6th and Cruse block visibility and connection from parking garage to building on 
6th and Jackson 

 Pedestrian connection with courthouse area 
 
Last Chance Gulch District Comments 

 All night diner for students and seniors 

 No space available in Jackson Garage for Placer residents 

 Address sidewalks on 14B between Helena and Last Chance Gulch 

 Consider snow storage with zero setbacks 

 I support housing with the caveat that we reuse existing structures, not tear down.  
 
Sticky Dot Exercise 
Mini‐Malfunction Junction Improvements: 21 Green 3 Red 
Concepts for Development Code: 18 Green 
Public Market: 18 Green 1 Red  
Cruse Avenue Conversion: 17 Green 
Fire Tower Cruse Avenue Housing: 12 Green 1 Red  
Carroll College Connection: 9 Green 
Manage Parking: 8 Green  
Historic Preservation: 7 Green 
Last Chance Gulch Streetscaping: 7 Green  
Gateways and Wayfinding: 6 Green 
Neill Avenue Corridor: 5 Green  
Non‐Motorized/Trail Connections: 5 Green  
Neill/Front Intersection Improvements: 3 Green 
Last Chance Gulch Retail District Development Code: 3 Green  
Fire Tower District Image Board: 1 Green 
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Historic Walking Tour: 2 Green 
Great Northern Redevelopment Opportunities: 2 Green 
Front Street Reconstruction: 1 Green 
Fire Tower District Development Code: 2 Green 
Aesthetics & Maintenance: 1 Green 
Encourage Business Incubators and Startups: 1 Green 
Great Northern District Development Code: 1 Green 
Encourage Mixed Use: 1 Green 
New Traffic Signal at LCG/14th: 1 Green 
Curb Bulbouts & Crossing Improvements at Lawrence/Cruse and 6th/Cruse: 1 Green 
Pedestrian Connection across Cruse between 6th and Broadway: 1 Green  
 
Integrate Housing (Women’s Park Housing): 11 Green 12 Red 
Convert Last Chance Gulch to Two‐Way Traffic: 5 Green 6 Red 
Benton Avenue – Convert to 3 Lanes with Bike Lanes: 4 Green 5 Red  
Allow Bikes on Mall: 4 Green 4 Red 
 
Future Traffic Signal at Benton/14th: 1 Red  
Transit: 1 Green 3 Red 
Residential parking permits and time limits should be eliminated: 3 Red  
Existing Zoning: 11 Red 
 
Front Street Matrix  
  Protected Bikeway: 8 Green 1 Red  
  Multi‐Use Path: 1 Green 4 Red 

Existing Plus: 8 Red 
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225 Cruse Ave., Suite B 
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Contact: Tracy Reich 
(406) 447-1535 
treich@helenabid.com 
 
Thursday, March 26, 2015          
   

 

Downtown Master Plan Request For Proposals Released 

The Helena Business Improvement District in partnership with the City of Helena issued 

a request for proposals (RFP) for a consultant or team of consultants to conduct a master 

planning process for Downtown Helena. 

What is it about downtowns you’ve visited that makes them memorable? How did that 

community achieve their vision?  The Master Plan will be a visioning and guiding document for 

the management and future growth of Downtown Helena by the Helena Business Improvement 

District, the City of Helena, and other agencies. Master planning is an important tool for guiding 

downtown economic growth.  

Other Montana communities have completed master plans that have spurred economic 

growth in their downtowns such as Bozeman, Missoula, Kalispell, and most recently Hamilton. 

“The City of Hamilton adopted its Downtown Master Plan in June of 2014, and the Hamilton 

Downtown Association has taken the lead in its implementation. The completed Master Plan 

included prioritized action items, and a timeline for their implementation. This has been 

extremely useful to me, as the HDA Coordinator, in showing us where to focus our energy. The 

action items also identify whether there are policy implications for the City Council, and who 

should take the lead on them. A clear master plan, with thorough public involvement (surveys, 

public meetings, focus groups), has been very beneficial, and it's a reference upon which I draw 

regularly,” said Russ Lawrence, Coordinator of the Hamilton Downtown Association. “Having a 

Master Plan for Downtown Missoula has been an extraordinary tool for guiding the decision 
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making of all parties vested in our downtown,” said Linda McCarthy, Director of the Downtown 

Missoula Partnership. “It guides goal setting and allocation of resources for our downtown 

organizations, and it has put our municipalities, developers and stakeholders on the same page 

in terms of our future. The Missoula Downtown Master Plan is some of the best work we have 

done for our community.” 

“We are excited to launch this process,” said Tracy Reich, Executive Director of the 

Helena Business Improvement District. “Bringing the public together with Downtown 

stakeholders to create a vision for downtown and then putting together strategies to 

accomplish that vision is a vital tool for Downtown and the Business Improvement District. It’s 

important that the citizens of Helena have a say in what their downtown will look like in 5, 10, 

20 years and understand the processes that will take place to achieve that vision.”  

The City of Helena is partnering with the HBID to create the plan. The City Community 

Development Department will be the lead for the City on the project. “The City is excited to 

partner with the Helena BID on this master plan project,” said Sharon Haugen, Community 

Development Director. “The process represented in the RFP will provide the City, the BID and 

others a blueprint for moving forward to creating a stronger and more vibrant downtown, will 

help inform the City  on what changes may be needed in our ordinances and regulations to 

have achieve that vision.  It will also help identify the many partners who have an interest in the 

downtown area.” 

Why create a master plan? Nick Kalogeresis, Vice President of the Lakota Group and 

former Program Officer for the national Trust Main Street Center, recently wrote in the Main 

Street News, “A downtown master plan is one of the most important sustainability documents a 

Main Street community can have as it reaffirms the downtown’s role as the economic, cultural, 

and social center of the community. Downtown master plans have long been developed and 

adopted by Main Street programs and municipalities to guide decision making for public 

improvements, private investments, and changes to existing zoning codes and regulatory 

mechanisms.” 

He continues to say, “These plans often have specific elements related to streetscape 

improvements, open space and parks, historic preservation, land-use and development 
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opportunities, transportation and parking, and governmental and cultural facilities. Downtown 

master plans can also address sustainability concerns such as the reuse of historic buildings and 

existing infrastructure, the mixture of commercial and residential land uses to encourage 

pedestrian activity and less reliance on autos, and the guidance of development and reuse of 

vacant parcels and land inside, rather than outside, the downtown area.” 

Initial funding from the Montana Main Street Program grant program and the Helena 

Business Improvement District has been secured; additional funding is in process. Consultant 

submissions are due April 20th. A selection committee consisting of representatives from the 

Helena Business Improvement District, the City of Helena Community Development 

Department and the Montana Business Assistance Connection will interview finalists and select 

a consultant or team of consultants in early May. 

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com or 406-447-1535. 

 

# # #  
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Friday, May 8, 2015           
  

Downtown Master Plan Consulting Team Selected 

The Helena Business Improvement District in partnership with the City of Helena has 

selected a team of consultants lead by WGM Group to lead the master planning process for 

Downtown Helena. 

WGM Group’s team was selected from a pool of four teams of consultants.  In addition 

to the team lead by WGM Group, teams from Inside Edge Design LLC, KLJ Engineering, and SMA 

Architects were also considered. In addition to submitting written proposals, each team made a 

one hour presentation of their qualifications to the selection committee. “We were really 

impressed with the quality of the proposals and presentations,” said Randy Riley, Board Chair of 

the Helena Business Improvement District. “You could tell each team had been thoughtful in 

putting together the expertise that would deliver a very high quality plan for Downtown 

Helena. The teams embraced the need for the process to be community driven and the passion 

for Downtown Helena was very evident.  This is an exciting project and we are looking forward 

to working with WGM Group.”   

“Downtown Helena is a special place, and we are excited to be part of planning its 

future,” said Jeremy Keene, Principal Engineer for WGM Group. “We have a great opportunity 

to bring people together around a plan that makes downtown an asset for the entire 

community.” 

The Master Plan will be a visioning and guiding document for the management and 

future growth of Downtown Helena by the Helena Business Improvement District, the City of 

Helena, and other agencies. This will be a community based planning effort where the public 
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will drive the vision and content of the plan.  “We are excited to launch this process,” said Tracy 

Reich, Executive Director of the Helena Business Improvement District. “Bringing the public 

together with Downtown stakeholders to create a vision for Downtown and then putting 

together strategies to accomplish that vision is a vital tool for the City, the Business 

Improvement District, and other Downtown stakeholders. It’s important that the citizens of 

Helena have a say in what their downtown will look like in 5, 10, 20 years and understand the 

processes that will take place to achieve that vision.”  

Master planning is an important tool for guiding downtown economic growth. Other 

Montana communities have completed master plans that have spurred economic growth in 

their downtowns such as Bozeman, Missoula, Kalispell, and most recently Hamilton.  

“The City of Hamilton adopted its Downtown Master Plan in June of 2014, and the 

Hamilton Downtown Association has taken the lead in its implementation,” said Russ Lawrence, 

Coordinator of the Hamilton Downtown Association. “The completed Master Plan included 

prioritized action items, and a timeline for their implementation. This has been extremely useful 

to me, as the HDA Coordinator, in showing us where to focus our energy. The action items also 

identify whether there are policy implications for the City Council, and who should take the lead 

on them. A clear master plan, with thorough public involvement (surveys, public meetings, 

focus groups), has been very beneficial, and it's a reference upon which I draw regularly.”  

“Having a Master Plan for Downtown Missoula has been an extraordinary tool for 

guiding the decision making of all parties vested in our downtown,” said Linda McCarthy, 

Director of the Downtown Missoula Partnership. “It guides goal setting and allocation of 

resources for our downtown organizations, and it has put our municipalities, developers and 

stakeholders on the same page in terms of our future. The Missoula Downtown Master Plan is 

some of the best work we have done for our community.” 

The City of Helena is partnering with the HBID to create the plan. The City Community 

Development Department will be the lead for the City on the project. “The City is excited to 

partner with the Helena BID on this master plan project,” said Sharon Haugen, Community 

Development Director. “The process represented in the RFP will provide the City, the BID and 

others a blueprint for moving forward to creating a stronger and more vibrant downtown, will 
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help inform the City  on what changes may be needed in our ordinances and regulations to 

have achieve that vision.  It will also help identify the many partners who have an interest in the 

downtown area.” 

Why create a master plan? Nick Kalogeresis, Vice President of the Lakota Group and 

former Program Officer for the national Trust Main Street Center, recently wrote in the Main 

Street News, “A downtown master plan is one of the most important sustainability documents a 

Main Street community can have as it reaffirms the downtown’s role as the economic, cultural, 

and social center of the community. Downtown master plans have long been developed and 

adopted by Main Street programs and municipalities to guide decision making for public 

improvements, private investments, and changes to existing zoning codes and regulatory 

mechanisms.” 

He continues to say, “These plans often have specific elements related to streetscape 

improvements, open space and parks, historic preservation, land-use and development 

opportunities, transportation and parking, and governmental and cultural facilities. Downtown 

master plans can also address sustainability concerns such as the reuse of historic buildings and 

existing infrastructure, the mixture of commercial and residential land uses to encourage 

pedestrian activity and less reliance on autos, and the guidance of development and reuse of 

vacant parcels and land inside, rather than outside, the downtown area.” 

Initial funding from the Montana Main Street Program grant program, the Helena 

Business Improvement District and the Big Sky Trust Fund has been secured; additional funding 

is in process.  

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com or 406-447-1535. 

 

# # #  
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Monday, August 17, 2015          
   

Downtown Master Plan Public Charrettes Scheduled 

Still time to fill out a survey! 

 

Join the Helena Business Improvement District, the City of Helena, WGM Group, Land 

Solutions, and DSA Architects for the first public charrette for the Downtown Master Planning 

process Wednesday September 2nd from 5:30- 7:00 pm at the Best Western Premier Great 

Northern Hotel located at 835 Great Northern Boulevard. 

The first charrette’s content is being formed from the results of a public engagement 

survey being conducted through August 25th.  The survey link or a hard copy of the survey may 

be found on the Downtown Helena website www.downtownhelena.com/about-us/bid. The 

survey explores people’s opinions and usage of downtown currently and asks for opinions on 

things they would like to see remain or improve. Additional outreach is also being conducted at 

the August 12th Alive @ Five, the August 22nd Farmer’s Market, and to many organizations and 

groups in Helena between now and August 25th. 

“We’ve had a great response to the survey. It’s clear that Helena believes Downtown is 

a special place and can play an important part in Helena’s future. The first charrette will focus 

on how Downtown fits in the greater community – what’s Downtown’s role, how does it 

contribute to the economy, and how do we leverage Downtown’s assets to benefit all of 

Helena’s citizens?” Said Jeremy Keene, Project Manager with WGM Group.   

Attendees of the charrette will help shape the preliminary strategies; this work will also 

continue with the second charrette where the initial market analysis will be discussed and draft 
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strategies formulated. The second charrette is scheduled for October 20th and the third 

charrette for December 8. Time and location will be announced soon. 

What is a charrette? A charrette is an intensive planning session where citizens, 

designers and others collaborate on a vision for development, in this case the future of 

Downtown Helena. It provides a forum for ideas and offers the unique advantage of giving 

immediate feedback to the consultants. More importantly, it allows everyone who participates 

to be a mutual author of the plan. 

The Downtown Helena Master Plan will be a visioning and guiding document for the 

management and future growth of Downtown Helena by the Helena Business Improvement 

District, the City of Helena, and other agencies. This is a community based planning effort 

where the public will drive the vision and content of the plan. Master planning is an important 

tool for guiding downtown economic growth. Other Montana communities have completed 

master plans that have spurred economic growth in their downtowns such as Bozeman, 

Missoula, Kalispell, and most recently Hamilton.  

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com, 406-447-1535 or 

Jeremy Keene at jkeene@wgmgroup.com, 406-728-4611. 

 

# # #  
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Tuesday, December 1, 2015          
   

Downtown Master Plan Charrette #3 Scheduled for January 26th 

The third charrette for the Downtown Master Plan process has been moved to January 

26, 2016. Time and location are yet to be determined. 

"We have had such great input and engagement by the public, the consultants and 

steering committee need more time to synthesize the data into goals and objectives,” said 

Tracy Reich, Executive Director of the Helena Business Improvement District. “We want to 

ensure we have a quality product that captures the public’s vision for downtown and creates a 

implementable plan for achieving that vision.” 

Over 180 people have attend the first two charrettes and over 700 people filled out 

surveys. In addition, presentations have been made and interviews conducted with another 20 

entities. The first charrette reviewed the information gathered from the survey and outreach 

efforts. Participants offered ideas, barriers and solutions based on that initial data. The second 

charrette included a presentation by Robert Gibbs on his initial retail market analysis for 

Downtown. Participants reviewed the progress from the first charrette and worked on 

additional ideas and direction based on work to date. WGM Group will present the draft goals 

and strategies at the third charrette. 

Master planning is an important tool for guiding downtown economic growth. Other 

Montana communities have completed master plans that have spurred economic growth in 

their downtowns such as Bozeman, Missoula, Kalispell, and most recently Hamilton. Helena is 

the largest city in the State without a downtown master plan. 

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com or 406-447-1535. 

# # #  
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Wednesday January 20, 2016     
         

FINAL DOWNTOWN HELENA MASTER PLAN CHARRETTE SCHEDULED FOR JANUARY 26TH 

The Helena Business Improvement District, in collaboration with the City of Helena and 

Montana Business Assistance Connection, will host the third and final charrette for the Downtown 

Master Plan on January 26th from 5:30 - 8 pm at the Holiday Inn Downtown. The agenda starts with an 

open house followed by a presentation by the consulting team and concludes with an interactive 

exercise to get feedback on the plan recommendations.  

HBID is also pleased to release Robert Gibbs’ final marketing report. In October, Robert Gibbs, of 

the Gibbs Planning Group, provided an optimistic initial assessment of the economic opportunities 

available to Downtown Helena. His final report is available at https://downtownhelena.com/dhibid/bid/. 

Gibbs maintains his optimistic outlook – Helena has an extensive trade area, with a large, high-income, 

well-educated population. His analysis indicates that Downtown Helena currently has demand for up to 

142,900 square feet of new retail development (45-60 new stores and restaurants). “You are 

underserving the market potential,” Gibbs said. 

Gibbs also believes that, in the near future, the quality of Downtown will attract people and 

businesses that will further increase demand for goods and services. “In your case, really, there will be a 

tidal wave of empty nesters and baby boomers coming downtown. I think they’re going to want to live 

downtown. I think they’re going to be bored of living in the suburbs in their three- and four-bedrooms 

homes and their children have moved out and they’re going to want to live in a walkable community.” 

“You already have the hard stuff,” Gibbs said, referring to the historic buildings, parking structures and 

major employers already present in Downtown. “What you need to do now is focus on the details.” 

In traditional downtowns, city halls, courthouses, libraries, post offices, and churches serve as 

noncommercial “community anchors” that bring pedestrian and vehicular traffic downtown. These, in 

turn, create demand for retailers, offices, and hotels. Residential housing located near employment and 
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shopping destinations completes the range of land uses that create a demand for each other by being 

located within a compact, walkable environment. 

Shifts in transportation, beginning in the 1950’s, eroded the traditional downtown environment. But 

trends are changing. “Time is the new luxury”, Gibbs writes in his book, Principles of Urban Retail 

Planning and Development. The modern shopper is focused on convenience – being able to get what 

they want, when they want it.  

These factors give Downtown the unique advantage of offering the ability to locate goods, 

services, employment, housing, and entertainment within convenient proximity. Adding the intangible 

“X-Factor” of hip architecture, arts, and culture, Helena is well-poised for downtown success, but there 

are issues to be addressed. 

Providing a high-quality experience is essential to attracting shoppers and residents to 

downtown. Little things, like graffiti or poorly maintained sidewalks, detract from the value of being 

downtown. “It lowers the expectations,” Gibbs explained. It creates a perception that Downtown is not 

cared for, that retailers offer lower quality goods and services, that shoppers aren’t getting good value 

merchandise.  

Parking is also a critical issue. Statistically there are enough parking spaces in Downtown, but 

management of those spaces could be improved to maximize benefit. “It costs the same amount of 

money to use the parking garage as it does to park at a prime location,” Gibbs said. “In fact, your prime 

locations are free. It should be the other way around. The prime locations should cost more than the 

parking garage.” 

Other key issues include providing basic services, like a grocery store or public market, to make 

living downtown more convenient. According to Gibbs, seventy percent of shopping occurs after five pm 

and only nine percent of income goes to entertainment or apparel. Providing basic services and 

extended business hours, allows people to stay downtown to meet their essential needs.  

The Downtown Master Plan will incorporate Gibbs’ recommendations to create a guiding 

document for the management and future growth of Downtown Helena.  

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com or 406-447-1535. 
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Tuesday, March 1, 2016          
   

Final Draft Downtown Master Plan Available for Comment 

 

The Helena Business Improvement District, the City of Helena, WGM Group, Land 

Solutions, and DSA Architects are pleased to release the final draft Downtown Master Plan 

document for review and comment. Comments are due by March 15th to Jeremy Keene at 

jkeene@wgmgroup.com. 

The draft plan is available on the Helena Business Improvement District (HBID) website 

https://downtownhelena.com/dhibid/bid. A link is also available on the Downtown Helena 

Master Plan Facebook page. Hard copies of the plan are available for review at the Lewis & 

Clark Library, 120 S. Last Chance Gulch, and the HBID/Downtown Helena office at 318 Fuller 

Avenue. The planning process has had significant public input with over 1700 individual 

contacts. 

The next steps are for the Helena Business Improvement District Board of Trustees to 

approve the plan at their March 22nd Board meeting. The plan will be presented to the 

City/County Planning Board for consideration as an amendment to the growth policy and will 

be presented to the City Commission for adoption. HBID will be stewarding the plan's 

implementation.  

For more information, contact Tracy Reich at treich@helenabid.com, 406-447-1535 or 

Jeremy Keene at jkeene@wgmgroup.com, 406-728-4611. 

# # # 
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